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I Abstract 

Efficient utilization of CO2 as a molecular building block driven by renewable energy is a 

cornerstone of a circular carbon economy. This entails selective conversion of CO2 into a wide 

array of commodity chemicals, materials and fuels, which necessitates extensive knowledge of the 

mechanisms of CO2 reduction.  

This thesis is the result of a combined mass spectrometric, spectroscopic and computational 

exploration of fundamental gas-phase interactions between CO2 and anionic alkali and alkaline 

earth metals. Existing literature suggests that metal atoms and ions may either reduce CO2 directly 

to CO, or react to form a metalated complex MCO2, the latter considered an important intermediate 

in the conversion of CO2. This is corroborated in this work as the reduction of CO2 to oxalate and 

CO by the anionic metal species in question is seen to typically proceed via this type of complexes. 

The associated reaction energetics are linked to the structural perturbation and the closely 

connected reduction of the bound CO2 moiety. Periodic trends are revealed as more efficient 

charge transfer from metal to CO2 is found to generally correlate with lowered barriers for further 

reactions. Important mechanistic aspects related to the energetic demands are also presented.  

Additionally, this work elaborates on the further reduction of CO by homologation to cyclic 

oxocarbons CnOnm− (n = 3 – 4, m = 1 – 2), viewed from the perspective of upscaling CO2 to multi-

carbon compounds. A critical step for these processes when initiated by e− or MgCl− is determined 

to be the simultaneous reduction and C—C coupling of two CO molecules. Transfer of a single 

electron to the oxocarbon moiety is found to initiate the cyclooligomerization process while a 

second electron terminates it, consistent with the fact that the corresponding neutral species are 

deemed unstable.   

These results represent another step towards surveying CO2-interactions with species 

throughout the periodic table, and could prove useful for the development of processes utilizing 

CO2 efficiently.  
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Characterization of the alkali metal oxalates (MC2O4
−) and their formation by CO2

reduction via the alkali metal carbonites (MCO2
−)

Joakim S. Jestilä, Joanna K. Denton, Evan H. Perez, Thien Khuu, Edoardo Aprà, Sotiris S. 

Xantheas, Mark A. Johnson and Einar Uggerud

Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., , 22 (14), 7460-7473.

This paper details the reduction of carbon dioxide to oxalate mediated by alkali metal anions, 

emphasizing the role of the intermediary metal carbonites, MCO2
−, studied using mass 

spectrometric techniques and quantum chemistry. The metal oxalate complexes, MC2O4
−, were 

characterized by cryogenic ion vibrational spectroscopy in collaboration with the Mark Johnson

research group at Yale University. High-level ab initio quantum chemical methods (CCSD(T)) 

were employed in collaboration with Sotiris S. Xantheas and Edoardo Aprà at the Pacific 

Northwestern National Laboratory and University of Washington (for S.S.X.), using high-

performance computing (HPC) resources provided by the National Energy Research Scientific 

Computing Center (NERSC). 

Computational Exploration of the Direct Reduction of CO2 to CO Mediated by Alkali

and Alkaline Earth Metal Chloride Anions

Joakim S. Jestilä and Einar Uggerud

Organometallics.

This was a purely computational investigation, concerning the alternative reaction pathways for 

CO2 reduction via the metal carbonites, specifically those leading to CO. Herein, the alkaline earth 

metals are included, also elucidating their role in the formation of oxalate.  
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Unimolecular Dissociation of Hydrogen Squarate (HC4O4
–) and the Squarate Radical

Anion (C4O4
•–) in the Gas Phase and the Relationship to CO Cyclooligomerization

Joakim S. Jestilä and Einar Uggerud

J. Org. Chem. , 84 (21), 14005–14014.

This paper details the dissociation of hydrogen squarate and the squarate radical anions, 

investigated with a combination of mass spectrometry and quantum chemistry. The aim was to 

elucidate mechanistic details and their relevance for the reverse processes.   

The unimolecular dissociation of magnesium chloride squarate (ClMgC4O4
−) and

reductive cyclooligomerisation of CO on magnesium

Joakim S. Jestilä, Zsuzsanna Iker, Mauritz J. O. Ryding and Einar Uggerud  

Org. Biomol. Chem., , 18 (46), 9499-9510.

The purpose of this study was to expand upon the previous publication, Paper I . Specifically, it 

was of interest to investigate the effects of magnesium on the anionic squarate system. We strove 

towards improving upon our methodology for the estimation and assessment of threshold energies 

during this work. 
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1 

Carbon dioxide, CO2, is formed in any complete aerobic biological and chemical combustion 

process. While some of it is converted back to combustible form as part of a natural carbon cycle, 

a substantial human contribution has resulted in its accumulation in the atmosphere. The latter is 

linked to a warmer climate, in turn connected to more frequent and extreme weather events,

drought, and rising sea levels.1 Due to the increasing energy demands of a growing global 

population, it seems at this point infeasible that the anthropogenic contribution is going to be 

reduced to a level that stagnates the growth in the atmospheric concentration of CO2. Hence, the

most realistic strategy to alleviate the natural cycle is to remove or capture CO2 before it ends up

in the atmosphere. Direct air capture (DAC) is a suggested approach for scrubbing CO2 directly 

from the atmosphere, while carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) involves capturing it from 

the flue gases of industrial emitters and subsequently storing it. The former approach is highly 

energy intensive, whereas the usefulness of the latter is largely contingent on the permanency of 

the selected storage medium—which is uncertain at this point. Mitigation of the latter can be 

achieved if the gas is instead utilized by converting it to useful compounds.

The utilization of CO2 is in fact a relatively old technique, emerging with the syntheses of 

salicylic acid and sodium carbonate developed in the 19th century.2 Since then, a plethora of 

applications have been developed, utilizing CO2 as a carbon source in the production of various 

compounds.3 Nonetheless, if all of these applications were implemented today, they would only

amount to about 0.3 Gt CO2/year converted to commodity chemicals, which is a drop in the ocean 

compared to the 32 Gt CO2/year released through human activities.2,4

Although global oil reserves might seem practically non-depletable due to the development 

of technologies enabling extraction from previously unavailable locations, they are finite. Carbon 

dioxide represents a prospective replacement for oil, gas and coal as one of the primary sources of 

carbon for commodity chemicals, materials and fuels. However, for this to become more than a 

prospect, an intimate knowledge of the reactivity of CO2 must be established.
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The carbon atom of CO2 is in its highest oxidation state, hence utilization of carbon dioxide can be 

divided into categories depending on the extent of reduction.2 Generally, reactions that maintain 

the +IV oxidation state of the carbon, or lower it to +III, have fairly low energy demands, therefore 

known simply as low-energy processes. Conversely, high-energy reactions lower the oxidation 

state of the carbon to any number between +II and −IV, and are energetically more demanding. 

The low-energy category leads to commodity chemicals or materials, while the high-energy 

category represents a potential source for fuels and chemical feedstock. It should be noted that the

market for fuels is much larger than the market for chemicals, the former thus having a much higher

potential impact on offsetting CO2 emissions than the latter.2 A simple fuel formed directly by CO2

reduction is methanol:

CO2(g) + 3H2(g) → CH3OH(aq) + H2O(l). (1.1)

This can be accomplished electrolytically, although electrolytic CO2 reduction is usually energy-

inefficient and requires significant overpotentials.5 In any case, CO2 based fuels are only useful in 

terms of reducing emissions when produced using renewable energy.2

Production of fuels, which are in essence molecular energy carriers, has been pioneered by 

nature through photosynthesis. While it is extremely energy-inefficient by most relevant metrics, 

photosynthesis is unparalleled in its ability to produce complex organic molecules using solar 

energy. Humans can harvest solar energy more effectively and produce the chemicals to store it, 

yet seamless coupling of these processes—as in photosynthesis—is largely missing. Finding this 

missing link could solve the issue of accumulating CO2 in the atmosphere by having it replace 

fossil-fuels both as carbon source and energy carrier.2,6 Hence, development of highly energy-

efficient artificial photosynthetic or photocatalytic processes represents a practical way to transition 

to a circular economy. 

Some of the most promising materials for photocatalytic CO2 reduction are metal-organic 

frameworks (MOF).7–10 In spite of this, practical or commercial applications of MOFs are still 

limited, and several issues need to be addressed before they can be fully implemented.8 Moreover, 

the mechanisms for photocatalytic CO2 reduction are poorly understood, representing a significant 

bottleneck in this respect.7
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Traditional heterogeneous catalysts are characterized by having a broad size distribution of 

metal species on the catalyst surface, yet only a small fraction of these usually act as the active 

species for the desired reaction.11,12 While the rest are typically inert, they may in the worst case 

even trigger unwanted side reactions. Hence, such catalysts suffer from poor metal utilization and 

selectivity. On the other end of the scale, homogeneous catalysts have well-defined active sites, 

and are therefore highly tunable and selective. However, these are limited by their low 

recyclabilities and stabilities. 

The emerging single-atom catalysts (SAC) seem to avoid many of the issues mentioned 

above.11,12 Single atom catalysts contain isolated metal atoms dispersed on solid supports, which 

has proven to improve upon the catalytic activity of more traditional heterogeneous designs.11,13 In 

addition, their structural simplicity carries over to the characterization and identification of the 

active sites, elucidation of the operative reaction mechanisms on the molecular level, ultimately 

enabling highly targeted catalyst designs. 

The scope of this thesis is rooted in the molecular level mechanisms of CO2 reduction due to their 

implicit relevance for CO2 utilization. Direct reduction by electrons could conceivably be the first 

step, but since the isolated CO2 molecule has a negative electron affinity, the resulting anions are 

unstable with respect to electron detachment.14,15 Nevertheless, reduction of CO2 to the radical 

anion is likely the first step in electrolytic processes, wherein the anion is stabilized by interactions 

with the solvent or the electrode surface. Furthermore, complex formation between metal atoms 

(or anions) and CO2 in the gas phase leads to reduction of the latter.16–28 These complexes are 

formally metal carbonites MCO2, currently subject to considerable efforts in terms of 

characterization since they are thought to be important intermediates for CO2 reduction.15,29,30 The 

alkali and alkaline earth metals prefer bidentate coordination of the metal to both oxygen atoms 

(κ2-O2C), while transition metals typically binds to the carbon atom (η1-CO2) or in a side-on fashion 

(η2-CO2), see Figure 1. At this point, it must be emphasized these species have only been 

characterized for a selection of metals, and some only computationally.16–28,31 Due to a free electron 

pair on the carbon atom, the κ2-O2C complexes are suggested to be carbenic; undergoing C—C

bond forming reactions with alkyl halides, acetaldehyde and CO2. These intermediate species are 
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therefore potentially important for the upscaling of CO2 to more complex compounds.19,28,32,33 Still, 

rather few reactivity studies have been published on these species in general. 

Frequently reported structures for metal carbonites, MCO2. From Paper II.

Certain highly oxophilic metals do not form MCO2 complexes in reactions with CO2¸

instead undergoing C=O bond metal-insertion followed by CO elimination.21,22,34–40 Carbon 

monoxide constitutes an attractive target for the CO2 utilization scheme outright—yet perhaps even 

more so as a precursor to more complex chemicals. The remaining oxygen atom may for instance 

be used to form O2, as recently demonstrated in the Mars oxygen in-situ resource utilization 

experiment (MOXIE).41

A related interesting class of compounds are the cyclic oxocarbons CnOn (n = 3 – 6). While 

the neutral species are generally unstable, their corresponding dianions, CnOn
2−, are highly stable 

with moderately aromatic character.42–44 The tetramer, squarate, C4O4
2−, is a promising anode 

material for rechargeable lithium battery technology.45,46 An atom efficient approach for its 

synthesis involves use of CO as a reactant by reductive cyclooligomerization, 

4CO + 2e− → C4O4
2−. (1.2)

This was first reported by Summerscales and coworkers, while similar processes have been 

published for the analogous trimer, deltate, C3O3
2−, involving actinide, lanthanide and alkaline 

earth metal homogeneous catalysts.47–50 Cyclooligomerization is highly relevant in the context of 

CO upscaling, the latter representing a simple product of CO2 reduction. 
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To improve upon our understanding of the reduction of CO2 and the related reduction of CO, the 

overarching aim of this study has been to study the fundamental interactions and reactions between 

these simple oxocarbons and metal centers in detail, with particular attention toward their periodic 

trends. Specifically, the above can be expressed as: 

M− + nCO2 → MCnO2n
− n = 1, 2 (1.3)

→ MC(n−1)O(2n−1)
− + CO, n = 1, 2 (1.4)

where 1.3 describes the reduction and homologation of CO2 to oxalate, 1.4 the direct reduction of 

CO2 to CO. Meanwhile, 1.5 describes the equivalent reduction and homologation 

(cyclooligomerization) of CO,

M− + nCO → MCnOn
− n = 1, 2, 3, 4 (1.5)

The metal carbonite intermediate MCO2
− has been attributed particular importance for the two first 

processes,15 and is therefore given much attention herein. Decarboxylation of several metalated 

dicarboxylic acids lead to the formation of MCO2
− and M−, which in the case of oxalate is expressed 

by the reverse of Equation 1.3.51–55 Similarly, the oxocarbon species CnOn (n = 3 – 6) typically 

fragment by consecutive decarbonylations, the reverse of Equation 1.5.56 Dissociation of the 

desired products thus provides a facile way to study the mechanisms for their formation, and at the 

same time, generate relevant reaction intermediates. 

This work is limited to investigating the above processes with the alkali and isovalent 

alkaline earth metal chlorides, M = Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs, and M = BeCl, MgCl, CaCl, SrCl, BaCl, 

although not all metals were examined in depth due to the time constraints. These metals were

chosen due to their abundance, low toxicities (with the exception of Be and Ba), oxophilicities and 

reducing abilities. Moreover, some of these are already involved in the chemical scrubbing of 

CO2.57,58 Finally, magnesium is present in the reactive center for photosynthetic CO2 reduction, the 

mechanisms of which are not fully understood. 
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Based on the more general aims of study presented in the previous section, a specific project outline 

is given to provide a bridge between the aims of study and the results. The first and primary part 

of the project consists of:

a) Experimental and computational characterization of the properties of MCO2
− complexes

where M = Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs and BeCl, MgCl, CaCl, SrCl, BaCl.

Gas phase reactions between metals and CO2 has been established to either proceed by 

complexation (to MCO2) or reduction to CO. Hence, the second part of the project is:

b) Elucidation of the reactivity of the aforementioned metals with CO2, paying particular

attention towards factors governing complexation, C=O bond insertion and CO elimination.

Finally, utilization of CO2 as chemical feedstock involves production of species of higher 

complexity, and the final part is thus directed towards C—C bond formation:

c) Study C—C bond formation involving reduced forms of carbon dioxide (MCO2 and CO).
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The purpose of this chapter is to give a brief introduction to the carbon dioxide molecule in its 

various charge states, and to its coordination chemistry. This is followed by a brief description of 

the reactivity of CO2, its reduced and metalated analogues. Finally, a short introduction to 

cyclooligomerization of CO concludes the chapter.

The stability of CO2 is reflected by its low enthalpy of formation, ΔfH˚ = −393.5 kJ/mol. While the 

ground state molecule is linear and lacks a dipole moment, it does have a quadrupole moment 

responsible for intermolecular interactions, facilitating the formation of neutral aggregates.59–64

The infrared (IR) spectrum of CO2 is well known, and the vibrational modes of solid and aqueous 

CO2 are only slightly perturbed from the gas phase analogues, illustrating the relatively weak 

intermolecular forces at play.65,66

The computationally determined, experimentally supported electronic ground state of the 

molecule is 1Σg
+, and the lowest excited states have been assigned 3B2¸ 3A2, 1A2 and 1B2,

respectively.59,67–75 Electronic excitation typically elongates the C—O bonds and bends the 

molecule. For a more detailed account of the changes in geometry with electronic state, see either 

Aresta59 or Ma et al.67 Bending of the molecule during excitation is concurrent with an increased 

electron population of the central carbon atom. This correlation can be rationalized using the Walsh 

diagram76 in Figure 2. The oxygen-centered degenerate HOMOs, 1πg, increase in energy while the

carbon-centered degenerate LUMOs, 2πu, are lowered in energy with decreasing bond angle.  

Ground state CO2 can either react as an oxygen nucleophile or a carbon electrophile, the 

results of which can also be rationalized with the Walsh diagram.59 The former results in bonding

interactions at the oxygen through donation of electrons from 1πg to an electrophilic reaction 

partner, and the linear geometry is typically more or less retained.59 This is exemplified by the 

reaction between CO2 and a proton, forming the hydroxycarbonyl cation, HOCO+. Both of the 

possible trans and cis isomers are only slightly bent, ∠O-C-O = 174 and 179˚, respectively.77
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The relative energies of the frontier molecular orbitals of CO2 as a function of O-C-O bond angle

(∠O-C-O).

While reactions with electron deficient metals generally only slightly perturb the structure 

of CO2, the situation is different when the latter reacts as a carbon electrophile. The resulting

increased electron density on the carbon atom bends the molecule, simultaneously destabilizing the 

1πg orbitals. This enhances the nucleophilicity of the oxygen atoms, in turn favoring interactions

with electrophiles. A logical argument is that the reverse must also be true; interactions between 

the oxygen atoms and electrophiles stabilize the increased electron density on the carbon atom. As 

long as the system is not electron-deficient, this may even reverse the polarity of the carbon as to 

render it nucleophilic, known simply as umpolung.

One-electron reduction of CO2 leads to formation of the carbon dioxide radical anion:

CO2 + e− → CO2
•−. (2.1)

The anion exists in a shallow local energy minimum with elongated bonds and a bent O-C-O angle, 

akin to the excited states of the neutral.78,79 The unpaired electron is located on the carbon atom, 
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while the negative charge resides mostly on the oxygen atoms.14 Since isolated CO2 has a negative 

electron affinity of approximately −0.6 ± 0.2 eV, the corresponding anion is unstable with respect 

to electron detachment.14,80,81 Nevertheless, the radical anion has been observed in several types of 

mass spectrometric experiments, indicating it has a finite, albeit short lifetime, from at least 50 μs

up to several milliseconds.14,55,81–84 This metastability has been attributed to the fact that an 

estimated barrier of 0.4 eV separates the potential energy surfaces of the bent anion and the linear 

neutral molecule.85 The above suggests that electron attachment occurs at bent geometries; 

otherwise, the lifetime of the radical anion is reduced to femtoseconds (10−15 s). This is consistent 

with the fact that the anion is usually formed from species with already incorporated bent CO2

moieties—such as carboxylates.14,54,55,86 Although metastable as an isolated ion, stabilization is 

brought by aggregation or solvation.14,79,87–93 This has enabled measurements of the vibrational 

spectra of the radical anion in various environments.17,94,95

The dianion of carbon dioxide, carbonite, is formed by addition of another electron to the radical 

anion,

CO2
•− + e− → CO2

2−. (2.2)

This elusive species is thought to be an important intermediate in several reactions.15,96–101

Although extremely unstable as an isolated ion, carbonite can be studied through its protonated and 

metalated derivatives, the simplest of which is formic acid,15

CO2
2− + 2H+ → HCOOH. (2.3)

Since the carbon-bound hydrogen in formic acid is formally a hydride, it can be used as a reducing 

agent.102 Conceivably, umpolung of the carbon atom as described in section 2.1 can be used to 

deprotonate formate to carbonite.100,103 The umpolung effect is also manifested in the 

tautomerization of formic acid to dihydroxycarbene, C(OH)2, in which the oxocarbon moiety 

attains a dianionic charge. Despite the fact that dihydroxycarbene is an unstable isomer of formic 

acid, it has been spectroscopically characterized.104

The earliest reported method to generate metalated carbonites is by treatment of CO2 with 

the alkali metal atoms in the gas phase,
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2M + CO2 → M2CO2. M = Li, Na, K, Cs (2.4)

This work was pioneered by Setton with cesium, who concluded that the adduct formed was a

formate of cesium, rather than the carbonite.16 Later, the products of reactions with Li, Na, and K,

in addition to Cs, were studied using IR matrix isolation spectroscopy, finding that the species 

formed were metalated carbonites, M2CO2, as well as metalated carbon dioxide radical anions, 

MCO2.17–19,105 The former were seen to have generally more acute O-C-O angles than the latter, 

and these studies thus established a direct connection between the structure of the CO2 moiety and 

the degree of reduction, as being dependent on the specific metal, but also on the number of metal 

atoms. 

Furthermore, carbonite formation is observed in the condensed phase for low-valent 

transition metal, lanthanide or actinide complexes when allowed to react with CO2.27,106–109 This 

has also been reported for reactions between CO and alkaline earth, lanthanide and actinide metal 

oxide surfaces.110–112

Carbon dioxide exhibits a diverse coordination chemistry with metals, but also with other 

elements.29,59,84,113–116 The aim of this chapter is not to provide an extensive review, but rather a 

brief overview of possible coordination modes to illustrate its flexibility as a ligand. The considered 

species involve both isolated gas-phase as well as solvated compounds. The corresponding 

idealized structures are shown in Figure 3, adapted from a review by Paparo and Okuda.29

As already mentioned, complexes formed in reactions with electron deficient metals

typically retain a neutral, linear CO2 moiety. The interaction between a metal center and an oxygen 

atom can be either of dative or purely electrostatic character, η1−OCO (1) or η1−OCO (2), 

respectively. In addition, dative interactions may also emerge from the C=O or M=M double bonds, 

as in η2−CO2 (1) or μ−η1−CO2, in these cases effecting more pronounced structural changes in the 

CO2 moiety (∠O-C-O = 133°).117–119 Carbon dioxide can also act as a doubly bridging ligand, μ-η1-

O:η1-O (1).120

Only three monometallic binding modes have been described for the singly reduced species,

CO2
•−, all monometallic. The bidentate oxygen coordination mode, κ2−O2C (1), has rarely been 

observed, although the earliest report detailing it was published almost forty years ago.18,19 As 
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mentioned in the previous section, alkali metals reduce CO2 in noble gas matrices, resulting in 

either the κ2−O2C (1) or η1−OCO structural moieties, respectively. Similar coordination has been 

suggested for the isovalent CO2MgCl2 − and CO2CaCl2
− species.121 Two distinct types of η1−OCO

coordination has been surmised for the radical anion, differing in whether the CO2 moiety is 

significantly bent (η1−OCO (3)) or not (η1−OCO (4)).29 Still, it should be mentioned that the latter 

has only one reported example.122

Coordination modes of CO2, CO2
•− and CO2

2− to one or two metals (left and right, respectively).

Figure adapted from reference 29.
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The highest number of binding modes are possible for the carbonite ligand. The higher 

electron density on CO2
2− leads to generally narrower O-C-O angles than for the neutral molecule

and the radical anion complexes. Recall that the increased electron density increases the 

nucleophilicity of the oxygen atoms, thereby enhancing their affinity for electron-deficient, 

electrophilic metals. Unsurprisingly, bidentate oxygen coordination κ2−O2C (2)  has been reported 

for magnesium, representing one of few spectroscopically characterized examples of this carbenic 

mode.31 Nevertheless, several studies have indicated similar bonding for complexes with other 

alkaline earth metals, and some early transition metals.27,36,123–125 Conversely, electron-rich species 

mainly interact in η1−C fashion through the carbon, and these complexes can therefore be viewed 

as metalloformates, or metallocarboxylates.23,26,115,116,126–128 In any case, the most frequently 

characterized mode of bonding is the mixed oxygen-carbon η2−CO2 (2) coordination, which can 

be thought of as an intermediate structure between the two former types.27,29,40,59,100,129–135

Two metal centers further increase the flexibility of carbonite coordination modes. Some 

of these are analogous to monometallic species, such as the μ−η1−O:η1−O (2) and 

μ−η2−CO2:κ2−O2C modes—observed for alkali metals—both similar to κ2−O2C (2).18,19 With the 

exception of the metallocarboxylic ester type mode, μ−η1−C:η1−O, all of the bimetallic carbonite 

modes can be described as carbenic.136

Finally, it is worth noting that larger clusters of metals and CO2 units have been reported, 

but are outside the scope of this brief overview, urging curious readers to find more information in 

the given references.129,134,137,138

Before proceeding, it is pertinent to mention that while the correct nomenclature for the 

metalated complexes depend on the specific coordination mode and charge on the CO2 moiety, the 

term metal carbonite has been used in a general fashion in this thesis, referring to all MCO2 species.  

This section builds upon those preceding it by providing a brief overview of the reactivity of CO2

and MCO2, both for gas phase and condensed phase species, which is explicitly stated unless 

obvious. It begins by presenting elimination reactions involving only CO2 and its ionic 

counterparts, followed by possible elimination reactions of the metalated analogues. In the second

subsection, a selection of addition, disproportionation, and substitution reactions of the metal 
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carbonites are described. For the latter subsection, a deliberate choice was made to focus on the 

reactions of the metal coordinated CO2 due to their explicit relevance to this thesis, excluding 

reactions involving uncoordinated CO2. However, photosynthetic CO2 fixation, the Grignard and 

the generalized version thereof, the Barbier reactions, should be pointed out as relevant to the topic 

at hand, and the interested reader is referred to selected literature for more information.139–141

One of the simplest reactions involving carbon dioxide is cleavage of a C=O bond resulting in the 

elimination of oxygen, CO + O. Surface crossings between its excited states are thought to be

important for this process.67,68 Specifically, the crossing point between the 1B2 and 3A2 states lies 

above the CO(1Σ+) + O(3P) asymptote, indicating that a C=O bond is cleaved after passing from 

the former electronic state to the latter.67,69,142–144 Xantheas and Ruedenberg investigated the 

potential energy surfaces of the ground and excited states of CO2 and their decomposition 

pathways, finding that the route leading to C(3P) + O2(3Σg
−) involves a carbenic CO2 intermediate 

with a ring structure (C2v). Its existence was first proposed by Feller et al, also illustrating how 

electron density is transferred to the carbon when the CO2 moiety is bent, even when the molecule 

itself is not reduced.142,145 Nevertheless, reactions involving solely the isolated neutral CO2

molecule are prohibitively demanding, exemplified by the least demanding elimination reaction, 

CO2(1Σg
+) → CO(1Σ+) + O(3P), (2.5)

which is spin-forbidden and endothermic by 526 kJ/mol.59,124

Reactions with isolated CO2
•− and CO2

2− species are practically infeasible to study 

experimentally due to their inherent instabilities. However, reactions between CO2
•− radical anion 

clusters and methyl iodides in the gas phase has revealed nucleophilic reactivity for the former, 

although this is outside the scope of this chapter.146,147

In contrast to the reactions of isolated CO2, metal-insertion and subsequent CO elimination,

M + CO2 → MCO2→ OMCO → MO + CO, (2.6)

is exothermic and proceeds practically without a barrier in the gas phase for early transition metal 

atoms and cations, Pathway 1, Figure 4.21,22,34–40,95,148–152 In contrast, this is thermodynamically 

infeasible for the mid- to late transition metals, only forming carbonites.22,39,129,130,134,135,148–150,153
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Similarly to the latter species, the preferred outcome for the analogous reaction between CO2 and 

the alkaline earth metal atoms, M = Be, Mg, Ca, Sr and Ba, is predicted to be metal carbonite 

formation.123–125,152,154 With the exception of M = Be, these do not insert into the C=O bond. 

Elimination of CO thereby proceeds directly from the carbonite, Pathway 2, Figure 4, which is 

endothermic for the first four metals, yet exothermic for M = Ba. This was rationalized by 

correlating the reaction energies with M—O bond strengths, with barium forming the strongest 

bond with oxygen.125 For other main group species, CO elimination is exothermic for M = B, and 

slightly endothermic for M = Al, the latter instead preferring formation of the corresponding

aluminum carbonite.155–157 Although the above discussion is based solely on the energetics of the 

processes, it must be stressed that the partitioning towards MCO2 formation or CO elimination also 

depends on the reactant and product spin states, as seen in the given references.153,158

Putative reversible elimination pathways for metal carbonites: (1) metal-insertion and CO

elimination, (2) direct CO elimination, (3) oxygen-atom elimination, (4) carbon-atom elimination, and (5) 

O2 elimination. Figure partly adapted from reference 29. Note that this is not an extensive depiction of all 

pathways, and is only meant to provide a general idea of the possibilities.

It is also conceivable that the metal-inserted product OMCO undergoes oxygen-atom 

elimination, resulting in metal carbonyl formation, Pathway 3, Figure 4. As one of few explicit 

examples of this in the literature, a bimetallic titanium bis(pentalene) complex reacts with two 

equivalents of CO2 to give one equivalent of a carbonyl complex and one equivalent of a 
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bis(oxo)bridged dimer, implying that both Pathways 1 and 3 occur simultaneously.159 An example 

of the reverse of the latter has also been published, describing the oxidation of metal coordinated 

carbon monoxide by peroxy acids, resulting in the formation of LnReCO2 species.160 Both of these 

two latter examples are from the condensed phase. 

On a related note, cryogenic matrix isolation studies have recently revealed that the late 

alkaline earth metals, M = Ca, Sr and Ba, form neutral and ionic metal carbonyls M(CO)n where  n

= 1 – 15.161,162 This is particularly interesting for M = Ba, having a highly stable oxide as suggested 

above; hence the preference of the Ba + CO2 system towards either BaO or BaCO is not entirely 

clear.   

The fourth possible elimination pathway—carbon-atom elimination—has been reported in 

a study detailing the electrolytic reduction of CO2 by elemental cerium,163

Ce + CO2 → CeO2 + C. (2.7)

This was accomplished using a liquid metal electrocatalyst, resulting in layered solid carbonaceous 

species. The reactivity of Ce towards CO2 is perhaps not surprising, as the elemental metal 

spontaneously ignites when heated in air or CO2, resulting in CeO2, noting that similar reactivity 

is observed in CO2 streams with alkali and alkaline earth metals.164 The isodesmic Pathway 5 in 

Figure 4 has to the best of my knowledge never been reported. Conversely, transition metal carbides 

are potential catalysts for the reduction of CO2 to CO.165,166 Hence, these species are probably more 

suited to reduce CO2, rather than constituting products of its reduction.

As previously mentioned, metal carbonites are deemed important intermediates in the utilization 

of CO2. So far, only their formation, along with their conversion to simpler compounds have been 

described. The following aims to illustrate the reactivity of these species towards other simple 

compounds, with specific relevance to the low-energy CO2 utilization reactions leading to

carbonates and carboxylates. 

Figure 5 illustrates the reactions between alkali metal atoms and CO2 in inert gas matrices, 

highlighting the role of the MnCO2 intermediates. In the latter, CO2 is either reduced by one or two 

metals (n =1, 2), or equivalently, one or two electrons.18,19
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Addition and disproportionation reactions between alkali metal atoms and CO2 in inert gas

matrices, adapted from references 18,19.

Addition of CO2 to the singly reduced MCO2
• complexes corresponds to one electron 

reduction of two CO2 molecules by a metal atom, resulting in the formation of monoanionic 

oxalate, C2O4
•−, with a weak one-electron C—C bond. In contrast, the reaction between the 

dianionic carbonite, M2CO2, and an additional CO2 molecule results in the formation of dianionic
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oxalate, C2O4
2−, with a normal two-electron covalent C—C bond. Nonetheless, the latter is also 

formed by addition of another metal atom to M+C2O4
•−, showing that the number of metal atoms 

available to react with each CO2 molecule is a key parameter in controlling the reduction of the 

latter. The metal oxalate products undergo disproportionation at room temperature, resulting in 

formation of M2CO3 and CO, which is preferred over oxalate formation for the heavier species M 

= K and Cs, even at cryogenic temperatures.19 While the reaction steps and species involved for 

the alkali metal scheme are fairly well established, the detailed mechanisms and corresponding 

reaction energies are unknown.

The reverse of the above—the unimolecular dissociation of the alkali metal oxalates—have 

also been studied for the corresponding ionic species using mass spectrometry.51–53,167 The sole 

fragmentation pathway for most of the ions is consecutive decarboxylation, resulting in the 

formation of the somewhat exotic alkali metal anions, M−. Meanwhile, LiC2O4
− displays an 

additional decarbonylation pathway leading to LiCO3
− + CO.52 The difference between lithium and 

the rest of the alkali metals in this context has not been elaborated in literature. Interestingly, 

decarbonylation is observed for all alkali metals in the similar cationic species, M3C2O4
+.167

More recently, the M(κ2−O2C)− (M = MgCl, MgBr, MgOH) complexes were shown to react 

with alkyl halides by nucleophilic substitution (SN2) in mass spectrometric experiments.32 The 

major products of these reactions were the corresponding metal acetates and halide anions, while 

the minor products were the acetate anion and the corresponding metal halides, Figure 6.

Nucleophilic substitution between methyl chloride and M(κ2−O2C)−.32
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The aforementioned study also showed how the magnesium carbonites were highly reactive 

towards water, MCO2
− + H2O → M(OH)2 + CO, attributed to the stability of the hydrated 

magnesium species. Further studies determined that magnesium and zinc chloride carbonites, 

ClM(κ2−O2C)− (M = Mg, Zn) react similarly to the alkali metal species, forming oxalates and 

carbonates by CO2 addition and CO elimination, respectively.28 Moreover, these carbonites react 

with acetaldehyde by nucleophilic addition to form lactate complexes, but also by electrophilic 

substitution, thereby eliminating CO as shown in Figure 7. These aforementioned reactions were 

explored computationally, all found to be exothermic and essentially barrierless.

Addition and electrophilic substitution reactions between M(κ2−O2C)− and acetaldehyde.

The general relevance of the above gas-phase studies is highlighted as formation of oxalates 

and carbonates is similarly observed in the condensed phase. This has been reported for various 

monomeric and dimeric transition metal and lanthanide complexes wherein CO2 binds in the 

bridging μ−η1−O:η1−O, or mixed η2−CO2 fashion.100,168,106,108,169,170 Computational studies on Yb 

and Sm complexes suggest that the selectivity of the reaction depends on the polarity of the solvent. 

Polar solvents favor the monomeric metal complexes displaying an increased propensity towards 

carbonate products, while non-polar solvents favor the bimetallic complexes effecting oxalate 

formation.169 Furthermore, selectivity is also influenced by the ancillary ligand, and since these 

studies have been conducted in a myriad of solvent/ligand environments, derivation of clear, 

unambiguous trends is rather challenging.108,131,171 Still, this can be simplified by studying isolated 

metal carbonites in the gas-phase, providing a window to their intrinsic reactivity. Moreover, rather 
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few such studies have been published overall. This constitutes one of the major motivations for this 

work.

The cyclic oxocarbons, CnOn
m− (n = 3 – 6, m = 0 – 2), can be envisioned as products of reductive 

consecutive C—C coupling of n CO molecules, i.e. cyclooligomerization,

nCO + me− → CnOn
m−. (2.8)

The dianionic species (m = 2) represent an interesting class of compounds, being highly stable due 

to aromaticity, resulting in unusually strong corresponding acids, H2CnOn.43 In contrast, their 

neutral counterparts (m = 0) are generally unstable.44 Squarate, C4O4
2−, is a promising anode 

material for rechargeable lithium batteries.46 Since squarate is a reduced cyclic tetramer of carbon 

monoxide, it makes sense to synthesize it directly from CO under reductive conditions. However, 

its first reported synthesis in 1956 was atom-inefficient and involved perhalogenated reactants, and 

while several patents exist on electrochemical cyclooligomerization of CO, these are typically 

associated with large CO overpressures, difficult product separation and solvent-recycling 

issues.172–174

Some fifty years after its first synthesis, Green et al. reported a direct route from four CO 

molecules to squaric acid catalyzed by a mixed-sandwich U(III) complex.47 Initial mechanistic 

studies on the process revealed that formation of the first C—C bond occurs between two CO 

molecules coordinated to separate complexes.175 The newly formed ethenedione anion 
•O=C=C=O− may react with additional COs to form either deltate, C3O3

2−, or squarate, but it may

also relax to the ethynedione structure −O−C≡C−O−, found to be inert towards further reaction with

CO. The role of the metal was highlighted, acting both to reduce CO and to bring these into the

specific orientations required for further reaction, be that addition of CO or isomerization. A

subsequent computational study elaborated on these findings, suggesting that two different

pathways were operative for the formation of higher oligomers and the formation of the dimer, as

shown in Figure 8.176 In particular, it was inferred that further reactivity of the dimer was contingent

on the inequivalence of the two CO moieties in the complex; nucleophilic attack by CO occurs on

the positively polarized carbon atom. Formation of deltate was determined to be preferred

thermodynamically, whereas ethynedione constituted the kinetic product. In addition, Yuvaraj and
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coworkers recently reported formation of deltate, in this case catalyzed by a bimetallic Mg(I) 

complex, finding similar mechanisms for this process.50

While the reactivity of the cyclic oxocarbons seems straightforward in the sense that they 

are formed by coupling of n CO molecules, this notion was put to the test by Schröder et al.56 In 

particular, they studied the fragmentation patterns of CnOn
•− (n = 3 – 6) and found that the deltate 

radical anion may rearrange to an open-chain structure with a carboxylate group, •O−C≡C−CO2
−.

Nevertheless, complete dissociation into CO molecules was seen to dominate the reactivity of these 

species.

Cyclooligomerization of CO catalyzed by a model uranium (III) complex, [U] = U(η-C8H6{SiH3-

1,4}2)(η-Cp) as described in reference 176.
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The works in this thesis were realized using a combination of experimental and computational 

methods. With the exception of the cryogenic ion vibrational spectroscopy,177 the experiments were 

conducted using a Quadrupole-time-of-flight (QTOF) mass spectrometer equipped with an 

electrospray ion source. For the computational part, the results were mainly obtained using the

Gaussian/Gaussview Program suite,178 NWChem179 and Chemissian.180 Basis sets that were not 

included in standard software libraries were retrieved from the Basis Set Exchange web portal.181–

183 High-performance computing (HPC) resources on the computing clusters Abel, Stallo and Saga 

were provided by Uninett Sigma 2 (NOTUR), and on Cori by the National Energy Research 

Scientific Computing Center (NERSC). This chapter aims to introduce the relevant fundamental 

principles of both the experimental and the computational methods, followed by a description of 

the specific methods employed.    

The movement of ions in vacuum are governed by Newton’s second law of motion, 

F = ma, (3.1)

where F is the force, m is the ion mass and a is its acceleration; and the Lorentz force law,

F = ze( + v× ), (3.2)

where z is the charge number, e is the elementary charge, v is the velocity of the ion, while and 

are the electric and magnetic fields, respectively. The fundamental equation of motion in mass 

spectrometry is obtained by equating the two expressions, and rewriting the acceleration term on a 

differential form, a = dv/dt,

dv/dt = ze( + v× )/m, (3.3)

relating the mass and charge of an ion to its velocity and the forces acting upon it. Moreover, it 

shows that the velocity of an ion is inversely proportional to its mass and proportional to its charge; 

hence, heavy ions move slower than light ions and ions with a lower charge move slower than ions 

with a higher charge. In mass spectrometry, ions are usually accelerated in an electric field between 
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two or more acceleration plates, imparting kinetic energy equal to the electric potential difference 

V separating the plates, 

mv2/2 = zeV. (3.4)

The magnetic force exerted on an ion is a cross product of ion velocity and field strength, thus 

acting perpendicular to both. This means that a magnetic field cannot alter the speed of an ion, only 

the direction of its path, which is the working principle behind magnetic sector instruments. 

The abovementioned fundamental principles enabled the development of the field of mass 

spectrometry, where ions are separated according to the ratio between their mass and charge 

numbers, m/z, by definition a dimensionless quantity. The resulting collection of m/z signals (or 

peaks) is a mass spectrum. A quantitative measure of the ability to separate slightly differing m/z

signals is the resolution R,

R = M/ΔM, (3.5)

where M is the nominal m/z of a particular peak and ΔM is the resolving power, typically defined 

as the width of a peak at a given fraction of its height for instance at 50%, known as the full width 

at half maximum (FWHM). A higher resolution therefore implies that more closely spaced peaks

can be separated, and thereby more precise mass measurements.    

The vast majority of the experiments of the included papers were conducted using a 

Waters/Micromass QTOF 2 mass spectrometer, as shown in Figure 9. It is fitted with an 

electrospray ion (ESI) source, a linear quadrupole (Q) mass analyzer, a collision cell with a 

hexapole ion guide, and a combined orthogonal acceleration reflectron time-of-flight (oa-TOF) 

mass analyzer with a multichannel plate (MCP) detector. These components, along with their 

working principles and use, will briefly be described in the same order as above. 
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Configuration of the Waters/Micromass QTOF 2 mass spectrometer.

Ionization methods are often classified as hard or soft, depending upon the extent of fragmentation 

effected by the ionization event. The ionized analyte known as the molecular ion, while ions 

resulting from fragmentation are generally called fragment ions. As a soft ionization method, ESI 

produces mostly intact molecular ions, typically protonated or deprotonated versions of the neutral 

species, [A + H]+ and [A − H]−. The electrospray ionization process is illustrated in Figure 10, and 

can be described in terms of two discrete steps; (1) the formation of charged droplets (~10−6 m

radius) from a solution containing the species of interest, and (2) the formation of the corresponding 

naked ions by evaporation of the solvent from these droplets. Both of these steps have been 

extensively studied, and the reader is referred to the literature for a more complete overview than 

given below.184–193
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Simplified illustration of the electrospray ionization process (in negative ion mode), assuming

full charge separation for clarity. 

In an ESI source, a solution containing the sample is pumped into a needle capillary. The 

capillary and its counter electrode are separated by an electric potential of a few kV, creating a 

strong electric field. The electric field induces partial separation of positive and negative ions; those 

of similar polarity as the capillary accumulate at the tip of the needle. The mutual repulsion of the 

accumulated charge leads to a protrusion of the liquid towards the counter electrode. This 

protrusion, known as the Taylor cone, is held in place by the surface tension of the solvent, to 

which the ESI process is highly sensitive.186,190 Eventually, the mutual repulsion of ions exceeds 

the surface tension, releasing a fine jet of highly charged liquid subsequently breaking up into a 

mist of charged droplets. A heated gas in the source region assists both the formation of droplets 

and solvent evaporation from them. 

The exact mechanisms behind the formation of naked, desolvated gas phase ions from these 

charged droplets are still debated, yet two main models are widely accepted: the ion evaporation 

model (IEM) and the charge residue model (CRM).184,185,193 An important parameter in both of 

these models is the maximum charge that can be held by a droplet of a given size and surface 

tension, known as the Rayleigh limit.194 A droplet that surpasses this limit undergoes Coulomb 

fission producing smaller offspring droplets, thereby increasing the total surface area available for 

the charge.192 In the IEM, ions are emitted from droplets assisted by the surrounding electric field, 

alleviating the excess charge within. In contrast, the CRM states that droplets undergo fission and 
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solvent evaporation in cycles until all solvent is gone, leaving the analyte molecules with any 

remaining charge thereby producing desolvated ions. It has been suggested that the IEM better 

describes the behavior of smaller ions, while the CRM is better suited to larger ions.193 This can be 

understood in terms of the uneven distribution of mass and charge between parent and offspring 

droplets. While the small offspring droplets necessarily contain smaller ions and less charge, more 

easily extracted by the electric field, the large parent droplets can accommodate larger ions and a 

higher charge, more susceptible to coulomb fission and solvent evaporation. 

As already stated, ESI is a soft ionization method, but the source conditions can still be 

tuned to increase the internal energy of the ions sufficiently to induce fragmentation, known as in-

source (IS) fragmentation. This possibility has been exploited in some of the included papers. 

The linear quadrupole in this particular instrumental configuration serves as a mass filter with better 

than unit mass resolving power. It consists of four parallel cylindrical rods as shown in Figure 11,

each at their respective corner of a square when viewed in the direction of ion traversal (z-

direction). The rods reside between two plates separated by a potential difference along the z-

direction, ensuring the forward momentum of the ions. The rods are diagonally paired, with each 

pair being oppositely polarized. The potential at each pair consists of a constant voltage U

modulated by an oscillating radiofrequency (RF) voltage V. This yields the following expression 

for the quadrupole potential Φ0,

Φ0 = U + V cos(ωt), (3.6)

where ω is the angular frequency of the RF voltage. Combining this expression with the 

fundamental equations of motion results in the Mathieu equations, describing the movement of 

ions in a quadrupolar electric field. The solutions to these equations are rather technical, and the 

reader is referred to literature for further information.195,196 In contrast, a simple analogy for the 

stability of an ion trajectory through the quadrupole is that of a ball on top of a rotating saddle: as 

long as the saddle rotates (the quadrupole potential) with the correct angular speed, the ball (the 

ion) is kept from falling off. 
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Cross section of the quadrupole mass filter. The potential is zero along the dotted lines. Stable

ion trajectories imply transmission of ions in the z-direction; ions with unstable trajectories collide with the 

rods or are ejected in the xy-directions.

The collision cell in our QTOF 2 enables collisions, or reactions, between our ions and various 

gaseous molecules. The lab-frame kinetic energy of the ions passing through the cell (ELAB) is 

tunable via an instrument parameter. The collision gas pressure can also be adjusted by means of a 

retrofitted ultra-high vacuum (UHV) leak-valve; the frequency of ion–gas collisions is to a first 

approximation proportional to the collision gas pressure. This is due to the inverse dependency 

between the pressure of the gas and the mean-free path of the ions within the cell. Collision on inert 

gases (typically Ar or Xe) at relatively high collision energies lead to collision induced dissociation 

(CID) of the ion whence its specific fragmentation pattern can be obtained. Reactions between ions 

and reactant gases are usually done at relatively low collision energies.

The CID of an ion—denoted precursor ion in this context—can be conceived simplistically 

as a two-step process involving an initial collision and activation step, followed by unimolecular 

dissociation of the activated ion. 

A collision between an ion and a neutral molecule is often defined in terms of a critical 

radius surrounding the former—the capture radius (rc)—and the trajectory of the molecule relative 

to a parallel line drawn from the center of the ion—described by the impact parameter (b)—as 

illustrated in Figure 12.
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A simple ion-molecule collision model.

When a molecule N of relative velocity v closely approaches an ion with charge ze, three 

events can be envisioned: (1) its trajectory is altered by the electric field around the ion but there 

is no collision when b > rc, (2) N is caught in an orbit around the ion when b = rc, or (3) collision 

occurs when b < rc. The capture radius is a function of the relative velocities between the colliding 

species, the electric field around the ion, and the properties of the neutral molecule.197–199 During a 

collision with a neutral collision gas N, some of the collision energy is transferred to the internal 

degrees of freedom of the precursor ion PI, leading to a vibrationally excited or activated ion PI*, 

PI + N → PI* + N. (3.7)

This process is dominated by impulsive collisions, wherein excitation occurs on the repulsive part 

of the ion-neutral potential, leading to significant scattering of the involved ions.200 Excitation can

also take place in an ion-neutral complex formed during low energy collisions. The total energy 

available for activation—and thus reaction—is the center-of-mass collision energy, 

ECOM = ELAB(mN/(mN + mPI)), (3.8)

where mN and mPI denote the masses of the collision gas and precursor ion, respectively. However, 

the amount of energy transferred in collisions between ions and neutral molecules also depend 

upon their relative directional movements, internal degrees of freedom and thermal motions. 

Hence, the precursor ions attain a distribution of internal energies during the collisional activation 

step.
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At a certain point following activation, an activated ion dissociates to a fragment ion FI and 

a corresponding neutral fragment NF,

PI* → FI + NF, (3.9)

depending on its internal energy content. The appearance of the FI enables estimation of its 

threshold energy, the minimum energy needed for the dissociation reaction to take place. This is 

achieved by monitoring FI abundance as a function of ECOM, related to the internal energy content 

of the activated ion. Note that the rate of unimolecular dissociation of an activated ion via a given 

reaction channel is a function of the internal energy it has in excess of the corresponding energetic 

barrier. Due to the relatively short residence times within a mass spectrometer, it is possible that 

activated ions will not have time to decay before reaching the detector unless they have a significant 

internal energy surplus relative to the energetic barrier. In practice, this leads to the energetic barrier 

appearing higher than it is, an effect known as the kinetic shift. A related effect is the thermal shift; 

the apparent lowering of threshold energies relative to the energetic barrier due to the non-zero 

internal energy content of the precursor ions. In addition to these effects, the scattering of ions 

within the instrument due to either the collision events or the ion optics leads to decreasing PI 

signals with increasing collision energy, in turn affecting the appearance of the FI signals. Hence, 

the estimated threshold energy of a reaction can differ remarkably from the actual energetic barrier. 

Furthermore, the magnitude of these effects increase with the degrees-of-freedom of the precursor 

ion and the number of sequential reactions, limiting the quantitative use of threshold energies 

unless these are taken into account. 

As mentioned at the start of this subsection, another use of the collision cell is to study the 

reactivity of ions. The inert collision gas in the cell can be replaced with a reactant gas having 

certain characteristics to elucidate the corresponding type of reactivity of the ion. For instance, the 

cell can be filled with gaseous molecules containing electrophilic sites, enabling investigation of

the nucleophilic reactivity of an ion. Whereas CID typically utilizes higher collision energies, this 

type of experiment requires lower collision energies, otherwise the product ions would simply not 

form, or they would dissociate prior to observation. At any rate, the product ions contain significant 

excess energy. This is alleviated by elevating the pressure of the reactant gas, facilitating stabilizing 

third-body collisions, which incidentally also increases the probability of reactive collisions. It 
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should be mentioned that while this kind of experiments were conducted during this project, their 

preliminary character made them unsuitable for publication.    

A second mass analyzer, the time-of-flight (TOF) mass analyzer, follows the collision cell, 

enabling observation of the products formed in the latter. The coupling of several mass analyzers 

in sequence is known as tandem mass spectrometry, denoted MSn, where n is the number of 

analyzers. A mass spectrometer with at least n = 2 enables investigation of specific ions 

corresponding to a given m/z. The first mass analyser (or mass filter) is then used to select the ions 

of interest based on their m/z, and the second mass analyser is used to monitor the products of any 

reaction in which the selected ions is a reactant.

Illustration of the reflectron TOF mass analyzer and the correction of the differing initial kinetic

energies of two identical ions by the reflectron.

The principle of a TOF mass analyzer is simple. The velocity of an ion is related to its 

kinetic energy and corresponds to an accelerating potential energy difference zeV in the TOF. The 

resulting expression for velocity can be rearranged with respect to m/z, and substituting v = d/t

yields

m/z = 2eV(t2/d2). (3.10)
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Thus, when the accelerating potential V and the flight distance d is constant, the m/z of an ion is 

uniquely determined by its flight time. In practice, slightly differing initial conditions for the ions 

due to processes prior to the TOF component lead to slightly varying flight times for ions of a given 

m/z. These differing initial conditions are somewhat accounted for in our instrument, as illustrated 

in Figure 13. At the beginning of the TOF, the ions are accelerated orthogonally to their initial 

flight path, thereby correcting for differences in their initial velocities. Still, the ions are not 

accelerated equally due to their spatial distribution in the acceleration region (Pusher). This is 

corrected by the reflectron, an electrostatic mirror placed opposite to the acceleration region. For a 

given m/z, ions with higher kinetic energies penetrate deeper into the mirror; the slightly longer 

flight paths compensates for the greater speed of the ion as illustrated in Figure 13. The use of these 

two corrective steps, along with a generally longer flight distance, increase the resolution of this 

TOF configuration compared to a linear TOF.      

The MCP detector is the final destination of an ion in this instrument, and functions as a 

charge multiplier. Specifically, it translates the low charge of an ion—proportional to the 

fundamental charge e—to a detectable signal. The detector consists of two plates of highly resistive 

material with multiple individual channels going through the plates at an angle; the two plates are 

stacked so that the channels form chevrons. When a charged particle hits the detector, it induces 

secondary emission of electrons within a channel. Subsequently, each electron may induce a new 

process of electron emission, rapidly multiplying the charge of the initial particle up to several

million times.201

Although traditional MS is used as a tool for structural elucidation, it does not provide molecular 

structures in its own right. To be more specific, the fragmentation patterns of ions can divulge the 

presence of certain structural and functional groups that can be used to infer the identity of the 

species of interest confidently, but does not give their spatial arrangements within the overall ion 

structure. However, the latter is made possible by combining the functionalities of traditional MS 

and infrared (IR) spectroscopy. Parts of the experiments were therefore done in collaboration with 

the Mark Johnson Lab at Yale university, employing their state-of-the-art hybrid Orbitrap/TOF 

photofragmentation mass spectrometer. This subsection contains a brief description of the 
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instrument and its functioning principles. A schematic of the instrument is shown in Figure 14, and 

the reader is referred to the relevant publication for a more complete overview.177

Yale hybrid Orbitrap/TOF photofragmentation MS.177 Reprinted (adapted) with permission from

(Menges, F. S.; Perez, E. H.; Edington, S. C.; Duong, C. H.; Yang, N.; Johnson, M. A. Integration of High-

Resolution Mass Spectrometry with Cryogenic Ion Vibrational Spectroscopy. J. Am. Soc. Mass Spectrom. 

2019, 30 (9), 1551–1557). Copyright (2021) American Chemical Society.

The instrument combines a high-resolution commercial instrument (Orbitrap Velos Pro) 

with a cryogenic ion vibrational spectroscopy instrument with both infrared and ultraviolet-visible 

(UV-Vis) functionalities. This design choice enables vibrational characterization of both intact 

molecular ions as well as specific fragments thereof, generated by operating the commercial 

instrument in the MS2 mode.
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Typically, an infrared spectrum is obtained by irradiating a sample containing the 

compound of interest and measuring the absorption of infrared radiation at specific wavelengths. 

This is not feasible for isolated ions, mainly due to the fact that absorption depends on the 

concentration of the irradiated species, which is far too low for isolated ions in high-vacuum to be 

observed directly by conventional means. Still, this does not mean that these ions do not absorb 

radiation. The latter is exploited in photofragmentation mass spectrometry, where the 

fragmentation of ions is induced by electromagnetic radiation, rather than collisions. In the Yale 

hybrid instruments, this is achieved by first cooling the ions to cryogenic temperatures in a 

quadrupole ion trap, where they are tagged with an inert gas (typically D2 or N2). The resulting 

weakly bound ion-neutral tag molecule complexes are subsequently irradiated over the spectral 

range (600-4500 cm−1), enabling the observation of IR absorption by (1) loss of the tag molecule, 

and (2) the appearance of the untagged ion of interest. The corresponding spectrum is constructed 

by plotting the signal corresponding to either of these against the scanned IR frequency.       

This subsection contains an account of the specific experimental procedures employed in this work,

starting with the estimation of threshold energies.

As previously mentioned, monitoring the fragment ion intensities as a function of collision energy 

enables estimation of their threshold energies, related to the corresponding energetic barriers for 

the reactions leading to the fragments. Consequently, the term threshold energy is used 

interchangeably with dissociation energy herein. This chapter aims to describe how these energies 

were estimated in this work. 

Some terminology must first be introduced to aid the reader. A plot of the fragment ion 

signal intensity—or cross section—with collision energy is an appearance curve, while the 

corresponding plot for the disappearing precursor ion is the breakdown curve. Note that the term 

breakdown curve is often used interchangeably for the two, also in some of the included 

publications. The cross section (σ) leading to a particular fragment ion can be calculated from the 

Lambert–Beer law analogy σ = −ln (1 − φ) / (Lc), where φ is the ratio of fragment ion intensity to 

precursor ion intensity, L is the length of the flight path through the collision cell, and c is the 

concentration of the collision gas.
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The simplest method for threshold energy estimation from appearance curves by linear 

extrapolation amount to following the tangent of the inflection point to the abscissa, with the 

corresponding ECOM value being interpreted as the threshold energy, as shown in Figure 15.

The effects of signal broadening, thermal and kinetic shifts on a hypothetical step function,

adapted from the PhD thesis of Glenn B. S. Miller (top).202 Example appearance curve and the corresponding 

threshold energy estimation procedure using linear extrapolation (bottom).   

This method, mainly used in Papers I and III, is based on the assumption that the appearance curve 

is a step function in the absence of physical convolution effects—Doppler broadening, the kinetic 

and internal ion energy distributions, and the kinetic and the thermal shifts, respectively. 

Specifically, it is a function that rises linearly from zero to maximum intensity when the internal 

energy of the precursor ion surpasses the energetic barrier ET1 leading to the fragment ion. When 

the barrier ET2 for the next fragment is reached, the intensity returns to zero. The tangent at the 

inflection point of the experimental appearance curve is thus approximated as the vertical line at 
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the point where the step function changes its value. Determination of the inflection point is enabled 

by fitting a (twice differentiable) function to the experimental appearance curve. The relevant onset 

regions of the curves typically have sigmoidal shapes, hence these kind of functions have often 

been employed herein.

It should be mentioned that the threshold energy is sometimes interpreted as the energy at 

50 % fragmentation in literature, more closely corresponding to the inflection point, as one would 

expect to be the logical choice after inspection of the above figure. The experience in our lab is that 

this overestimates the actual energetic demands, whereas similar linear extrapolation schemes as 

described above come closer to accurate computational values—although this has an explicit 

dependency on the system at hand. Hence, it can be surmised that in general, the appearance curves 

obtained with our instrument more closely corresponds to the blue, kinetically shifted curve in 

Figure 15. The reader is referred to recent studies for relevant examples.27,54,203

The main advantage of this method is its straightforwardness, but it should be noted that it 

works best when the kinetic and thermal shifts are small, as it makes no attempts to compensate 

for these. More accurate methods account explicitly for the various effects that govern the 

appearance curves, but are as a result often complex and depend on quantum chemistry for the 

treatment of kinetics.204–206

The L-CID method206 developed by the Chen group bypasses the need of explicit treatment of the 

kinetic and thermal shifts as well as use of quantum chemical parameters. Instead, it utilizes Monte-

Carlo simulations207 to model collision events, the results of which are fitted to experimental 

appearance curves. Critical factors in the CID process from collision to dissociation are introduced 

to the simulations with physically realistic models. The collision event is treated according to the 

model described in 3.1.2.3, based on the electrostatic theory by Gioumousis and Stevenson.197 This 

model is further expanded upon by including additional terms for the internal energy of the ions, 

their kinetic energy distribution and the Doppler Effect208, providing a realistic shape for the

simulated appearance curves. The treatment of the dissociation event accounts for the collisional 

energy transfer process and the kinetic shift. The threshold energy is fitted with a genetic algorithm, 

finally resulting in the simulated reaction cross section. Hence, the required parameters are the 

masses of the colliding species, polarizability and temperature of the collision gas, number of 
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degrees of freedom of the fragmenting ion, as well as the experimental FWHM of the ions kinetic 

energy distribution. None of these parameters require approximations. 

The L-CID method was first implemented in Paper IV as part of an effort to improve upon 

the standard procedures for threshold energy estimation in our group—typically variants of linear 

extrapolation—by introducing a more multifaceted approach.

The accuracies of the abovementioned methods depend on the frequency of collisions the 

precursors ions are subjected to, which decreases linearly with the collision gas pressure as 

indicated. Multiple collisions has a similar effect as the thermal shift; leading to the apparent 

lowering of threshold energies relative to the energetic barrier. To compensate for this, the

threshold energies were plotted against the pressure and extrapolated to vacuum. This method was 

implemented in Paper IV.

A stable ion beam (a concise term for the collection of traversing ions) is a prerequisite for the 

accurate determination of threshold energies due to its influence on the shape of the appearance 

curves, which has been ensured in two different ways during this project. The first method, 

employed in Papers I and III, checked for the overall drift in the amount of ions produced in the 

source by resetting the collision energy to the nominal value of the first measurement following 

the final measurement of the series. However, this does not capture fluctuations occurring during 

critical parts of the experiments, i.e. the onset regions of the appearance curves. Hence, for paper 

IV, reference measurements were conducted at a fixed collision energy before and after each energy 

increment on the appearance curve, and the precursor and fragment ion intensities were plotted 

relative to their reference measurement values. Additionally, the collision gas pressure was

monitored and corrected for fluctuations or drift during measurements. 

Any drift observed in the ion beam during the published experiments was usually minor or 

non-existent, and corrections were therefore found unnecessary.  

The accuracies of the outlined methods were tested by employing them on fragmentation reactions 

with available literature data, termed reference reactions. The main selection criteria for these 
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reactions were that the available data should include both accurate threshold energy estimates, in 

addition to thermodynamic data such as enthalpies of formation, enabling comparison of reaction 

energies determined from multiple sources. Three reactions were employed in total; the 

decarboxylation of benzoate, dehydration of the ethanol cation, and demetalation of the cesium–

15-crown-5 complex.206 The threshold energy of the first reaction has been estimated by Graul and 

Squires,209 and all reaction partners have well-known thermodynamic parameters. The second 

reaction has been analyzed by several authors, and is somewhat more complicated due to multiple 

fragmentation pathways.210–212 Finally, the cesium–15-crown-5 complex has previously been 

subjected to several energy extraction methods, such as CRUNCH and T-CID developed by

Armentrout and coworkers, in addition to L-CID.205,213,214 Hence, the threshold energy validation

measurements for Paper I included the first and second reference reactions, while the first and third 

reference reactions were used for Paper IV. Correspondingly, the reference reactions were 

measured under the same conditions, and using the same methods as the main measurements for 

the respective papers. Validation measurements were not conducted for Paper III, published prior 

to their implementation. 

For the vast majority of cases, the fragmentation of a precursor ion occurs following an impact 

with the collision gas and prior to the TOF component in the QTOF 2. These fragment ions are 

observed at the m/z corresponding to their actual mass and charge, termed focused fragments. For 

a tiny fraction of the cases, fragmentation occurs after the activated (or metastable) precursor ion 

has entered the TOF region. Up until the reflectron, the fragment ion formed in the first field-free 

region will have the same flight time as the precursor, but spends less time inside it since the total 

kinetic energy is divided between the fragment ion and the corresponding neutral fragment, see 

Figure 13. These un-focused fragment ions are thus observed somewhere between the m/z ratios of 

the focused fragment and the precursor ion. The process itself is simply known as metastable 

fragmentation, while the term metastable fragments has been used to denote the un-focused 

fragment ions in the relevant publications, although technically, the term metastable refers to the 

precursors rather than the fragments. An expression linking the apparent masses of unfocused 

fragments ( ) to their corresponding precursor ( ) and focused ( ) fragments in reflectron-

TOF instruments was proposed by Harvey and coworkers:215
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(3.11)

The instrument-dependent parameter describes the relative traversal times of an ion through the 

field-free and the reflectron regions, calibrated by assigning the unfocused fragment to a 

specific precursor-to-fragment ion ( - ) reaction. The parameter was calibrated to r = 0.82 for 

the QTOF 2, using the known spontaneous metastable fragmentation of water clusters, Figure 16.

Mass spectrum of mass selected O2
•−(H2O)6 showing its metastable fragmentation by consecutive 

water losses. The background pressure in the collision cell was 1.5 × 10−5 mbar Ar. Note that the highest 

peak corresponding to metastable fragmentation (m/z ~124) is only 0.03 % of the precursor ion (O2
•−(H2O)6)

intensity. 

While it is conceivable that fragmentation may also occur in either the acceleration or the 

reflectron regions, the flight times of these fragment ions are difficult to determine confidently—

even if the ions do reach the detector. The corresponding signals are likely spread over rather large 
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portions of the given spectrum, and therefore cannot be easily distinguished from noise. Analysis 

of metastable fragmentation was done for Papers III and IV. 

The concept of electrons in atoms and molecules occupying specific orbitals surrounding the nuclei 

is in fact a purely mathematical construct, known as the molecular orbital approximation. The 

approximation describes chemistry quite successfully, and most, if not all aspiring chemists are 

introduced to its formalism at an early point in their education, albeit usually through its results, 

rather than the underlying mathematics. The purpose of this subsection is to give the reader a brief 

introduction to the latter, i.e. quantum chemistry.

A molecular orbital is defined as a single-electron wave function ( ). To completely describe an 

electron, its spatial and spin-components must be specified, the product of which is termed a spin 

orbital ( ). When multiple electrons are present, such as in a molecule, the wave function must 

be antisymmetric with respect to the exchange of the spatial and spin coordinates of any two 

electrons due to their indistinguishability, changing sign upon permutation of coordinates. 

Expressing the wave function as a single determinant of individual spin-orbitals—a Slater 

determinant (Φ)—accomplishes this:

Φ =
1
√ !

(1) (1) … (1)
(2) (2) … (2)
⋮           ⋮                 ⋮
( ) ( ) … ( )

(3.12)

This also introduces exchange effects, correlating the motion of electrons with parallel spins. In 

this formalism, it is impossible to assign explicitly an electron to a specific orbital, only the fact 

that N electrons occupy N spin orbitals. At this point, it is relevant to describe how molecular 

orbitals are constructed in practice from the linear combination of a set of M known basis functions 

:

Φ =  (3.13)
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This reduces the problem of calculating the unknown molecular orbitals to a problem of finding 

the expansion coefficients of the basis functions. If the set were complete, this expansion would 

be exact within molecular orbital approximation. However, basis sets are always finite for 

computational feasibility, and one must therefore choose a set of functions that describe the 

chemistry adequately and are computationally efficient. In molecular calculations, the basis 

functions are typically composed of atomic orbitals (AO) centered at each corresponding nucleus. 

The most physically accurate basis functions are the termed Slater-type orbitals (STO), but these 

are computationally demanding since the relevant integrals are costly to evaluate. However, STOs 

can be approximated as linear combinations of Gaussian-type orbitals (GTO), which are not as 

accurate, but computationally more efficient. The number of basis functions for each atomic orbital 

is also critical for an accurate description of the chemical behavior of an atom. A minimal basis set 

is the smallest possible set, with one function per AO, designated a single-zeta (SZ) basis set. 

Equivalently, basis sets with two and three functions per AO, termed split-valence, are designated 

double-zeta (DZ) and triple-zeta (TZ) basis sets, and so forth. Increasing the number of basis 

functions on each AO increases their flexibility and provides a more accurate description of 

chemical bonds since the functions have different spatial and directional extents. This description 

is further improved upon with the addition of polarization functions, whereas the inclusion of 

diffuse functions is critical for the description of the loosely bound electrons found in anions and 

excited molecules.   

The true molecular wave function Ψ contains all information about the molecular system 

of interest, often approximated by a Slater determinant. Information about the system can be 

extracted from the wave function by applying an appropriate operator. In this work, the property 

of interest is typically the total energy of the system, and the corresponding operator is the Hamilton 

operator , or simply the Hamiltonian. Determination of a given property—in this case the total 

energy —is an eigenvalue problem involving the non-relativistic time-independent Schrödinger 

equation, 

Ψ = Ψ (3.14)

The total Hamiltonian includes terms for the kinetic energies (T) of both electrons and nuclei; as 

well as terms for the potential energy (V) of interactions between the various particles, i.e. electron-

electron, electron-nuclei and nuclei-nuclei interactions, simplistically expressed as 
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= T + T + V + V + V (3.15)

However, nuclei are much heavier and slower than electrons, and their motions can therefore be 

treated independently to a good approximation. This is the Born-Oppenheimer approximation 

(BO), where the wave function is separated into a product of electronic and nuclear wave functions, 

and it is assumed that these can be solved independently. Consequently, it makes sense to separate 

the Hamiltonian into electronic and nuclear terms:   

= T + V + V (3.16)

 =  (3.17)

 = T + V + (3.18)

 =  (3.19)

The solution to the electronic Schrödinger equation has a parametric dependence on the positions 

of the nuclei via the V term, whereas the nuclear solution depends on the former, describing the 

electric field E induced by the electrons. The total energy of a molecule is thereby found by 

solving the electronic problem and adding the constant nuclear repulsion for a set of given nuclear 

coordinates, allowing the determination of the equilibrium geometries of molecules. The nuclear 

solution describes the vibrational, rotational and translational motions of molecules, in turn 

important for their thermal properties. Only the electronic problem will be considered henceforth.

In practical applications of quantum chemistry, the eigenvalue problem involving a Hamiltonian is 

typically solved—at least prior to more accurate procedures—using the Hartree-Fock (HF) method. 

HF is variational, meaning that the best approximation for the wave function Ψ is the determinant 

Φ formed from a set of orthonormal spin orbitals that minimizes the electronic energy:

 =  〈Φ| |Φ〉 (3.20)

The procedure for minimizing the energy yields the HF equations, 

Φ =  ε Φ (3.21)

where is the Fock operator acting on all i electrons and the spin orbitals are eigenfunctions with 

eigenvalues ε corresponding to their energies. The above HF equations are typically transformed 
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to matrix form and solved iteratively; the spin orbitals obtained from one iteration are used as the 

guess for the next. This procedure is repeated until the orbitals are invariant between iterations, 

thereby known as the self-consistent field (SCF) procedure. 

The SCF procedure provides an approximation for the true wave function as a single Slater 

determinant, but does not provide the total energy of the system. At this point, it might be tempting 

to interpret the sum of orbital energies ε as the total HF energy of the system. This would lead to 

an overestimation equal to the electron-electron repulsion energy—counted twice by the Fock 

operator—and the HF energy is simply the sum of orbital energies minus this repulsion energy. 

Although HF accounts for most of the energy of a system, electron-electron interactions are treated 

in an average way, thus neglecting the electron correlation energy. The missing correlation energy 

can amount to as much as 100 kJ/mol per electron pair, obviously a significant quantity. Electron 

correlation is typically split into two types, dynamic and static correlation. The first can be 

attributed to the movement of electrons in relation to one another, while the second is linked to 

near-degeneracies of electronic states (occupied and virtual spin-orbitals have similar eigenvalues), 

meaning that the true wave function is not accurately approximated by a single determinant. 

Accounting for correlation effects is essential for the accurate description of chemical phenomena, 

and many post-Hartree-Fock methods have been developed for this purpose.

Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MPn)216 recovers most of the dynamic correlation energy. In 

MPn, the total energy of a system is the sum of an unperturbed zeroth-order energy and its 

corrections, each with a corresponding Hamiltonian: 

( +  + + ⋯ )Φ = ( +  + + ⋯ )Φ (3.22)

In this context, the sum of the one-electron Fock operators is the zeroth-order Hamiltonian

with eigenvalue equal to the sum of orbital energies ε of the individual spin orbitals in the 

determinant,

Φ = ε Φ (3.23)
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In the chemists’ formulation, the first-order correction E is the negative of the electron-electron

repulsion energy. This yields the HF energy as stated above, equivalent to the MP1 energy:

=  = + (3.24)

The second order correction involves doubly excited determinants, where the occupation of spin 

orbitals is varied, and provides the MP2 energy. The associated method has been used extensively 

in this work.204–207,20 Adding further corrections increases the amount of dynamic correlation 

recovered, but also computational cost. The higher-level corrections (MP3 and MP4) lead to small 

improvements over MP2 for various molecular properties, and have only been used as part of the 

higher level methods, such as the G4 composite method and CCSD(T), described later in the text. 

The major disadvantages of MPn theory stems from the use of the HF determinant, and it is 

therefore subject to all of its shortcomings. MPn theory is not variational, as it cannot be guaranteed 

that a perturbation does not overshoot the variational limit.

The configuration interaction (CI) method constructs the wave function from a linear combination 

of determinants with different configurations of occupied and unoccupied (virtual) spin orbitals, or 

configuration state functions (CSF) corresponding to excited electronic states: 

Ψ = Φ  (3.25)

The first term in the expansion j = 0 is equivalent to the HF determinant (in the case = 1), from 

which the rest of the CFSs are obtained. If the expansion includes all possible electron 

configurations, Ψ provides the exact BO solution to the Schrödinger equation for a given basis 

set. This is only possible for very small molecules, and the operator is therefore truncated at the 

desired accuracy for systems of interest. The level of truncation is indicated by denoting the 

relevant number of excitations with a letter following the CI term, e.g. CISD for singles and 

doubles. Configuration interaction is variational like HF, and the optimal CI wave function is the 

one that minimizes the total energy of the system.   

In the coupled-cluster (CC) method, the wave function is a linear combination of excited 

determinants generated from a HF reference by the cluster operator T:
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Ψ = Φ (3.26)

= + + ⋯+  (3.27)

Here, the subscripts indicate the number of excitations in each single determinant, N corresponding 

to exciting every single electron to all virtual orbitals, giving equivalently the full configuration 

interaction (CI) wave function. Similarly to CI, coupled-cluster is usually truncated for 

computational feasibility; including only singly excited determinants in the CC wave function is 

termed the coupled-cluster singles (CCS), adding doubly excited determinants gives the singles 

and doubles (CCSD), while the inclusion of triply excited determinants comprise the singles, 

doubles and triples (CCSDT) variation of the method. This is computationally demanding, scaling 

as N8 with the number of basis functions, but treating the triples contribution non-iteratively using 

perturbation theory allows computations on moderately sized molecules with a large basis set. This 

is termed CCSD(T),217–219 which is considered the “gold standard” in modern applications of 

quantum chemistry, since it approaches chemical accuracy (errors in relative energy < 4 kJ/mol). 

The latter has been used for theoretical benchmarking of the metal carbonites, more closely 

discussed later.

An advantage of CC of over CI is that it is generally size consistent, whereas the latter is 

not. This means that energy evaluation of a molecule produces the same result for the infinitely 

separated reactants making up the molecule as the sum of the energies of the isolated reactants. 

However, the size consistency of CC depends on the adequacy of the underlying HF reference, 

which is not always a given.   

In all of the theories outlined thus far, the true wave function of a system is approximated using a 

single reference determinant and its expansions. This type of methods are known as single-

reference (SR), and are usually sufficient for molecules dominated by dynamic correlation. 

However, for systems where static correlation is prominent, i.e. when multiple electron 

configurations are nearly degenerate, the wave function must include contributions from each 

optimized configuration for an accurate description. In other words, not only are the orbitals in the 

ground state optimized by the procedure, but also in the excited states. Such methods are termed 

multi-reference (MR) or multiconfigurational (MC). Several tests have been suggested for the 

determination of the MR or SR character of a molecule. One of the earliest are based on the CI 
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method, where this is estimated using the coefficient of the first term in the expansion, which 

in effect is the fraction of the CI wave function made up by the HF determinant. A value of ≥ 

0.95 indicates that the system is mostly SR.220 Nevertheless, CI is a highly costly method, and the 

diagnostic even fails to capture the MR character in many cases, in particular where the CI wave 

function is biased towards the HF determinant.221 Later, it was proposed that the Frobenius norm 

of the single excitation amplitudes t1 in the CCSD wave function could be used, known as the T1 

diagnostic. A value of T1 < 0.02 for closed-shell systems, T1 < 0.44 for open shell systems, is often 

taken as an indication that a SR method performs adequately.221 The latter has been utilized in this 

work.

Multi-reference versions of the CI and CC methods, (MRCI and MRCC, respectively) have 

been developed, but these are computationally much more expensive than single-reference 

procedures—already limited by cost. However, just as CI and CC can be limited to include fewer 

excitations, multi-reference methods can be truncated to a rational selection of reference 

determinants. This is the principle behind the complete-active-space (CAS) methods. In the CAS 

approach, the selection of reference determinants that comprises the expansion of the wave function 

involves all configurations arising from a particular combination of electrons, and occupied and 

virtual orbitals, respectively. This is termed the active space, currently limited to around 18 

electrons in 18 orbitals, denoted (18,18).222 In principle, a CAS wave function can be applied to all 

of the methods described above. During this work, we have in some instances utilized the MR 

counterpart to HF—CASSCF. Analogously to the former, the latter does not recover the dynamic 

correlation of a system, but this can be estimated using perturbation theory (CASPT2).

Evaluation of wave functions is a computationally costly endeavor, which would be mitigated if 

molecular properties were determined by simpler functions. The Hohenberg-Kohn existence 

theorem states that the ground state properties of a molecule are uniquely characterized by the 

electron density , a much simpler function than the wave function. This theorem enabled the 

conception of density functional theory (DFT), concerned with the evaluation of rather than the 

wave function. Although is a simple three dimensional function, only the orbital description has 

so far proven to accurately describe it. Hence, this was reintroduced in Kohn-Sham (KS) theory—

bringing the dimensionality back to 3N. Density functional theory shares many features with HF 
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theory (also 3N dimensional), being variational in principle, and treating electron-electron 

interactions in an average or non-interacting way. Still, it is more efficient than post-HF methods, 

although not necessarily as accurate. An additional advantage of DFT is that is not subject to 

antisymmetric constraints. The ground state KS energy, 

[ ] = [ ] + [ ] + [ ] + [ ] (3.28)

is fully determined by , the latter a function of electron coordinates—whence the term density 

functional. The first three terms can be exactly solved, corresponding to the non-interacting kinetic 

energy of the electrons, the effective potential in which they are moving and their Coulombic 

repulsion. Meanwhile, the true bottleneck for DFT theory lies in estimating the exchange-

correlation functional, [ ]. This is split into two parts, one for exchange, one for correlation. 

While the functionals only depend explicitly on the electron density, a better description is obtained 

by inclusion of its gradient. The most primitive is the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), 

improved upon by including the derivative of the gradient, leading to the meta-generalized gradient 

approximation (mGGA), which can involve fitting parameters for the density function to 

experimental data. Finally, the exchange and correlation functionals can be combined as desired, 

or even include a fraction of HF exchange to accurately describe the system of interest, known as 

hybrid functionals. As an active field of research, a plethora of exchange and correlation functionals 

has been developed, aimed at accurately describing a given system. Consequently, DFT methods 

usually require benchmarking against systems similar to the one of interest to ensure their 

applicability. The popular hybrid functional comprised of the Becke 3-parameter exchange 

functional and the Lee-Yang-Parr correlation functional, or simply B3LYP, has been used 

extensively in this work as a first approximation for structures and energies.223,224

Another powerful approach is to combine several methods in ways that provide more 

accurate results at a significantly reduced cost, termed composite methods. Typically, these involve 

geometry optimization and zero-point energy calculations at a lower level of theory with a 

relatively large basis set and subsequent single point energies from high-level methods with smaller 

basis sets, aimed at correcting the deficiencies in the former. Case in point, the Gaussian-4 (G4) 

method225 employed extensively herein begins with B3LYP/6-31G(2df,p) for geometry 

optimization and zero-point vibrational energies, followed by extrapolation to the HF-basis set 

limit using the aug-cc-pVnZ basis sets. Electron correlation is estimated using MP4 with 
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corrections for various basis set effects, and subsequently by CCSD(T). Finally, several corrections 

are added to account for remaining deficiencies in the methods used. While G4 generally provides 

highly accurate energies,226 it is unfortunately only available for elements up to the third row, and 

thus unavailable for several relevant species in this work. 

The previous subsection gave a general description of the underlying theory of computational 

chemistry. Hence, the following contains an account of the specific computational methods and 

procedures used during this work.  

The use of quantum chemical methods in this work is best described as hierarchical. Lower level, 

computationally more affordable methods were used for initial computations aimed at exploring 

possible species of interest, whereas higher level, costly methods are used for refining the former. 

As mentioned in the previous chapter, B3LYP was often employed for the initial 

exploration of possible structures and energies, usually combined with a basis set of triple zeta 

quality including diffuse functions, such as aug-cc-pVTZ or def2-TZVPPD,. Depending on the 

system at hand, these results were refined upon using either CCSD(T) or G4, and in some cases, 

both.

The initially determined B3LYP geometries of the alkali and alkaline earth MCO2
− species 

were optimized on the CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD level of theory, followed by computation of their 

vibrational frequencies. Single point energies were also obtained on these optimized geometries 

using the slightly larger def2-QZVPPD, but these results have not been published. This part of the 

work relied heavily on the advice and guidance of Sotiris S. Xantheas and Edoardo Aprà, as well 

as their available computational infrastructure at NERSC. The Karlsruhe basis sets were chosen 

for these groups of species due to their availability over the periodic table from H-Rn. The basis 

set superposition error (BSSE) was estimated for the metal carbonites using the function 

counterpoise method,227–229 including the substantial CO2 deformation energy in these 

complexes.230 The CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD results were treated as high-level theoretical 

benchmarks for subsequent computations, aimed at exploring the metal carbonite reactions at lower 

levels. Benchmarking of these computations against experiments were limited to the electron 
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affinities of the alkali metals as well as the geometry and vibrational frequencies of CO2, although 

the latter has not been explicitly discussed in any of the included publications. Furthermore, 

benchmarking could have been done against experimental data on the neutral metal carbonites in 

rare gas matrices reported by Kafafi et al.18,19

Consistent periodic trends were deemed highly relevant for the aims of this study. The 

closest agreement with the CCSD(T) benchmark computations for the trends was achieved using 

MP2/def2-TZVPPD, see Figure 17. The latter was therefore used to investigate the full reaction 

pathways of the metal carbonites. The above methods, CCSD(T) and MP2, are most heavily 

featured in papers I and II. 

Computed dissociation energies (electronic energy (Ee) + ZPVE) of the bidentate oxygen 

coordinated metal carbonites M(κ2-O2C)− at various levels of theory. Note the different y-axes for the alkali 

and alkaline earth metal groups.

For the last two papers included in this thesis, G4 was employed as the high level method, 

due to being much more affordable than CCSD(T) and available for all of the involved atoms. The 

G4 method was benchmarked against the experimentally determined electron affinities, bond 

distances and dissociation energies of CO and MgCl, and found to be in excellent agreement. 
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Additionally, CASSCF was employed in Paper III for certain fragments of the hydrogen squarate 

and the squarate radical anions, due to their suspected multi-reference character, although the T1-

diagnostic of CCSD was not used first to infer the necessity of a multi-reference treatment. In 

contrast, the diagnostic was employed for the magnesium chloride squarate species in Paper IV, on 

the basis of which a single-reference treatment was found adequate.

Unlike orbitals, the electron density of a molecule is a physical observable. It can be used to predict 

various molecular properties, such as sites of nucleophilic/electrophilic reactivity or to quantify the 

transfer of electrons between from one species to another. The molecular orbitals obtained through 

quantum chemical computations are highly delocalized, and using these directly to assign charges 

to particular atoms in molecules is typically inaccurate unless calibrated (such as in Mulliken 

population analysis). In contrast, natural bond orbitals (NBOs) are localized few-center orbitals 

that provide the most accurate possible Lewis-type structure of the total electron density of a 

molecule, the natural Lewis structure (NLS)—facilitating charge assignment.231 The natural bond 

orbitals of a given molecule are determined by searching over all possible ways to draw the bonds 

and lone pairs to find the combination that accommodates the highest percentage of the total 

electron density. While this typically accounts for >99.9% of the density for most common 

molecules, the remaining percentage describes delocalization effects. This analysis has been 

employed in all of the included papers.  

Optimized geometries and their associated energies were typically translated to energy diagrams 

describing their chemical transformations. This subchapter will briefly illustrate how this was 

accomplished. 

The first step in the construction of a potential energy diagram for a given chemical reaction, 

or a set of thereof, was to optimize the geometries of the presumed reactants and products. This 

was followed by a vibrational analysis to ensure that the obtained structures were in fact reactants 

and products—minima on the potential energy surface. If all vibrational modes are real, i.e. there 

are no imaginary frequencies, the structure constitutes a true minima on the potential energy 

surface. If it displays one imaginary frequency, it is a transition state (TS); the lowest point on the 

potential energy pathway separating two minima. The lowest energy pathway from one minimum 
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to the next, defined as the intrinsic reaction coordinate (IRC), can be followed computationally. 

Hence, the optimized minimum structures were connected by transition states, the connectivity of 

which were ensured by following the IRC.   

Sometimes, there was no barrier separating reactant from product other than the 

endothermicity of the reaction, often seen for single bond scission. In these instances, the absence 

of the barrier—often termed the reverse barrier—was ensured using relaxed potential energy scans. 

The latter involves changing a geometric variable incrementally from reactant to product, while 

optimizing the rest of the structure at each increment. 
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This chapter summarizes the main results from the included papers. Their order follows the project 

outline (Section ) closely, beginning with the two papers describing the metal carbonites and 

their reactions, followed by the two papers describing the cyclooligomerization of CO. The 

notations in the next sections generally adhere to those of the respective papers.

This paper is the result of a combined experimental and computational effort to study the reductive 

coupling of CO2 to oxalate via the MCO2
− species, where M = Li – Cs. Due to restrictively low 

signal intensities for in-source produced M− and MCO2
−, the process was studied in reverse, i.e.

MC2O4
− → MCO2

− + CO2 → M− + 2CO2, (4.1)

employing mass spectrometric techniques. The associated reaction mechanisms were modelled 

using quantum chemical computations. Finally, the metal oxalates were characterized by 

vibrational predissociation spectroscopy.

The results of the mass spectrometric and computational investigations of the reactions in 

Equation 4.1 are summarized in Figure 18 and Table 1. While the experiments indicate that the 

dissociation energies for both the oxalates and carbonites decrease with increasing metal size, the 

computations suggest a slight increase from the middle of the group towards the heavier metals. 

Nevertheless, both methods agree upon the trends for the dissociation energies between M = Li –

K. It should be mentioned that the signal corresponding to Li− (m/z 7) cannot be observed in our 

instrument, having a low-mass cutoff at m/z 15, hence it was not possible to estimate the 

corresponding dissociation energy of LiCO2
− experimentally.   
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Fragmentation mass spectra of MC2O4
− recorded at a collision energy integrated over the range

ECOM = 3.0 – 5.0 eV under 2.0 × 10−4 mbar collision gas (Ar) pressure. The m/z values of the mass selected 

parent ions are enclosed in frames (top). Appearance curves for MCO2
− and M− recorded for the collision 

energy interval ECOM = 0.4 – 8.0 eV under 2.0 × 10−4 mbar collision gas (Ar) pressure (bottom). Adapted 

from Paper I.
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Experimentally estimated threshold energies for MCO2
− and M− in kJ mol−1 and MP2/def2-

TZVPPD barriers in parentheses. From Paper I.

M = Li M = Na M = K M = Rb M = Cs

MCO2− 256 ± 14 (238) 157 ± 10 (150) 150 ± 9 (143) 110 ± 6 (145) 109 ± 11 (158)

M− n/a (317) 238 ± 45 (192) 200 ± 19(176) 157 ± 16 (181) 139 ± 5 (195)

The trends for the experimental dissociation energies down the alkali metal group finds 

support in the vibrational analysis of the corresponding metal oxalates. It is widely accepted that

the most stable conformation of the isolated oxalate dianion is staggered,232 and its structure in 

these complexes is determined by the competing effects of stabilization by interaction with the 

alkali metal and the additional strain on a planar geometry. We found that the oxalate moiety in the 

complexes twists from a planar to a staggered structure from M = Li to Cs, which is evident from 

the concurrent blueshift of the bound C=O vibrational bands (ν12 and ν13) down the series, Figure 

19.

Consistent with the abovementioned structural change in the oxalate moiety, we found an 

additional type of transition state for the decarboxylation of the heavier metal oxalates, M = K –

Cs. This in turn led us to propose two different types of nucleophilic reactivity for the intermediate 

metal carbonites; while the lighter, more tightly bound metal carbonites prefer to react as pure 

carbon-centered nucleophiles, the heavier, more polarizable metals prefer to react as mixed carbon-

metal centered nucleophiles. This was attributed to a more complete transfer of electrons from the 

metal to CO2—and consequently, the carbon atom—in the more tightly bound carbonite 

complexes.
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Vibrational predissociation spectra for the MC2O4
− (M = D, Li, Na, K, Rb and Cs) complexes

“tagged” by either D2 (M = Li, K and Cs) or H2 (M = Na and Rb). The deuterium oxalate spectrum is adapted 

with permission from (Wolke, C. T.; DeBlase, A. F.; Leavitt, C. M.; McCoy, A. B.; Johnson, M. A. Diffuse 

Vibrational Signature of a Single Proton Embedded in the Oxalate Scaffold, HO2CCO2
–. J. Phys. Chem. A 

2015, 119 (52), 13018–13024.). Copyright (2020) American Chemical Society. The MP2/def2-TZVPPD 

minimum energy structures are shown to the left, and the corresponding computed vibrational frequencies 

(scaled by 0.990 for the Li, Na and K, and by 0.985 for the Rb and Cs), are denoted by sticks. The scaling 

has been determined according to the best fit to the experimental spectra. From Paper I.

Two possible isomers were computed for the metal carbonites, one with bidentate oxygen-

metal coordination M(κ2-O2C)−, the other with mixed carbon-oxygen coordination, M(η2-CO2)−,

consistent with literature on the neutral counterparts, Figure 20.18–20,105
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CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD optimized geometries of the 2A (M(κ2-O2C)−) and 2B (M(η2-CO2)−)

alkali metal carbonites. Bond lengths in Angstroms (Å) and angles in degrees. The NBO partial charges on 

the CO2 moiety as well as the carbon and the metal atoms are also indicated. From Paper I.

Lithium displayed an additional M(η1-CO2)− isomer (not shown), formally a metalloformate. 

Carbon dioxide typically forms these kind of complexes with transition metals of low oxophilicity, 

thus strengthening the previously assumed correlation between the mode of coordination and the 

oxophilicity of the metal.
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Paper I explored reductive C—C coupling of CO2 to oxalate. In other words, the CO2 moieties are 

reduced, but more or less structurally intact as carboxylates. The second paper, which is purely 

computational, details a more dramatic transformation of CO2, undergoing C=O bond scission to 

form CO. This paper was in part motivated by the fact that some metal atoms or anions may add 

CO2 to form MCO2 complexes in gas phase reactions, whereas the early transition metal atoms, Sc, 

Ti, V and Cr insert into one of the C=O bonds, followed by subsequent CO elimination. In addition, 

it has been observed that reactions between MCO2
− (M = MgCl, ZnCl) and CO2, as well as CID of 

LiC2O4
− lead to the formation of MCO3

− + CO. Hence, we were interested in obtaining 

comprehensive mechanistic pictures for the following reactions:

M− + CO2 → MO− + CO (4.2)

M− + 2CO2 → MCO3
− + CO. (4.3)

This was aimed at more closely elucidating the factors that govern the partitioning between metal 

carbonite formation and CO elimination. Herein, we considered both the alkali metals (M = Li, Na, 

K, Rb, Cs) and the isovalent alkaline earth metal chlorides (M = BeCl, MgCl, CaCl, SrCl, BaCl), 

due to their reductive character and chemical similarity to the early transition metals. 

It was found that the reduction of a single CO2 molecule as in 4.2 is generally endothermic, 

with the exception of M = BeCl.  Meanwhile, the reaction involving two CO2 molecules as in 4.3—

corresponding to reductive disproportionation—is exothermic. None of these metal species were 

seen to undergo OMCO− formation by C=O bond insertion, in contrast to many early transition 

metals. Both processes described above involve the metal carbonites as intermediates, see Figure 

21. For these intermediates, decarbonylation competes with carboxylation to form the metal

oxalates. 
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 Schematic MP2/def2-TZVPPD potential energy diagram for the reactions between two CO2

molecules and alkali (M = Li – Cs) and chloride-tagged alkaline earth (M = BeCl – BaCl) metal anions, M−. 

From Paper II.

Relative ZPVE-corrected [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] electronic energies for M− + 2 CO2 → MCO3
− +

CO in kJ/mol. The designation n.e. either indicates non-existent minima or, in the case of transition states, 

that the reaction proceeds with a monotonic increase in potential energy in both directions along the reaction 

coordinate.      

Li Na K Rb Cs BeCl MgCl CaCl SrCl BaCl
+ 2CO2 0* 0* 0* 0* 0* 0 0 0 0 0
+ CO2 −79* −39* −33* −33* −34* −247 −102 −103 −73 −85

+ CO2 −44* 9* 2* 2* −3* n.e.** 6 −35 −32 −45
+ CO2 −68* −11* −9* −8* −14* −248 −84 −96 −76 −82

−102* −64* −60* −61* −62* n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e.
−92* −32* −34* −36* n.e. −273 −110 −134 −117 −126
−102* −46* −26* −29* −30* n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e.
−84* n.f. −34* −36* n.e. −244 −105 −130 −113 −123
−317* −189* −169* n.e. n.e. −504 −334 −344 −323 −334
−226* −134* −168* n.e. n.e. −266 −198 −254 −307 −327
−241* −140* −172* −174* −188* −357 −232 −315 −312 −335
n.e. 5 24 11 9 n.e. −120 −140 −121 −127
−88 5 n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e. −107 −110 −118 −127
−28 84 79 76 56 −198 −41 −66 −63 −89
−200 −70 −52 −47 −70 −411 −243 −272 −251 −246

+ CO −181 −48 −20 −14 −41 −399 −228 −239 −216 −226
* from reference 233 ** proceeds by dissociation and reattachment via 
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Generally, the alkaline earth metals have the lowest energetic demands, consistent with the 

expected shortening of bonds across periods, Table 2. Within groups, however, the energies 

increase towards the middle, contrasting the expected increase towards the heaviest elements. This 

was attributed to the increasing d-orbital participation in bonding for the heavier elements, leading 

to slightly stronger, more covalent bonds in the products. This deviation from the expected trends 

for groups led us to analyze and compare our reaction energies to corresponding “experimental” 

values procured form Born Haber cycles, shown in Figure 22. Despite the possibility of systematic 

errors in our computational treatment of these reactions—especially considering the possible MR 

character of some of the MO− species—our results are consistent with the “experimental” 

estimates, although the uncertainties in the latter are high. 

Comparison of ”experimental” and computational reaction energies for the reduction of CO2 to

CO by the alkali metals. The connecting lines are meant as a guide to the eye and carry no further 

significance. For the “experimental” values, the error bars indicate uncertainties. From Paper II.
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This paper was conceived out of our general interest in C—C bond forming reactions leading to 

the upscaling of CO2. This kind of reactivity between reduced CO2 (on the metal carbonite form) 

and a neutral CO2 molecule is described in the first two papers herein. The second paper also 

describes the direct reduction of CO2 to CO, hence we found it of relevance to investigate C—C

bond forming reactions with the latter, in particular via cyclooligomerization. While the associated 

reaction mechanisms have been detailed up to the formation of deltate (C3O3
2−), they have not been 

reported for squarate, to the best of the authors’ knowledge.

Hence, to expand upon the established reaction mechanisms of reductive 

cyclooligomerization, we studied the process through the corresponding reverse reactions; the 

collision-induced dissociation of hydrogen squarate, HC4O4
− (m/z 113), and the squarate radical 

anion, C4O4
•− (m/z 112). The corresponding fragmentation (CID) mass spectra are shown in Figure 

23. Both species undergo consecutive decarbonylation as the primary fragmentation pathway. In

1983, Lednor and Versloot proposed that reductive cyclooligomerization is initiated by electron 

attachment to CO. This is possible for the hydrogen squarate system, as indicated by the 

observation of the corresponding HCO− (m/z 29) monomer in our experiments. However, this is 

impossible for the isolated squarate system due to the negative electron affinity of CO. We 

observed the reverse reaction sequence C4O4
•− (m/z 112) → C3O3

•− (m/z 84) + CO → C2O2
•− (m/z

56) + 2CO, but no fragments corresponding to CO•− (m/z 28). The latter suggests that

cyclooligomerization of the isolated system is initiated by formation of the ethynedione radical 

anion, C2O2
•−. This constitutes the most demanding step for the whole process, as reduction must 

occur simultaneously with C—C coupling. According to our computations, addition of the third 

and fourth CO molecules have relatively low barriers and are exothermic. Comparison of model 

system with the reported cyclooligomerization by U(III) compounds led us to infer a relationship 

between the number of electrons on the CO-dimer and further reaction. Specifically, Green et al.

showed that the dianionic ethynedione moiety, C2O2
2−, in their U(III)-complex does not add further 

CO, while a long lived ethenedione intermediate, C2O2
•−, may cyclooligomerize further in 

accordance with our simple model system.175 Thus, cyclooligomerization proceeds by radical 

addition, thereby avoiding symmetry constraints related to the conservation of orbital symmetry. 

In contrast to the exothermic anionic process, neutral cyclooligomerization is endothermic, 

corroborated by the elusive nature of the neutral CnOn species. The above findings led us to 
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conclude that initiation of the cyclooligomerization process requires an electron, while a second

electron terminates it. 

Fragmentation mass spectra of mass selected m/z 113 (HC4O4
−, left) and m/z 112 (C4O4

•−, right)

averaged over collision energies from 480 to 560 kJ/mol (ECOM) at 2.0 × 10−4 mbar collision gas (Ar) 

pressure. From Paper III.
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Although cyclooligomerization has been reported for complexes involving uranium, samarium and 

magnesium, the latter stands out as being neither radioactive nor toxic.47,48,50 Magnesium is also 

important for photosynthetic carbon dioxide fixation, and efficiently activates it in the gas-phase 

as shown in previous work by our group.28,32 Hence, this paper expands upon the results of Paper 

III by elucidating the effects of magnesium on the energetics of the reductive cyclooligomerization 

process for the isolated gas-phase system, 

ClMg− + nCO → ClMgCnOn
−. (4.4)

Once again, this was investigated via the reverse reactions. Similar to the naked hydrogen squarate 

and squarate radical anions, the magnesium chloride squarate was found to dissociate by sequential 

decarbonylation,

ClMgC4O4
−→ ClMgC3O3

− + CO → ClMgC2O2
− + 2CO → ClMg− + 4CO, (4.5)

i.e. in three discrete steps. No monocarbonyl, ClMgCO−, was observed in our experiments, 

implying that cyclooligomerization of CO on magnesium chloride must also be initiated by 

coupling of two CO molecules, simultaneously as they are being reduced by the metal ligand. The 

energetic demands of each reaction step were estimated using two different methods, L-CID and 

linear extrapolation for the corresponding threshold energies. In addition, the process was modeled 

using quantum chemistry (G4), all three yielding results that are consistent with one another.

To fully grasp the role of the metal ligand in the process, a comparison of the potential 

energy surfaces of the three squarate systems studied (LC4O4, where L = e−¸H− and MgCl−) was 

made, Figure 24. This revealed that the magnesium system is associated with the lowest overall 

demands, despite the fact that the first step is less demanding for L = H−. This follows from the 

ease at which the corresponding monomer HCO− is formed. However, the next step, HCO− + CO 

→ HC2O2
− has a slightly higher barrier than the first step for MgCl−, while each subsequent step 

proceeds essentially without barriers for the latter.  
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The singlet G4 (0 K) potential energy (electronic + zero-point vibrational energy) diagram for 

the L + nCO → LCnOn reactions (L = e−, H− or MgCl−). The lowest energy ClMgC4O4
− (L = MgCl−) pathway 

is indicated by lines in bold, while the lowest energy C4O4
•− and HC4O4

− pathways (from Paper III) are 

indicated by prefixes e and H in the labels, respectively. From Paper IV.

Finally, to elucidate the absence of ClMgCO− in our experiments, a computational analysis 

was done on various magnesium monocarbonyl species, Figure 25. It was found that while the 

former does in fact constitute a shallow minimum on the electronic potential energy surface, it is 

less stable than the separated reactants MgCl− + CO due to having a higher zero-point vibrational 

energy than the latter. Moreover, while the singlet monomers were generally found unstable with 

respect to dissociation, the triplet monomers were found stable in this regard, and could in principle 

act as the first step in the cyclooligomerization process. Their relative stability was rationalized by 

noting that the triplet MgCl− anion is destabilized more compared to the singlet, than the CO anion 

compared to the neutral, placing the charge bearing electron on the latter.
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Magnesium chloride monocarbonyls, ClMgCO−/0/+, and magnesium monocarbonyls, MgCO+/2+,

computed on the G4 level of theory (B3LYP/ 6-31G(2df,p) geometries). From Paper IV.

In Paper III, an apparent correlation between the negative charge transferred to the oxocarbon 

moieties (CO)n
− and their stability was inferred. This was further elaborated on in this paper by 

analyzing the NBO partial charges at each reaction step. In particular, a higher negative charge was 

found to correlate with a higher barrier for the next reaction step in the cyclooligomerization 

sequence, consistent with the notion that transfer of one electron to the oxocarbon is necessary to 

initiate the process, whereas a second electron terminates it.    
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Most of the results from the CCSD(T) computations have been published for the alkali metal 

carbonites (Paper I). The corresponding results for the alkaline earth metal species have only been 

used to benchmark MP2 computations (Paper II), and have not been published. Hence, their 

optimized structures, along with relevant NBO partial charges are provided in Figure 26.

CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD optimized geometries of the M(κ2-O2C)− and M(η2-CO2)− alkaline 

earth metal chloride carbonites. Bond lengths in Angstroms (Å) and angles in degrees. The NBO partial 

charges on the CO2 moiety as well as the carbon, metal and chlorine atoms are also indicated.
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The structures of the CO2 moieties in the alkaline earth metal carbonites are seen to be 

generally more perturbed (105.7˚ – 129.0˚) than with the alkali metals (127.1˚- 139.2˚), see also 

Figure 20. This can likely be attributed to more efficient charge transfer from metal to CO2 as noted 

in Paper II ( in referring to the equivalent MP2 results). Charge transfer is seen to be more efficient 

toward the middle of the group; the most reduced CO2 moiety is observed for ClCa(κ2-CO2)−. The 

heaviest metal carbonites are bent at the metal, which is more pronounced for barium than 

strontium. Alkaline earth metal dihalides (CaF2, SrF2, SrCl2, BaF2, BaCl2, BaI2) have been 

established as having bent, non-planar structures, suggested to be due to the involvement of the (n

– 1) p- and d-orbitals in bonding.234 This explanation is consistent with the observed evolution of 

partial charges; the ionic character of the metal-CO2 bonding increases towards the middle of the 

alkaline earth metal group.   

Furthermore, the results of the associated vibrational analyses have not been included in 

any of the published papers for either group of metals. The computed frequencies of the asymmetric 

( ) and symmetric ( ) CO2 displacement modes are given in Table 3. Although the

frequencies are classified equally for the two isomers for convenience, the C=O bonds in the mixed 

carbon-oxygen coordinated species M(η2-CO2)− are inequivalent, and the vibrational motions of 

the two are thus decoupled. As a result, the asymmetric CO2 displacement more closely resembles 

the stretching mode of the terminal C=O bond, whereas the symmetric counterpart corresponds to 

the stretching mode of the bridging C=O bond. 

Asymmetric ( ) and symmetric ( ) CO2 displacement frequencies in cm−1 computed on the

CCSD/def2-TZVPPD level. 

M = Li Na K Rb Cs BeCl MgCl CaCl SrCl BaCl

M(κ2-O2C)−
1566 1644 1647 1676 1660 1112 1160 1123* 1517 1537

1230 1202 1182 1185 1153 1207 1118 1036* 1245 1425

M(η2-CO2)−
1725 1777 1781 1790 1780 1728 1654 1615* 1649 1649

1142 1166 1167 1173 1155 1135 1118 927* 955 989

* MP2/def2-TZVPPD frequencies
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The preceding analysis based on the computed geometries is corroborated by the vibrational 

frequencies. It is worth noting how the frequencies of the bidentate oxygen coordinated

complexes M(κ2-O2C)− range from values characteristic for alcohol C—O single bonds to values 

characteristic for carbonyl C=O double bonds, highlighting the differences in CO2 activation by 

the alkaline earth metals. The analogous frequencies for the mixed carbon-oxygen coordinated 

complexes M(η2-CO2)− are more difficult to interpret in terms of trends, due to the more intricate 

bonding situation. The bridging C=O bond is contracted with increasing metal size, in principle 

leading to a blueshift of the frequencies. At the same time, the metal interacting with this

particular oxygen atom becomes heavier, counteracting the former effect. Consequently, smaller 

variations within groups are observed for this particular isomer.

In any case, this preliminary analysis provides a solid stepping stone for future 

spectroscopic or other experimental efforts to characterize these highly elusive and important 

intermediates.  
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This thesis has presented an extensive investigation on specific molecular level mechanisms for 

the reduction of CO2 by the alkali and alkaline earth metal chloride anions, as well as further 

reduction of CO to cyclic oxocarbons. The described studies were conducted using a combination 

of mass spectrometric and quantum chemical methods, where the latter has lent heavily to the 

interpretation of the experimental data.   

The metal carbonites have been reaffirmed as critical intermediates for the utilization of 

CO2, as its reduction to oxalate, carbonate, and CO proceeds via. these intermediates. The two 

former correspond to low-energy products in the CO2 utilization scheme, while the latter belongs 

to the high-level category, and is therefore highly interesting as a simple molecular building block. 

The associated energetics for these processes are inherently correlated to the involved metal, and 

it is shown that a metal leading to a more reduced or perturbed CO2 moiety is generally associated 

with lower barriers for various reactions. In particular, despite their isovalency, the alkaline earth 

metal chlorides transfer close to two electrons, whereas the alkali metals only transfer close to one 

electron during complexation with CO2. This is manifested in generally lower barriers, as well as 

a higher exothermicity for reactions involving the former. 

The degree of CO2 reduction and activation in the metal carbonites generally decreases with 

increasing metal size, determined by threshold energy measurements and computations, and was 

linked to the experimentally determined structures of the alkali metal oxalates formed in further 

reactions with CO2. Two fundamentally different mechanisms were found for the latter process. 

The first proceeds directly between the incoming CO2 and the carbon atom of the activated species, 

while the second involves both the metal and the carbon atom in the transition state. The energetic 

demands of the former increases with metal size, yet decreases for the second. This led to the 

assumption that the lighter, more tightly bound metal complexes are more efficient carbon 

nucleophiles, while complexes with larger, more polarizable metals react more efficiently as mixed 

metal-carbon centered nucleophiles.      

While the experimental results indicate decreasing activation of CO2 when going down each 

group, computations suggest that it increases slightly from the middle of the groups. The partial 

charge on CO2 decrease towards the middle of the group, slightly increasing towards the heaviest 

metals, attributed to an increased covalent contribution to the bonding in these complexes. 
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According to computations, direct reduction of CO2 to CO by the alkali metal and alkaline 

earth metal chloride anions is generally endothermic, except by BeCl−, displaying an exothermic, 

barrierless reaction. However, the equivalent reductive disproportionation reaction, M− + 2 CO2 → 

MCO3
− + CO, is exothermic and competes directly with carboxylation. The formation of 

carbonates in this manner constitutes the major source of carbon- and energy losses during 

electrolytical reduction of CO2. Similar trends are observed for decarbonylation reaction as for 

carboxylation; the alkali metal complexes undergo generally less exothermic reactions and have 

higher barriers. These findings could potentially be used to design processes where carbonate 

formation is avoided by employing less activating metals, such as the alkali metals, rather than the 

more activating alkaline earth metal species. On the other hand, if the target is CO, a commercially 

used chemical feedstock, the more activating metals might be preferable due to having lower 

barriers towards decarbonylation.      

Squarate and its derivatives are potential high-value products formed from CO 

cyclooligomerization. For the naked radical anion, C4O4
•−, the critical step for this process is the 

simultaneous reduction and coupling of two CO molecules to yield the ethenedione radical anion, 

C2O2
•−. A similar step is a prerequisite for the process catalyzed by MgCl−, but not for H−. In any 

case, the lowest overall energetic demands are found for the magnesium system, where every step 

following the initial proceeds essentially monotonously downhill with no barriers. It was also 

inferred that cyclooligomerization is initiated by transfer of a single electron, whereas a second 

electron terminates the process. These considerations can likely be used to control the overall 

selectivity of the sequence. 

The findings of this thesis are thought to be relevant and useful for the rational design of

single-atom catalysts for these processes, but also for the more established electrochemical or 

chemical approaches.
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One of the main goals of this project was to characterize the metal carbonites and their significance 

for CO2 utilization, and many hours were thus spent in the lab trying to coax these elusive species 

into appearing for me. Towards the end of the project, my efforts were starting to bear fruits in 

terms of isolating some of these species for more direct reactivity studies, but I did not have the 

time to refine these preliminary results into anything publishable. Hence, quite a few stones have 

been left unturned, opening up for potential future projects. To provide some examples, these could 

involve investigation of substitution or addition reactions between MCO2
− and more or less reactive

carbon atoms to systematically elucidate their nucleophilic reactivity more closely, related to 

published literature on the magnesium and zinc analogues.28,32

To our great disappointment, the collaboration with the Mark Johnson lab was cut short due 

to a certain airborne pathogen, effectively putting an end to our efforts towards the spectroscopic 

characterization of the metal carbonites. Therefore, it should definitely be pursued further.

As has become apparent during my thesis work, as well as through previous literature on 

the interaction of CO2 with various metals, the degree of activation depends on several factors. 

These naturally include the specific metal, but also the number of interacting metals. A relevant 

example is found in a relevant study by Hale et al.167 For instance, while the cationic alkali metal 

oxalates, M3C2O4
+, generally display similar reactivity as the anionic systems detailed herein, the 

cationic metal carbonites, M3CO2
+ are computed to be structurally more perturbed than the 

corresponding MCO2
− species. It would therefore be highly relevant to study the interplay between 

number of interacting metals and the activation of the CO2.

While the complete alkali and alkaline earth metal groups were studied for the metal 

carbonites, the cyclooligomerization process was only elucidated for the isolated systems (L = e−,

H−), and magnesium. It would therefore be highly interesting to investigate the effects of the other

metals on this process, in particular how these affect the first step in the process.
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Characterization of the alkali metal oxalates
(MC2O4

�) and their formation by CO2 reduction
via the alkali metal carbonites (MCO2

�)†

Joakim S. Jestilä, a Joanna K. Denton, b Evan H. Perez,b Thien Khuu, b

Edoardo Aprà, c Sotiris S. Xantheas, de Mark A. Johnson b and
Einar Uggerud *a

The reduction of carbon dioxide to oxalate has been studied by experimental Collisionally Induced

Dissociation (CID) and vibrational characterization of the alkali metal oxalates, supplemented by

theoretical electronic structure calculations. The critical step in the reductive process is the coordination

of CO2 to an alkali metal anion, forming a metal carbonite MCO2
� able to subsequently receive a

second CO2 molecule. While the energetic demand for these reactions is generally low, we find that the

degree of activation of CO2 in terms of charge transfer and transition state energies is the highest for

lithium and systematically decreases down the group (M = Li–Cs). This is correlated to the strength of

the binding interaction between the alkali metal and CO2, which can be related to the structure of the

oxalate moiety within the product metal complexes evolving from a planar to a staggered conformer with

increasing atomic number of the interacting metal. Similar structural changes are observed for crystalline

alkali metal oxalates, although the C2O4
2� moiety is in general more planar in these, a fact that is attributed

to the increased number of interacting alkali metal cations compared to the gas-phase ions.

I. Introduction

While methanol and carbon monoxide are widely used as C1
chemical feedstocks, methane and carbon dioxide have found
limited uses as of today.1–4 The utilization of simple molecular
building blocks such as CO2 in direct synthesis is of significant
importance, as it has the potential to reduce the waste-to-product

ratio of industrial processes by providing a more atom-efficient
route to the desired products.5–9 However, the stability and
inertness of CO2 pose significant challenges in terms of its
chemical transformation. Consequently, although it already has
various technological and chemical applications,10–13 a signifi-
cant fraction of these simply release it into the atmosphere in its
original state at the end of the process.14–16 Chemical transforma-
tion by reduction of CO2 to oxalate,

2CO2 + 2e� - C2O4
2� (1)

has received much interest in recent years. It is most often
carried out using oxophilic, electron-poor transition metals or
lanthanide complexes.17–23 This reaction can formally be
thought of as either a two-step one-electron reduction, followed
by the coupling of the reduced CO2

�� species,

2CO2 + 2e� - 2CO2
�� (2)

CO2
�� + CO2

�� - C2O4
2�, (3)

or alternatively a one-step two-electron reduction followed by
nucleophilic attack of CO2

2� on the neutral counterpart,

CO2 + 2e� - CO2
2� (4)

CO2
2� + CO2 - C2O4

2�. (5)
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Carbon dioxide has a negative electron affinity,24–26 and its
reduced intermediates must therefore be stabilized. This can be
achieved through interactions with a metal,

CO2 + M� - MCO2
� (6)

MCO2
� + CO2 - MC2O4

�. (7)

Here, M may represent a metal cathode, as for example in
electrochemical reduction,27–30 a coordinated metal in the case
of reduction by organometallic complexes,17–23 or simply a metal
atom when isolated as a gas-phase species.31–36 Of particular
importance for the reduction reaction in terms of selectivity is the
structure and electronic properties of the metal-coordinated CO2

(eqn (6)), which constitutes the first intermediate in the for-
mation of a covalent (C–C) bond. CO2 is a versatile ligand, and
several of its coordination modes have been described and
characterized.33–41 Although several recent studies have focused
on transition or lanthanide metal catalysts, it has been shown
that alkali metal atoms spontaneously reduce CO2, forming
metal–carbon dioxide complexes, M+CO2

� and (M+)2CO2
2�, as

well as metal–oxalates, M+C2O4
� and (M+)2C2O4

2�.42–45 The
critical step in these reactions is the reduction of CO2 to CO2

��

by a neutral metal atom. A second metal atom is needed for the
reduction to the oxalate dianion. The analogous two-electron
reduction of CO2 to oxalate stimulated by a single alkali metal
anion has been studied through the corresponding reverse
process, namely the decarboxylation of anionic metal oxalates,
MC2O4

�.46–48 The MCO2
� anions formed by decarboxylation of

MC2O4
� can be formally viewed as complexes between carbo-

nite, CO2
2�, and a singly charged metal cation, M+, the former

assumed to be an important intermediate in the reductive
activation of carbon dioxide to carbon monoxide, formic acid,
methanol, formaldehyde or other products.49–51

The gas-phase oxalate dianion, C2O4
2�, hereafter denoted as

Ox2�, is unstable with respect to electron detachment due to
Coulombic repulsion, but can be stabilized by a minimum of
three water molecules.52,53 The ion has a C–C single bond in the
range 1.54–1.57 Å with a rotational barrier of 8–25 kJ mol�1,
depending on the local environment.54–56 It is widely accepted
that the most stable conformer in solution is staggered or slightly
twisted, having D2d or D2/C2 symmetries, respectively.54,55,57–61

Similar geometries are adopted by Ox2� when coordinated by
metals, as observed in the crystal structures reported in the
course of spectroscopic studies of solid and aqueous alkali metal
oxalates, M2C2O4, M = Li–Cs.57,61–65 In general, it is seen that the
planarity between the alkali metal cations and the oxalate anions
in the crystals decreases down the alkali metal group. Thus, the
interaction with a suitably polarizing metal, such as the lighter
alkali metals Li–K, reduces the Coulombic repulsion between the
two carboxylate groups sufficiently to allow for planarity in the
oxalate scaffold.54,55 Alternatively, the degree of planarity can be
rationalized by noting that lighter metals fit better within the
Ox2� bite and interact more strongly with the anion.54,55

In this study we aim to characterize the structures of alkali
metal oxalate complexes, MC2O4

�, as products of two-electron
CO2 reduction mediated by single metal anions, with particular

attention on their connection to the structures of the inter-
mediate metal carbonites, MCO2

�. In addition, we examine
whether the structure of oxalate in the solids is due to a crystal-
packing effect, or is intrinsic to the nature of the coordinating
ligand. This characterization is achieved by analyzing the results of
both cryogenic ion vibrational spectroscopy and CID mass spectro-
metry with electronic structure calculations. With this joint experi-
mental–theoretical approach, we reveal the factors that control the
degree of carbon dioxide activation by the alkali metals.

II. Methods
a. Mass spectrometry

The formation of the metal oxalate complexes (MC2O4
�, MOx�)

was accomplished by electrospraying solutions with 1.0–4.0 mM
oxalic acid and 1.0–6.0 mM metal chloride (M = Li, Rb and Cs)
or metal hydroxide (M = Na and K). We used a Waters Micro-
mass QTOF 2 MS with a modified custom collision gas inlet for
precise control of the collision induced dissociation (CID)
conditions. The capillary and time-of-flight detector were operated
at 3 and �3 kV, and the multichannel plate detector was kept
between 1.9 and 2.3 kV. The source and desolvation temperatures
were 100 and 150 1C, respectively. The metal oxalate ions, MOx�,
were mass selected and subjected to CID under 2.0 � 10�4 mbar
argon pressure in the collision cell. Breakdown curves were
acquired by varying the collision energy during this process and
used to estimate the binding energies of the metal oxalates and
their metal carbonite fragments. In order to validate the threshold
energies estimated by linear extrapolation of the breakdown
curves, we applied the same methodology to two systems with
well-characterized dissociation thresholds, namely protonated
ethanol and deprotonated benzoic acid. Our procedure yields
similar values to those reported in the literature.66–68 More details
are available in the ESI.† The uncertainties in the threshold energies
due to the kinetic and thermal shifts as well as the kinetic energy
release associated with the dissociation reactions are difficult to
quantify for our experimental setup. For this reason we only report
the threshold energies with the numerical uncertainty associated
with the extrapolation procedure, ranging from 5–45 kJ mol�1.

b. Cryogenic ion vibrational spectroscopy

The gas-phase metal oxalate vibrational spectra were obtained
using the Yale hybrid Orbitrap/time-of-flight photofragmentation
mass spectrometer described previously.69,70 M+Oxalate2� (M = Li,
Na, K, Rb, Cs) ions were extracted fromB2 mM solutions of oxalic
acid and solid metal hydroxide salts (obtained from Sigma Aldrich
with no further purification and dissolved in methanol or
methanol:H2Omixtures) using electrospray ionization andmass
selected in the quadrupole of a modified69 Thermo Fisher
Scientific Orbitrap Velos Pro. The selected ions were then
accumulated in a (20–50 K) Paul trap where they were cooled
by a buffer gas mixture of He and (B10%) hydrogen to provide
the ‘‘messenger tags’’ (D2 for Li, K, and Cs; H2 for Na and Rb)
weakly bound to the parent anions. The hydrogen molecules
provide a low energy photofragmentation channel, which was
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monitored to collect linear (i.e., one-photon) vibrational spectra with
a minimum of structural perturbation. The spectrum of D-oxalate
was reproduced from a previous report.71 In that case, a B1 mM
solution of oxalic acid in methanol was electrosprayed and deuter-
ated by leaking D2O vapor into the second differentially pumped
stage before the condensation and photofragmentation of 2H2 tags.

c. Computational

We employed the Gaussian 09/1672 software for the computational
studies with the B3LYP density functional, the G4 composite
method and second order Møller–Plesset perturbation theory
(MP2),73–77 and the NWChem78 suite of electronic structure
software for the Coupled Cluster Singles and Doubles with a
perturbational estimate of triple excitations [CCSD(T)]79–81 cal-
culations. For the MP2 and CCSD(T) calculations, the frozen-
core approximation was deemed unsuitable due to certain alkali
metal core orbitals being higher in energy than the lowest
energy CO2 valence orbitals in the complexes. This issue has
been previously noted by Rassolov and coworkers,82 as well as
Petrie,83 both suggesting feasible approaches to separate the core
from the valence electrons. We chose to rearrange the active
space manually on the basis of visual inspection of the orbitals.
The frozen core of Na was therefore adjusted to the [1s22s2]
electrons and that of K to the [1s22s22p63s2] electrons, see the
ESI† (SI-C, Fig. S17 and S18). The Ahlrichs/Weigend basis set
def2-TZVPPD was chosen for the calculations due to its versatility
and availability over the periodic table (H–Rn), and was retrieved
from the Basis Set Exchange Web portal.84–88 For the heavier
elements Rb and Cs, this basis set employs effective core
potentials (ECP) accounting for scalar relativistic effects through

a quasi-relativistic description of the core region.87–89 The core
potentials replace all electrons in the shells up to the penultimate
one, i.e. 28 electrons for Rb and 46 electrons for Cs. For the
Rb- and Cs-oxalate complexes, all electrons not described by the
effective core potentials were included in the determination
of electron correlation. The basis set superposition error was
estimated for the metal carbonites using the function counter-
poise method,90–92 which includes the CO2 deformation energy,93

which is substantial since the CO2 moiety is bent in the MCO2
�

complexes. A detailed procedure is contained in the ESI.† The
BSSE correction amounts to a correction of 5–12 kJ mol�1 at the
CCSD(T) level of theory with the triple-z basis set (see Table S5 in
the ESI†). The B3LYP density functional was used for the initial
survey of the reaction landscape, while the G4 composite and the
CCSD(T) methods were used to refine the thermochemistry, the
latter also to provide more reliable metal carbonite geometries.

III. Results and discussion
a. Mass spectrometric characterization

The primary fragmentation pathway of all the alkali metal oxalate
anions occurs by two sequential decarboxylations, as indicated in
Fig. 1 and eqn (8a) and (9a), the first one to produce MCO2

� and
the second M�,

MC2O4
� (m/z: 95, 111, 127, 173, 221) - MCO2

�

(m/z: 51, 67, 83, 129, 177) + CO2 (8a)

MCO2
� (m/z: 51, 67, 83, 129, 177)

- M� (m/z: —, 23, 39, 85, 133) + CO2 (9a)

Fig. 1 Fragmentation mass spectra of MC2O4
� recorded at a collision energy integrated over the range ECOM = 3.0–5.0 eV under 2.0 � 10�4 mbar

collision gas (Ar) pressure. The m/z values of the mass selected parent ions are enclosed in frames.
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For the lithium oxalate anion, the decarbonylation leading
to lithium carbonate is also observed:

LiC2O4
� (m/z 95) - LiCO3

� (m/z 67) + CO. (10)

These observations are in good agreement with previous
reports by Tian,46 Attygalle48 and Curtis et al.47 as well as
studies of thermal decomposition of solid alkali metal
oxalates.63,94–97 It should also be mentioned that the lithium
anion, Li� (m/z 7), is below the low mass cut-off of our QTOF 2
instrument. According to the MP2/6-311++G(d,p) calculations
by Attygalle et al.48 LiCO2

� has a lower electron detachment
energy (47 kJ mol�1) than the decarboxylation barrier (54 kJ
mol�1), suggesting that electron detachment yielding a neutral
lithium carbonite radical, which occurs at the crossing of the
neutral and ionic surfaces,

LiCO2
� - LiCO2

� + e�, (11)

is the dominant decomposition channel. Our estimates for the
electron detachment energy and the decarboxylation barrier of
the Li system are 77 kJ mol�1 and 80 kJ mol�1 with the
G4 composite method and 52 and 69 kJ mol�1 at the CCSD(T)/
def2-TZVPPD level of theory (both using MP2 geometries),
respectively. For the sodium analogue, the difference between
the computed electron detachment energy and decarboxylation
barrier for NaCO2

� was reported48 to be 2.5 kJ mol�1 (67.0 and
69.5 kJ mol�1), the former having the lowest energy value.
However, Na� (m/z 23) is observed in our experiments. The
G4 (using MP2 geometries) results indicate that the vertical
electron detachment of NaCO2

� requires 82 kJ mol�1, while the
decarboxylation has a barrier of 52 kJ mol�1. The CCSD(T)
calculations yield values of 67 kJ mol�1 and 38 kJ mol�1 for
the electron detachment energy and decarboxylation barrier,
respectively.

In order to probe the binding energies of the complexes, we
measured the breakdown and appearance curves over an energy
range from 0.4–8.0 eV in the center of mass (COM) frame
(Fig. 2), and the resulting (estimated) threshold energies are
shown in Table 1. It is important to emphasize that the thresh-
old energies are less accurate for M� than for MCO2

�, since
they are affected by secondary fragmentation. Therefore, we
expect a closer correspondence between the theoretical and
experimental values for the latter than for the former, given a
reliable computational method. To the best of our knowledge,
experimental threshold energies have not been reported to date
for any of these systems.

The observation that M� is increasingly more abundant
than MCO2

� for K, Rb and Cs (cf. Fig. 1) can be qualitatively
attributed to the decreasing dissociation energy for MCO2

� -

M� + CO2 going down the series from Li to Cs. A more
quantitative assessment, however, will require explicit treatment
of the electron detachment channel. The combined ion yields of
MCO2

� and M� do not account for the total signal loss of the
precursor oxalate complexes (cf. Fig. 2), which could be an
artefact of electron detachment. However, a fraction of the total
signal loss is inherent to the ion transport, making explicit
treatment of the electron detachment channel difficult.

Fig. 2 Breakdown curves for the MC2O4
� (M = Li, Na, K, Rb, Cs) complexes

and appearance curves for MCO2
� and M� recorded for the collision

energy interval ECOM = 0.4–8.0 eV under 2.0 � 10�4 mbar collision gas (Ar)
pressure.
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b. Computational modeling of the unimolecular MOx�

dissociation

A detailed computational survey was conducted to aid the
understanding of the elementary reaction steps in the dissociation
of the alkali metal oxalates into metal anions and carbon dioxide.
Some of the key results are presented in Table 2, while more
complete potential energy diagrams are reported in the ESI.†
Attygalle et al.48 have previously reported results at the MP2/
6-311++G(d,p) level of theory for these reactions, yet several
additions and refinements have been made herein, such as
employing electronic structure methods of higher accuracy
[i.e. CCSD(T) and the G4 composite methods] and using more
detailed reaction models. We advise the reader that some of the
notation in Table 2 is introduced in Section IIId.

Our calculations indicate that the energetic demands for the
CO2 loss from MOx�,

MC2O4
� - MCO2

� + CO2, (8b)

decrease with the atomic number of the metal up to KOx�, and
subsequently increase slightly to CsOx�. The same trend is
observed for the decarboxylation of MCO2

�,

MCO2
� - M� + CO2 (9b)

This is in contrast to our experimental estimates, the accuracy
of which depends on a multitude of factors, which are difficult
to assess (cf. Experimental section IIa), making it unfeasible to
assign higher validity to either of the experimental or theore-
tical energies. As a test of the reliability of our computational
methods, the electron affinities of the metals were calculated.
The experimental Electron Affinities (EA) decrease monotonically
down the alkali metal group,98–102 while MP2 yields an increasing
trend down the series. CCSD(T) slightly underestimates the
electron affinities of all alkali metals, but manages to reproduce
the experimental trend, lithium notwithstanding, while the G4
results are best in agreement with the experimental Electron
Affinities (EA) for the Li–K atoms.98–105 Despite erroneous EAs
for MP2, there is general qualitative agreement among all
methods for the dissociation of MOx�.

As regards the optimum geometries, the oxalate moiety is
twisted from the planar to the staggered conformation with
increasing metal atomic number from Li to Cs (Fig. 3).

Specifically, the lowest energy LiOx� complex is calculated to
be planar (1A, C2v), NaOx

� is slightly twisted (1A, C2), and KOx�

has both twisted (1A, C2) and staggered (i.e., with the metal ion
bound closer to one –CO2 group, 1B, Cs) conformations that are
close in energy, while RbOx� and CsOx� are both staggered (1A, Cs),
similar to their crystalline counterparts.57,62–65 The staggered MOx�

complexes may dissociate directly to the lowest energy carbonites,
2A, M(k2-O2C)

� (cf. Fig. 5), while the planar (LiOx�) and twisted
(NaOx�) complexes require metal migration to yield an end-on
isomer (1B, C2v) prior to dissociation. For all oxalates, the formation
of the 2B isomers M(Z2-CO2) is the most demanding pathway as
discussed further in Section d.

c. Cryogenic ion vibrational spectroscopic characterization of
the MOx� complexes

The structural characterization of the alkali metal oxalates was
achieved by acquiring vibrational spectra of the corresponding
mass-selected, cryogenically cooled gas-phase ions with the
results displayed in Fig. 4. We could not reach sufficient signal
intensity to acquire spectra of the corresponding metal carbonites.
The harmonic spectra of the calculated (at the MP2/def2-TZVPPD
level of theory) MC2O4

� structures feature four transitions
in the fingerprint region between 1100 and 1900 cm�1,
resulting from combinations of carbonyl (CQO) displace-
ments, which are in good agreement with the experimental
band patterns. According to our MP2 calculations, the sym-
metry of the MOx� complexes is reduced down the series, from
C2v for Li to C2 for Na and K, and finally Cs for Rb and Cs. Note
that for hydrogen/deuterium the point group is also Cs as the
potential for proton transfer between O atoms has a double
minimum shape.71

Table 1 Experimentally estimated threshold energies for MCO2
� and M� in kJ mol�1 and MP2/def2-TZVPPD barriers in parentheses. Uncertainties (one standard

deviation) are associated with the linear extrapolation procedure outlined in the ESI, and only partly reflect the experimental uncertainty (cf. Experimental section)

M = Li M = Na M = K M = Rb M = Cs

MCO2
� 256 � 14 (238) 157 � 10 (150) 150 � 9 (143) 110 � 6 (145) 109 � 11 (158)

M� n/a (317) 238 � 45 (192) 200 � 19 (176) 157 � 16 (181) 139 � 5 (195)

Table 2 MP2/def2-TZVPPD and G4, CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD (EE + ZPVE)
energies for the dissociation of MOx� in kJ mol�1, relative to MC2O4

� (1A).
1A corresponds to the optimumMOx� geometries, notwithstanding KOx�.
The MOx� complexes were optimized at the MP2/def2-TZVPPD level of
theory and energies were subsequently refined at the CCSD(T)/def2-
TZVPPD and G4 levels using these geometries. The MCO2

� and CO2

geometries were optimized at both the MP2 and CCSD(T) levels. The G4
energies are computed using the MP2/def2-TZVPPD geometries

M = Li M = Na M = K M = Rb M = Cs Method

MC2O4
� (1A) 0 0 0 0 0 MP2

0 0 0 — — G4
0 0 0 0 0 CCSD(T)

MC2O4
� (1B) 77 49 �3 — — MP2

76 47 �1 — — G4
76 48 �2 — — CCSD(T)

M(k2-O2C)
� (2A) + CO2 238 150 137 141 154 MP2

233 161 152 — — G4
237 160 146 152 165 CCSD(T)

M(Z2-CO2)
� (2B) + CO2 249 178 161 166 174 MP2

238 181 172 — — G4
248 180 164 171 183 CCSD(T)

M� + 2CO2 317 189 169 174 188 MP2
310 202 189 — — G4
302 183 166 174 189 CCSD(T)

M + e� + 2CO2 326 211 193 200 216 MP2
372 255 236 — — G4
346 230 209 216 230 CCSD(T)

EA(M) 9 22 24 26 28 MP2
63 53 47 — — G4
45 47 43 42 41 CCSD(T)
60 53 48 46 46 Exp.98–102
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For the C2v and C2 metal oxalates (Li, Na and K), the strongest
CQO stretching based fundamental is the in-phase combination
of the unbound CQO displacements (n15), observed at 1683, 1652
and 1634 cm�1, respectively. The out-of-phase combinations (n14)
are found slightly lower in energy at 1661, 1625 and 1592 cm�1,
and exhibit different shifts relative to the in-phase bands with
increasing ligand size (Dn: 22 to 43 cm�1). As expected, the bound
CQO displacements are lower in energy, with in-phase combi-
nations (n13) at 1335, 1358 and 1381 cm�1 and out-of-phase
combinations (n12) at 1220, 1232 and 1238 cm�1. Although KOx�

appears well-characterized by a harmonic vibrational model,
additional details are recovered from the calculated anharmonic
spectra. The FWHM of the unbound CQO fundamental band
centered at 1634 cm�1 in the K complex is slightly larger with an
asymmetrical lineshape relative to the corresponding band for
the other metal oxalates (20 cm�1 compared to 17 cm�1 (LiOx�),
15 cm�1 (NaOx�), 13 cm�1 (RbOx�) and 11 cm�1 (CsOx�)). This
broadening can be traced to two combination bands with
significant oscillator strength (B50% of the fundamental)
within 11 cm�1 from the corresponding calculated transition
(see the ESI†).

In the asymmetric (Cs) Ox complexes with D, Rb and Cs, the
CO2 moieties are distinguishable from each other. One of these
has equivalent CQO bonds, most closely resembling a carboxylate

group (CO2
�), while the other has notably different CQO bond

lengths, i.e. the structural features of a carboxyl group (M–O–
CQO). The strongest oscillator is thus the unbound CQO dis-
placement (n15) of the carboxyl group, observed at 1768, 1622 and
1626 cm�1 for D, Rb and Cs. Nearly as strong is the asymmetric
CO2 displacement of the carboxylate group (n14), located at
1683 cm�1 for the deuterium complex, and at 1528 cm�1 for
both RbOx� and CsOx�. The lowest frequency bands in the
range 1200–1400 cm�1 are due to the in- and out-of-phase
combinations of CO2 bound in a symmetric motif as well as
the bound CQO displacements (n13, n12). For the deuterium
complex, the vibrational modes in this range involve the move-
ment of the deuteron ligand to a higher degree than in the
corresponding alkali metal oxalates.71 Thus, the band at
around 1200 cm�1 can be mainly attributed to the OD-bend,
while the combination of out-of-phase symmetric CO2 and
bound CQO displacement modes makes a minor contribution
to this feature, consistent with the previous assignment.71

In terms of overall trends, we observe a red-shift of the
unbound CQO (n14, n15) stretches concurrent with the blue-
shift of the bound CQO vibrations (n12, n13) with increasing
metal size. In other words, the bound and unbound CQO
displacement bands converge with the increasing atomic number
of the metal ligand, a fact that can be attributed to the decreasing

Fig. 3 MP2/def2-TZVPPD optimized geometries 1A and 1B of the MOx� complexes with NBO partial charges on C2O4 and M indicated. Bond distances
in Angstroms (Å), angles in degrees.
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covalence in the metal–oxalate bonding. At the same time, oxalate
twists towards the most stable staggered configuration of the
isolated dianion. For Ox2� the antisymmetric carboxylate stretches
are degenerate, with a transition at around 1580 cm�1.58,60,61 In
comparison, we observe a splitting of the corresponding transition
(symbolized by an arrow in the Cs trace, to n14 and n15) due to the
presence of the metal in the RbOx� and CsOx� spectra in Fig. 4.
For the Li–K species, this effect manifests itself by the increasing
splitting of the unbound CQO modes with the metal size, as the
out-of-phase mode gradually transforms into the asymmetric
CO2 displacement mode in the RbOx� and CsOx� spectra. Note
that while the DOx� spectrum most closely resembles those of
RbOx� and CsOx�, in which oxalate is staggered, the oxalate
moiety is planar in that complex. The asymmetry, or rather the
non-equivalency of the two CO2 moieties, is thus enforced by
deuteron’s smaller size and the double-minimum covalent
bonding motif, while the large size of the Rb and Cs ions makes
them unsuitable for symmetric accommodation within the
oxalate scaffold. Additionally, the increasingly ionic bonding
for the heavier alkali metal complexes increases the electron
density on the oxalate, which in turn lessens the Coulombic
repulsion by twisting about the C–C bond.

The geometry of Ox2� in an aqueous solution with alkali
metal counterions was previously studied by Kuroda et al., who
proposed the formation of contact ion pairs, M+� � �Ox2�, in
which oxalate assumes D2d and D2h conformations.61 However,

these authors suggested a different position for the metal, with
a mixture of side- and end-on coordination being observed,
which is likely due to the presence of solvent molecules and the
formation of a fully connected hydrogen bonding network in
the condensed phase, which is absent in the binary complex.
We rather find that the gas-phase MOx� geometries resemble
those of the solid metal oxalate salts.57,62–65 In that regime,
however, Ox2� is planar from Li to K, whereas the degree of
coplanarity between the alkali metal cations and the oxalate
dianion in the crystal lattice decreases with heavier counter-
ions. Crystalline Rb oxalate has two isomeric forms (planar and
staggered) with respect to oxalate at elevated temperatures,
while in the Cs salt it is staggered.62,63 The differences in the
oxalate conformations between the gas-phase and the solid
species could stem from the different numbers of interacting
metal cations in the two cases. Indeed, for the gas-phase
MC2O4

� complexes, there is only one interacting cation,
while the crystalline analogues have several. Thus, we sur-
mise that the structure of oxalate in solid crystals is not solely
governed by packing effects as suggested by Dinnebier
et al.,62 but also by the intrinsic nature of the interaction with
the coordinating metal. This is partly supported by noting that
the oxalate moiety in both NaHC2O4�H2O

106 and KHC2O4
107–109

salts is slightly twisted with an angle of +OCCO = 131, and that
Ox2� is covalently interacting with a proton in addition to an alkali
metal cation.

Fig. 4 Vibrational predissociation spectra for the MC2O4
� (M = D, Li, Na, K, Rb and Cs) complexes ‘‘tagged’’ with either D2 (M = Li, K and Cs) or H2

(M = Na and Rb). The deuterium oxalate spectrum is adapted with permission from (C. T. Wolke, A. F. DeBlase, C. M. Leavitt, A. B. McCoy, M. A. Johnson, Diffuse
Vibrational Signature of a Single Proton Embedded in theOxalate Scaffold, HO2CCO2

�, J. Phys. Chem. A, 2015, 119(52), 13018–13024).71 Copyright (2020) American
Chemical Society. The MP2/def2-TZVPPD minimum energy structures are shown to the left, and the corresponding computed vibrational frequencies (scaled by
0.990 for Li, Na and K, and by 0.985 for Rb and Cs) are denoted by sticks. The scaling has been determined according to the best fit to the experimental spectra.
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d. Activation of CO2 and the formation of the MOx� complexes

The activation of CO2 as an isolated molecule can be accom-
plished by the addition of an alkali metal anion,

CO2 + M� - MCO2
�. (6)

Although a barrier might be present for this reaction, the
relevant barrier heights are low (1–15 kJ mol�1). The addition
reaction may lead to two different metal carbonite isomers, one
with bidentate oxygen–metal coordination, 2A, M(k2-O2C)

�,
and the other with mixed carbon–oxygen or acyl metal coordi-
nation, 2B, M(Z2-CO2)

�. Previous studies have shown that CO2

forms metalloformates, M(Z1-CO2)
�, with Ni, Cu, Pd, Pt, Au, Ag,

and Bi.31,32,36,110,111 For the alkali metal series, CCSD(T) calculations
indicate that only LiCO2

� is stable as a metalloformate, with a BDE
of 11 kJ mol�1 and C–M bond of 2.28 Å (not shown). We surmise
that the alkali metals attain the bidentate oxygen–metal coordina-
tion due to being more oxophilic, as quantified by Kepp.112 The
abovementioned metals are among the least oxophilic (0.0–0.2 on
the Kepp scale), favoring themetalloformate geometry. Interestingly,
Li has a relatively low oxophilicity (0.3), which could partly explain
its increased propensity towards the metalloformate structure.

Formation of the 2B isomer should occur with the lowest
barrier, and we expect it to be the initial product of reaction (6),
similarly to what has been reported for the neutral reaction43–45

CO2 + M - MCO2. (12)

In order to assess the degree of CO2 reduction in terms of
charge transfer, we invoked the natural bond orbital (NBO)113

analysis of the CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD optimized geometries of
the metal carbonite anions shown in Fig. 5.

Going down the series from Li to Cs, the partial charge on
the metal atom decreases, while it increases on the CO2 moiety.
At the same time, the M–O bond length increases, corres-
ponding to a weaker interaction between CO2 and M when
going from Li to Cs. The+OCO bond angle ranges from 1271–1331
in the 2A isomers, while the corresponding angles for the 2B
isomers are wider, 1341–1391. These values are close to the reported
bond angles for the analogous neutral MCO2 species.43,44 The
partial charges on the CO2 in the 2A complexes are close to �1,
suggesting that the electronic state resembles that of the isolated
carbon dioxide radical anion, CO2

��.24 However, due to the metal–
oxygen interaction, the C–O bonds are elongated (1.24–1.26 Å) and
the +OCO angle is slightly narrowed when compared to the
structure of the isolated CO2

�� (1.23 Å and 1381).35,114 Thus, the
C–O bond lengths of the 2A complexes range from that of CO2

��

to those found in carboxylate groups (1.26 Å).115 The 2B isomers
have slightly different C–O bond lengths due to the metal
interacting with only one oxygen atom. The largest difference
between the two C–O bonds is found in the lithium 2B isomer,
with this difference decreasing down the series from Li to Cs.
The second order perturbation theory analysis on the NBO basis
suggests that the M–C bond donates electron density to the C–O
antibonding orbital, while the oxygen lone pair donates to the
M–C antibonding orbital. The stabilization due to the former
diminishes with increasing atomic number, while it increases for

the latter. This is consistent with the observed C–O bond differences
and the elongation of the M–C bond down the series.

The next step in the reduction of CO2 to C2O4
2� is the addition of

a second carbon dioxide molecule to the metal carbonite,

MCO2
� + CO2 - MC2O4

�. (7)

This reaction provides a suitable test system to probe the
extent of CO2 activation in the intermediate MCO2

� complex.
Two phenomenologically different transition states, TS1A and
TS2A, for the addition of a second CO2 were found, differing
according to whether C–C bond formation occurs with or
without interaction between the incoming CO2 and the metal,
as shown in Fig. 6. The carboxylation of the lightest metal
carbonites, Li and Na, is calculated to proceed exclusively via
TS1A. Both reaction paths are accessible for the heaviest metal
carbonites, K–Cs, with decreasing energetic demands for TS2A
down the series as discussed further below.

The barrier for CO2 addition is lowered when the reaction
coordinate (primarily the C–C bond length) is elongated towards
that of the separated reactants in the transition state. Following
this deduction, the metal carbonite becomes a less efficient
nucleophile down the alkali metal series, as seen by the decreasing

Fig. 5 CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD optimized geometries of the 2A (M(k2-O2C)
�,

C2v) and 2B (M(Z2-CO2)
�, Cs) alkali metal carbonites. Bond lengths are in

Angstroms (Å) and angles in degrees. The NBO partial charges on the CO2

moiety as well as the carbon and the metal atoms are also indicated.
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C–C bond length and increasing barrier height in TS1A. However,
the barriers are lowered when the addition proceeds through TS2A
for the K, Rb and Cs species. We surmise that the energetic penalty
is lowered due to the increasingly negative and larger metal
participating in the activation of the incoming CO2. Therefore,
we observe mixed carbon and metal nucleophilicity in TS2A
consistent with the fact that as the metal size increases, more of
the negative charge remains on the metal in the MCO2

� species.
The activation of CO2 as a carbon nucleophile is more accurately

assessed by considering the reaction path via TS1A in conjunction
with the partial charges on the carbon. The energetic demands
increase with the metal size for the addition proceeding over this
barrier, congruent with the assumption that the lighter metals are
more efficient in activating CO2. We find some support in the
literature on the relative reactivities of the neutral lithium and
sodium carbonites, MCO2, in that the latter exhibits lower reactivity
towards CO2 than the former.45 In addition, we find that the order of
reactivities of neutral alkali metals towards CO2 have been reported
as Li 4 Cs 4 K 4 Na.44 This was rationalized by stating that the
initial interaction between CO2 and the alkali metal leads to the
formation of a neutral 2B analogue, and that its relative stability
controls how readily the reaction sequence begins. We find that the
interconversion between 2A and 2B ions requires less energy than

the addition, except for Na. For the 2B species, carboxylation
occurs without a barrier for all metals according to our calcula-
tions, and we might expect this reaction to display significant
metal activation of the incoming CO2. This is supported by our
calculations predicting a negative charge that is generally larger on
the metal and lower on the CO2 moiety in the 2B carbonites.

The relative stabilities (in kJ mol�1) of the various isomers
1A/1B and 2A and the paths connecting them via transition
states TS1A and TS2A for all alkali metals are summarized
in Fig. 7, which provides a global picture of the potential energy
landscape for each system.

The core ionization energies, IE(1s), have been shown to corre-
late with properties such as Lewis acidity and basicity,116,117 and the
C(1s) energies of the MCO2

� complexes (Table 3) could therefore
prove to be useful descriptors of their carbon nucleophilicity.

The C(1s) energy is a diagnostic for the charge distribution
around the nucleus, and it can be used to infer how well it
interacts with positive or negative charges. A higher orbital energy
implies more negative charge around the nucleus, favoring
nucleophilicity. The near linear correlation (R2 = 0.96, see the
ESI†) of the C(1s) energies with the 2A + CO2 (TS1A) barrier
heights strengthens the results obtained from the NBO analysis.
The lower orbital energies of the 2B species support the assumption
that these are not as efficient carbon nucleophiles as 2A.

Finally, we computed the partial charges on the MOx� product
complexes as a step towards validation of our simple model, where
the two electrons needed for the formation of the C–C bond

Fig. 7 Relative stabilities of isomers 1A/1B and 2A (kJ mol�1) for the alkali
metals considered in this study at the MP2/def2-TZVPPD level of theory.

Table 3 C(1s) energies (eV) of the MCO2
� complexes at the CCSD(T)/

def2-TZVPPD level of theory. The corresponding value for neutral CO2 is
�311.9 eV

MCO2
� 2A 2B

Li �302.40 �303.861
Na �304.04 �305.608
K �304.88 �306.204
Rb �305.24 �306.487
Cs �305.20 �306.348

Fig. 6 Structures and energetics of transition states for the addition of CO2 to
MCO2

� (2A) at the MP2/def2-TZVPPD level of theory. The C–C bond length (Å)
corresponds to the reaction coordinate. DETS is the energy difference (Ee +
ZPVE) between the transition state and the MCO2

� + CO2 asymptote.
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between two CO2molecules are provided by the alkali metal anions,
as implied by eqn (6) and (7). Fig. 3 in conjunction with Fig. 5
illustrates the expected charge reversal of the metal from �1 to +1
that would result from the stepwise reduction of CO2 to C2O4

2�.

IV. Conclusions

Alkali metal oxalate and alkali metal carbonite binding energies
decrease down the alkali metal series, as indicated by both
approximate experimental dissociation thresholds and the
results of electronic structure calculations. For the MOx� com-
plexes, this trend is evident in the evolution of the CQO stretching
fundamentals in the IR spectra, specifically the blueshift of the
bound CQO vibrational bands down the series. The size and
binding strength of the interacting metal also determine the
degree of planarity for the oxalate moiety, which evolves towards
the most stable isolated (Ox2�) D2d isomer with increasing metal
size. The change in planarity provides an additional transition
state for the decarboxylation of the K–Cs alkali metal oxalates,
which led us to propose two different types of nucleophilic
reactivity for the intermediate MCO2

� complexes. These inter-
mediates may react either as pure carbon or mixed carbon–
metal centered nucleophiles, with the smaller and more tightly
bound metal complexes preferring the former, while those with
larger, more polarizable metals favoring the latter. This difference
can be attributed to more complete charge transfer from the metal
to the CO2 moiety in the more tightly bound species (i.e. Li).
According to our proposed reactionmodel, the activation of CO2 by
the alkali metals proceeds energetically downhill when an addi-
tional electron is introduced.
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ABSTRACT: We present a computational survey of the reduction of CO2 to CO by
alkali metal and alkaline earth metal chloride anions in the gas phase, uncovering also
mechanistic aspects on the selective tuning between oxalate and carbonate products
relevant to chemical or electrochemical processes. The reduction of a single CO2 molecule
is typically endothermic, whereas the corresponding disproportionation reaction involving
two molecules is exothermic. Our computational results suggest consistent periodic trends
with reaction energies being highest for elements toward the center of each group. The
factors governing these trends are discussed, in particular, the covalent contributions to
bonding in these highly ionic species.

■ INTRODUCTION
From a circular economy perspective, the use of CO2 as
feedstock for synthetic fuels or commodity chemicals is an
attractive prospect. In practice, the first step in such processes
will be the reduction of CO2 to CO. Once formed, CO may
then serve as a reactant, for example, in the Fischer−Tropsch
synthesis of hydrocarbons1 and the Cativa/Monsanto
processes for production of acetic acid.2,3 Obviously, direct
reduction of CO2 to CO is an endothermic reaction:

HCO (g) CO(g) 1
2O (g) 283 kJ/mol2 2 rxn→ + Δ ° =

(i)

The required energy can be obtained either electrochemi-
cally, e.g.,

2H (aq) 2e (aq) CO (g) CO(g) H O(l),2 2+ + ++ −

(ii)

or by using a suitable reducing agent, with the following
reaction acting as a prototype example (ignoring the fact that
the water−gas shift reaction, actually used for producing H2 in
industry, is the reverse of this):

CO (g) H (g) CO(g) H O(l)2 2 2+ + (iii)

It is well established that metal atoms and anions may add
CO2 to form complexes in gas phase reactions, formally metal
carbonites (MCO2). Their preferred structures are shown in
Scheme 1, which in the case of alkali and alkaline earth metals
is the bidentate coordination of the metal to both oxygen
atoms (κ2-O2C),

4−12 while for transition metals, the metal
typically binds to the carbon atom (η1-CO2) or in a side-on
fashion (η2-CO2).

13−19 Early transition metals, M = Sc, Ti, V,

and Cr,14,15,20−29 even insert into one of the C−O bonds with
subsequent CO elimination:

MCO OMCO MO CO.2 → → + (iv)

Metal carbonites, formed by the addition of alkali and
alkaline metal anions to one CO2 molecule, may in turn add a
second CO2, giving rise to metal oxalate complexes by C−C
coupling:

M MCO MC O .
CO

2
CO

2 4
2 2⎯ →⎯⎯⎯⎯ ⎯ →⎯⎯⎯⎯− + − + −

(v)

In association with this observation, we recently found from
an energy resolved collisional activation study that metal

Received: April 6, 2021
Published: May 19, 2021

Scheme 1. Structural Motifs of Metal Carbonites (MO2C)
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oxalate complexes of this kind provide an alternative route to
CO formation since the disproportionation reaction

MC O MCO CO2 4 3→ +− −
(vi)

was observed for M = Li but not for M = Na−Cs.12 It turned
out that the same type of decarbonylation had previously been
seen by other authors.30−32 Closely related to this, Miller and
Uggerud observed the formation of metal carbonates
accompanied by the expulsion of CO, i.e., reductive
disproportionation, in SE2-type reactions between MCO2

−

(M = ZnCl, MgCl) and CO2 at near-thermal energies:

MCO CO MCO CO.2 2 3
11+ → +− −

(vii)

The intermediacy of a metal oxalate complex was inferred in
these reactions. Reductive disproportionation of CO2 along
this pathway has also been reported for several low valent
transition metal systems, typically initiated by the formation of
corresponding metal carbonites.33−37 Furthermore, carbonate
formation is an unwanted byproduct since it results in both
energy and carbon loss during electrolytic CO2 reduction to
CO, for which oxalate production is another competing
process.38

Studying elementary reactions in the isolated gas phase
provides fundamental insights into the physicochemical factors
that determine chemical reactivity.
In particular, it would be useful to understand how different

metal anions interact with the CO2 molecule and how this in
turn determines which reaction pathways toward CO

formation are available for a given metal anion. Based upon
the discussion above, we are interested in obtaining
comprehensive pictures of the following two reactions:

M CO MO CO2+ → +− −
(viii)

M 2CO MCO CO.2 3+ → +− −
(ix)

Here, we limit ourselves to investigating periodic trends for
the anionic alkali metals (M = Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs) and the
isovalent chloride-bonded alkaline earth metals (M = BeCl,
MgCl, CaCl, SrCl, and BaCl), identifying relevant intermedi-
ates and key transition structures based upon quantum
chemical calculations. Our efforts in isolating some of these
intermediates experimentally have turned out rather unsuccess-
fully, probably due to their low inherent stabilitieswhich are
not a limitation for theoretical calculations. Despite the
fundamental objective of our study, we hope that the results
and insights may be of use for practical purposes, for example,
providing insights into electrochemical and chemical reduction
of CO2 as already mentioned.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The reaction mechanisms relevant for reduction of CO2 to CO
mediated by a single anionic metal center, M−, are illustrated in
Figure 1, and the corresponding computed [MP2/def2-
TZVPPD] energies are presented in Table 1A. The fully
metal inserted complex OMCO− is reported as a key
intermediate for the early transition metals14,15,20−29 but

Figure 1. Schematic potential energy diagram of reactions between a CO2 molecule and alkali (M = Li−Cs) and chloride-tagged alkaline earth (M
= BeCl−BaCl) metal anions, M−. 1A is the κ2-O2C isomer, while 1B is the η2-CO2 coordinated metal carbonite.

Table 1A. Relative ZPVE-Corrected [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] Electronic Energies for M− + CO2 → MO− + CO, in kJ/mol

Li Na K Rb Cs BeCl MgCl CaCl SrCl BaCl

M− + CO2 0a 0a 0a 0a 0a 0 0 0 0 0
INC1 −15a −10a −7a −7a −5a −22 −15 −13 −11 −9
TS1A 1a 13a 14a 12a 15a n.e.c 20 6 3 0
TS1B −4a 3a 7a 7a 7a −23 −9 1 −6 n.e.
1A −79a −39a −33a −33a −34a −247 −102 −103 −73 −85
TSIC1 −44a 9a 2a 2a −3a n.e.b 6 −35 −32 −45
1B −68a −11a −9a −8a −14a −248 −84 −96 −76 −82
MO− + CO 160 228 213 213 191 −181 66 86 104 41

aFrom ref 12. bProceeds by dissociation and reattachment via INC1. cThe designation n.e. indicates either nonexistent minima or, in the case of
transition states, that the reaction proceeds with a monotonic increase in potential energy in both directions along the reaction coordinate.
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turned out not to correspond to a stable minimum energy
structure for any of the metal anions studied here.
Consequently, we will only need to consider [M,CO2]

−

intermediates with intact CO2 cores, consistent with previously
published literature on reactions between these metals and
CO2.

4−9,11,12

The formation of the intermediate metal carbonites39,40 1A/
1B via a weakly bonded ion−molecule complex INC1 is always
exothermic and facile. Small or negligible barriers separate
INC1 from 1A and 1B, respectively. The bidentate structure
1A is typically the more stable isomer. It should also be noted
that the barrier for interconversion between the two isomers,
TSIC1, is usually close to or lower in potential energy than the
separated reactants, M− + CO2, and always lower than the
separated products MO− + CO, with the exception of M =
BeCl. The formation of the products from both 1A and 1B
occurs without a reverse barrier.
Before continuing, it should be mentioned that the reverse

reaction, adsorption of CO to alkaline earth metal oxide
surfaces, has been reported to lead to the initial formation of

MCO2 surface species, acting as precursors to a range of
products.41−45

According to our calculations, the reduction of CO2 to CO
is endothermic for all systems, except for M = BeCl, giving rise
to a significantly exothermic reaction (ΔH°rxn, 0K = −181 kJ/
mol). Unfortunately, experimental reaction energies are not
directly available for all species from the literature for
comparison since complete Born−Haber cycles cannot be
established without making assumptions including theoretical
data, and some of the experimental data are affected with
considerable uncertainties. Despite this, we have made such
″experimental″ estimates; see Supporting Information (SI) and
further in the text. Although there is considerable scatter, the
relatively uncertain estimates show essentially the same
periodic trends as the computed data.
From Table 1A, it can be seen that the reduction of CO2 to

CO is more endothermic for the alkali metals anions than for
the alkaline earth metal chloride anions. This can be
rationalized by using the reactions of Li− and BeCl− as
illustrative examples by employing Natural Bond Orbital
(NBO) analysis,46 providing localized Lewis-type structures

Table 1B. [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] NBO Partial Charges and Other Relevant Data on the Reactants, Intermediates, and
Products of the M− + CO2 → MO− + CO Reaction

Li Na K Rb Cs BeCl MgCl CaCl SrCl BaCl

M− M −1.0 −1.0 −1.0 −1.0 −1.0 −0.2 −0.1 −0.1 −0.1 −0.1
Cl n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. −0.8 −0.9 −0.9 −0.9 −0.9

1A M 0.4 0.0 −0.2 −0.2 −0.2 1.1 1.5 1.5 1.4 1.4
C 0.5 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5
O −0.9 −0.9 −0.8 −0.8 −0.8 −1.0 −1.0 −1.1 −1.0 −1.0
Cl n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. −0.6 −0.8 −0.8 −0.9 −0.9

1B M 0.0 −0.3 −0.4 −0.5 −0.4 0.9 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.3
C 0.7 0.9 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5
O Bridge −1.0 −0.9 −0.8 −0.8 −0.8 −1.0 −1.0 −1.1 −1.1 −1.0
O Terminal −0.8 −0.8 −0.7 −0.7 −0.7 −0.8 −0.8 −0.8 −0.8 −0.8
Cl n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. −0.6 −0.8 −0.8 −0.9 −0.9

MO− M 0.9 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.5 1.6 1.8 1.8 1.8 1.7
O −1.9 −1.5 −1.4 −1.4 −1.5 −1.8 −1.9 −1.8 −1.8 −1.7
Cl n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. −0.8 −0.9 −1.0 −1.0 −1.0
rMO (Å) 1.69 1.94 2.23 2.32 2.62 1.39 1.80 1.99 2.04 2.08

Table 2A. Relative ZPVE-Corrected [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] Electronic Energies for M− + 2 CO2 → MCO3
− + CO in kJ/mol

Li Na K Rb Cs BeCl MgCl CaCl SrCl BaCl

M− + 2 CO2 0a 0a 0a 0a 0a 0 0 0 0 0
1A + CO2 −79a −39a −33a −33a −34a −247 −102 −103 −73 −85
TSIC1 + CO2 −44a 9a 2a 2a −3a n.e.b,c 6 −35 −32 −45
1B + CO2 −68a −11a −9a −8a −14a −248 −84 −96 −76 −82
INC2A −102a −64a −60a −61a −62a n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e.
INC2B −92a −32a −34a −36a n.e. −273 −110 −134 −117 −126
TS2A −102a −46a −26a −29a −30a n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e.
TS2B −84a n.e. −34a −36a n.e. −244 −105 −130 −113 −123
2A −317a −189a −169a n.e. n.e. −504 −334 −344 −323 −334
TSIC2 −226a −134a −168a n.e. n.e. −266 −198 −254 −307 −327
2B −241a −140a −172a −174a −188a −357 −232 −315 −312 −335
TS3A n.e. 5 24 11 9 n.e. −120 −140 −121 −127
TS3B −88 5 n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e. −107 −110 −118 −127
TS3C −28 84 79 76 56 −198 −41 −66 −63 −89
INC3 −200 −70 −52 −47 −70 −411 −243 −272 −251 −246
MCO3

− + CO −181 −48 −20 −14 −41 −399 −228 −239 −216 −226
aFrom ref 12. bProceeds by dissociation and reattachment via INC1. cThe designation n.e. indicates either nonexistent minima or, in the case of
transition states, that the reaction proceeds with a monotonic increase in potential energy in both directions along the reaction coordinate.
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and partial charges for the reactants and products (Table 1B).
In the product LiO−, the metal atom has an NBO charge of
0.9, indicating a Li−O bond (1.69 Å) with an extensive polar
character with Li almost devoid of 2s electrons. The metal−
oxygen bond in the isovalent ClBeO− also has a polar character
but with a clearly more covalent contributionseen from the
higher relative electron density at the metalgiving rise to a
much stronger bond. This observation is obviously correlated
to a much shorter M−O bond length for Be (1.39 Å),
corresponding to the smaller atom/ion radius. Similar
comparisons can be made for the bond lengths of pairs of
alkali and alkaline earth metals as one goes down in the
periodic table. The effect is the same, but generally, the
difference in metal−oxygen dissociation energies becomes
smaller down the group.
The reaction mechanisms relevant for the reduction of two

CO2 molecules to CO leaving the complementary CO3 moiety
in the form of a metal complex are illustrated in Figure 2, and
the corresponding computed energies are presented in Table
2A. Following the initial reaction between CO2 and the metal,
there are two potential routes for the subsequent reaction
between 1A/1B and a second CO2 molecule, one being
carboxylation to form the metal oxalates 2A/2B and the other
reductive disproportionation to MCO3

− + CO.
The formation of the oxalates 2A/2B is exothermic and

constitutes the global potential energy minima for all metals
considered. In analogy with carbonite formation, this reaction
can proceed via the ion−molecule complexes INC2A and
INC2B separated from the products by the small or negligible
barriers TS2A and TS2B, respectively. Notably, carboxylation
proceeds monotonically downhill for the alkaline earth metal

carboniteswithout forming an intermediate ion−molecule
complex, INC2A.
Decarbonylation of 1A/1B competes directly with carbox-

ylation, and the same ion−molecule complex can act as the
first step in both reactions. Although the total reaction leading
to MCO3

− + CO is exothermic for all metal species, the
corresponding barriers TS3A and TS3B are higher in potential
energy than the separated reactants M− + 2 CO2 for the alkali
metals, except for lithium. In contrast, the barriers for the
alkaline earth metals are well below the separated reactants and
also the 1A/1B + CO2 asymptote in energy.
In the isolated gas phase, without a surrounding thermal

bath, oxalates first formed in this way keep their total energy,
which either back-dissociates reforming the reactants or gives
rise to decarbonylation via TS3C leading to MCO3

− + CO.
Regardless, decarbonylation of the oxalates is seen to be
energetically more demanding than decarbonylation of the
ion−molecule complexes INC2A/INC2B, yet both display
similar periodic trends. Notably, TS3C is lower in energy than
the M− + 2 CO2 asymptote for the alkaline earth metals and
lithium, incidentally also explaining why, among the alkali
metals, decarbonylation is only observed for the lithium oxalate
complex upon collisional activation, whereas the rest dissociate
solely by consecutive decarboxylations.12,30−32

Oxalate formation as described in Table 2A is particularly
facile for the alkaline earth metal carbonites due to the absence
of potential energy barriers. The degree of charge transfer from
the metal to CO2 during complexation is a useful metric for the
activation of the latter.12,13,22 Our NBO analysis, outlined in
Table 1B, suggests that while CO2 receives almost two
electrons from the alkaline earth metal chlorides, the alkalis

Figure 2. Schematic potential energy diagram for the reactions between two CO2 molecules and alkali (M = Li − Cs) and chloride-tagged alkaline
earth (M = BeCl−BaCl) metal anions, M−.

Table 2B. [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] NBO Partial Charges and Other Relevant Data for MC2O4
− and MCO3

−

Li Na K Rb Cs BeCl MgCl CaCl SrCl BaCl

2A M 1.0 1.0 1.0 n.a. n.a. 1.7 1.8 1.9 1.9 1.9
2B M 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.6 1.8 1.9 1.9 1.9
MCO3

− M 0.9 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.7 1.8 1.9 1.9 1.9
rMO (Å) 1.78 2.10 2.41 2.52 2.58 1.57 1.92 2.16 2.28 2.42
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donate less than one. This leads to noticeable differences in

how the second CO2 moiety binds to alkali and alkaline earth

metals, the former displaying generally wider OCO angles and

shorter C−O bonds than the lattermore closely resembling

the structure of the isolated moleculein turn affecting the
reaction energetics; see SI-C for geometries.
The reactivity trends are similar as for the reduction of one

CO2 to CO. The same reasoning applies for the relative
stabilities of the carbonate products as the oxides, and the

Figure 3. [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] reaction energies in kJ/mol (EE + ZPVE).

Figure 4. Comparison of ″experimental″ and computational reaction energies for the reduction of CO2 to CO by the alkali metals. The connecting
lines are meant as a guide to the eye and carry no further significance. For the ″experimental″ values, the error bars indicate uncertainties.
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reactions of Li− and BeCl− can conveniently be used to
illustrate this once more. Table 2B shows that the M−O bonds
in the product LiCO3

− are close to completely ionic (1.78 Å)
due to the positive NBO charge on the metal, whereas they are
more covalent (1.57 Å) in the corresponding ClBeCO3

−

species. The bond lengths thus decrease across periods.
Meanwhile, the M−O bond lengths of MCO3

− increase
down each group in parallel with increasing atom/ion radius;
see SI-C for further details.
The overall reaction energies for both decarbonylation

reactions, as well as formation of the intermediary carbonites
1A and 1B, are shown in Figure 3, illustrating their periodic
trends. The alkaline earth metals generally display lower
reaction energies than the alkali metals, which are consistent
with the contraction of M−O bond lengths along periods. The
trends are similar throughout groups, but there is some
variation. The stabilities of the products decrease with
increasing bond lengths for the first two or three members
of each group. However, when moving toward the heavier
elements, the bond distances continue to increase, now
accompanied by an increase in product stabilities (from Rb
to Cs and SrCl to BaCl, respectively). At the same time, any
physical quantities controlling the stabilities of the products,
such as the atomic/ionic radii or electron affinities/ionization
potentials, decrease monotonously down each respective
group; see SI. The expectation of a monotonous trend builds
upon the assumption that bonding evolves in a monotonous
manner, for instance, that the lighter elements form bonds with
higher covalent contributions than the heavier elements.
Notwithstanding, increasing evidence suggests that compounds
of the heavier alkaline earth metals are not always accurately
described as purely ionic. The dihalides of Ca (CaF2), Sr (SrF2,
SrCl2), and Ba (BaF2, BaCl2, BaI2) and other compounds with
these metals are bent, whereas corresponding ionic compounds
are linear.47,48 A possible explanation invokes that the (n − 1)
p- and d-orbitals are involved in bonding.49 On a related note,
formation of carbonyl complexes M(CO)n with M = Ca, Sr,
and Ba has recently been reported, where d-orbital
participation is deemed important for their stabilities.50 In
our computations, bending of the MCO2

−, MO−, and MCO3
−

complexes with M = SrCl and BaCl is observed. A more acute
angle is seen for the BaCl-complexes, consistent with the
higher polarizability of barium; see SI-C. Increased d-orbital
participation, and hence covalency, could therefore contribute
to the deviation from the expected trends.
As mentioned earlier in the discussion, we strove to verify

the computational results by comparing them with exper-
imental reaction energies procured via Born−Haber cycles.
Complete estimates for both groups were impossible since
there are no published data on the novel alkaline earth metal
oxochlorides, but estimates were still made for the alkali
metals, specifically for the M− + CO2 → MO− + CO reaction
as visualized in Figure 4.
Along with the ″experimental″ estimates, we supplemented

these with energies from additional computational methods,
B3LYP and CCSD(T). Two separate methods were used to
calculate the ″experimental″ reaction energy, only differing in
how ΔH°f (MO−(g)) is determined. While one estimates the
latter through ΔH°f (M(g)) using a Born−Haber cycle
involving the BDEs of O2 and MO (in black), the second
method goes more directly via ΔH°f (MO(g)) (in red); the
full details are provided in SI-A. Notwithstanding, both of
these depend on the electron affinities of the metal and the

metal oxide. We were unable to find the literature EA of RbO•;
hence, it was estimated using CCSD(T), giving a value of
EA(RbO•) = 43 kJ/mol. Furthermore, the literature EAs of
LiO•, NaO•, and KO• are also computational.51 Hence, to the
best of our knowledge, an experimental EA has only been
reported for CsO• in the alkali monoxide series.52

Generally, the uncertainties of the ″experimental″ estimates
increase with atomic number and overlap for all metals. The
largest uncertainties are associated with the BDEs of the
heavier metal oxides, RbO• and CsO•, hampering the definitive
determination of trends down groups. Still, the more direct
method is less uncertain, suggesting that the reaction energy
increases down the group. Barring few exceptions, the
[CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD] energies agree most closely with
the ″experimental″ estimates. Meanwhile, [MP2/def2-
TZVPPD] yields systematically lower energies but is offset
from the [CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD] values by a fairly
constant value. Thus, while the absolute energies provided
by [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] are obviously too low, the periodic
trends follow closely those of the more accurate estimates.
Notably, [MP2/x2c-TZVPPall] performs well for M = Li, Na,
and K, as indicated by its proximity to the ″experimental″
estimates, whereas the energies for M = Rb and Cs are
anomalously low when considering the general trends of the
other methods. [B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD] performs fairly well
for M = Li and Cs, overestimating the energies of the mid-
group metals, yet to some extent reproduces the periodic
trends.
It is relevant to point out that our reaction models are based

on single-reference methods, while KO− (1Σ+) is reported to
have a significant multireference character, determined by the
T1 diagnostic of CCSD and the percent SCF contribution to
the total atomization energy.51,53 Application of single-
reference methods for species with a multireference character
can lead to significant errors in energies as illustrated by the
reported ΔH°f values for KO−, where 100 kJ/mol separates the
single-reference and multireference estimates.51 Hence, we
applied the T1 diagnostic to the MO− species on the
[CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD] level of theory, yielding 0.073,
0.046, 0.075, 0.046, and 0.063 for M = Li, Na, K, Rb, and Cs,
respectively (all in the 1Σ+ state). Meanwhile, the diagnostic
yields lower values for the alkaline earth MO− species: 0.013,
0.020, 0.016, 0.017, and 0.018 for M = BeCl (1Σ+), MgCl
(1Σ+), CaCl (1Σ+), SrCl (1A’), and BaCl (1A’), respectively. A
value greater than 0.020 is often considered to indicate that
multireference methods should preferably be used but does not
necessarily imply failure of single-reference procedures. This is
exemplified by a computational study on the first three alkali
metal oxides, LiO−, NaO−, and KO−, where the single-
reference method only fails for the latter. Meanwhile, the
alkaline earth metal species are likely adequately described by a
single-reference procedure, according to the low T1-diagnostic
values.
Furthermore, LiO− and NaO− were treated as being singlets

rather than having triplet 3Π ground states since coherence
between reactant and product spin states was deemed more
relevant for our reactivity models. However, the [CCSD(T)/
def2-TZVPPD] energy difference between the triplet and
singlet is only 7 and 1 kJ/mol, respectively.
Consequently, although we realize that there may be

inherent systematic errors associated with our computational
model that affect the absolute values, they are seen to be
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qualitatively correct compared to the ″experimental″ trends of
the alkali metals, although the uncertainty in the latter is high.

■ CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have surveyed the reduction of one and two
CO2 to CO by anionic alkali and alkaline earth metal chlorides,
leading to MO− + CO and MCO3

− + CO, respectively. While
the first reaction series is generally endothermic (with the
exception of M = BeCl), the second is exothermic. For the
second series, decarbonylation is energetically favored for the
reaction between CO2 and carbonites over the reaction
proceeding via the oxalates. We find that the energetics are
generally more favorable for alkaline earth metals than for
alkali metals but that lithium displays reactivity closer to the
former. Generally, the energies increase toward the middle of
the groups, indicating that the covalent contributions to the
bonding grow toward the heavier elements. Still, we realize that
our main single-reference-based computational method is
prone to failure for some of the relevant species and,
furthermore, that the experimental estimates of the reaction
energies are highly uncertain. Hence, further work is needed to
reaffirm the results presented herein. Nevertheless, we hope
that, ultimately, these theoretical reaction models provide
additional insight to the reductive chemistry of the alkali and
alkaline earth metals and prove useful for practical applications
of electrochemical and chemical reduction of CO2.

■ METHODS
All computations were conducted using the Gaussian 1654 software
suite.55−59 We chose to use the second-order Møller−Plesset
perturbation theory (MP2) as it provided energies close to CCSD(T)
in a previous study involving similar oxocarbon species.12 As noted in
this study, the default frozen-core approximation for MP2 placed
certain metal core orbitals higher in energy than the lowest CO2
valence orbitals in the carbonites, leading to an unbalanced
description of the complexes relative to unbound fragments M− +
CO2, a problem that has been elaborated on in the past.60,61 The
frozen cores were thus adjusted as follows for the lighter elements: C,
O, Li, Be, and Mg = [1 s2]; Na = [1s22s2]; Cl and Ca = [1s22s22p6];
and K = [1s22s22p63s2]. Most of the computations were carried out
using the def2-TZVPPD basis set, retrieved from the Basis Set
Exchange Web portal.62−66 This basis set employs effective core
potentials (ECPs) to account for scalar relativistic effects,49,65,66 which
describe electrons up to the penultimate shell: 28 electrons for Sr and
Rb and 46 electrons for Ba and Cs. For these heavy elements, the
electrons not described by the ECP were included in the
determination of electron correlation. Due to the exclusion of the
inner shells by the ECPs, we also used the all-electron counterpart to
the def2 basis set, x2c-TZVPPall, for selected computations to check
for consistency between basis sets.67 The frozen cores of the heavy
elements in computations with the all-electron basis set were adjusted
t o [ 1 s 2 2 s 2 2 p 6 3 s 2 3 p 6 ] f o r R b a n d S r a n d t o
[1s22s22p63s23p64s23d104p6] for Cs and Ba. The results of these
calculations are listed in the SI. The differences between the two basis
sets stem from the core of the larger elements being more accurately
described using the all-electron basis, while the lighter elements are in
principle more accurately described with def2-TZVPPD, having more
diffuse outer shells. We also employed B3LYP55,56 and CCSD-
(T)68−70 computations to further reaffirm the consistency of our
models.
Vibrational frequencies were computed to ensure the correct

number of imaginary frequencies for all minima and transition states
(TS)zero and onerespectively. The minima were connected by
following the minimum energy paths over each TS using intrinsic
reaction coordinate (IRC) computations. Relaxed potential energy

scans were used to map reaction profiles in cases where transition
structures were not found.

It should be noted that while LiO− and NaO− have triplet ground
states (3Π),51 we only considered singlet MO− species (1Σ+) in our
reaction models, ensuring coherence between reactant and product
spin states. Furthermore, the singlet−triplet state separations are only
a few kJ/mol, reflecting a minor correction to the energies presented.
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The unimolecular dissociation of magnesium
chloride squarate (ClMgC4O4

−) and reductive
cyclooligomerisation of CO on magnesium†

Joakim S. Jestilä, a Zsuzsanna Iker,b Mauritz J. O. Ryding a and Einar Uggerud *a

In this paper, we present an investigation of the unimolecular dissociation of an anionic magnesium

chloride squarate complex, ClMgC4O4
− using mass spectrometry supported by theoretical reaction

models based on quantum chemical calculations. Sequential decarbonylation is the main fragmentation

pathway leading to the deltate and ethenedione complexes, ClMgC3O3
− and ClMgC2O2

−, and MgCl−—yet

the monomer, ClMgCO−, is not observed. Calculations using the G4 composite method show that the

latter is unstable with respect to further dissociation. The implications for the reverse reaction sequence,

cyclooligomerisation of CO on MgCl−, are discussed in detail and also compared with recent results from

synthetic efforts in finding benign and efficient metal catalysed pathways to squaric acid from CO by

reduction. It appears that the first step in these reactions, the formation of the first C–C bond by coupling

of two CO molecules on MgCl−, is the most critical. The role of electron transfer in step-by-step stabilis-

ing the nascent CnOn centre is highlighted.

Introduction

Activation of CO as a pathway to synthetic alternatives to fossil
fuels has been a topic of research for many years.1–6 The main
challenge for the conversion of CO is related to its high bond
dissociation energy (BDE) of 1071 kJ mol−1,7 manifested in the
high operational pressures and elevated temperatures required
for the commercial processes utilising it as feedstock.5,8–10

Nevertheless, it is well established that the CO molecule coor-
dinates to transition metals (TM), a process that usually
weakens the C–O bond as indicated through redshifted infra-
red stretch frequencies, with reduced low valent metal centres
effecting larger shifts. Recently, the late alkaline earth metals
(Ca–Ba) have been shown to form carbonyl compounds typi-
cally observed with the TMs, such as octacarbonyls, M(CO)8,
thus earning them the moniker “honorary transition
metals”.11,12 Metal carbonyls usually serve as a starting point
in synthetic reactions involving CO;10,13–16 to this end, the
reductive C–C bond formation by reactions between CO and

f-block metal or Mg(II) hydrides has been studied by several
authors.17–22 These papers outline the formation of various C–
C and C–H coupled species, such as free ethene (CH2vCH2)
and propene (CH3CHvCH2), in addition to metal-complexed
ethenediolate (−OCHvCHO−), ethenolate (CH2vCHO−), oxo-
methylene (OCH2

−) and propenolate (CH2vCHCH2O
−). Also,

for metal complexes involving U(III), Sm(II) and Mg(I), pure C–C
coupling in the form of reductive cyclooligomerisation of CO
has been reported, leading to oxocarbons such as deltate
(C3O3

2−) and squarate (C4O4
2−):

nCOþM ! M2þðCOÞn2�; ð1Þ

where M = U(III), Sm(II) and Mg(I).1,2,17,23–25

The cyclic oxocarbons, C3O3
2−, C4O4

2−, C5O5
2− and C6O6

2−

represent an interesting class of compounds. These molecules
are highly symmetric and stable due to aromaticity, resulting
in unusually strong corresponding acids, H2C3O3, H2C4O4,
H2C5O5 and H2C6O6, respectively; at variance, the corres-
ponding neutral cyclic oxocarbons, i.e., C3O3, C4O4, C5O5 and
C6O6, are generally unstable.26–31 Squarate (C4O4

2−) is a poten-
tial anode material for lithium batteries due to its electro-
chemical properties.32 Contemporary electrode materials are
often expensive and produced in a non-sustainable manner,33

making it desirable to devise alternatives that mitigate these
issues.

Given the background outlined above, it is of interest to
further investigate the nature of the CO cyclooligomerisation
processes with simple model systems. In a recent study34 on

†Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: SI-A. Energy-resolved

cross-sections and pressure extrapolation, SI-B. Metastable fragmentation, SI-C.
G4 (0 K) ClMgC4O4

− singlet PES, SI-D. G4 (0 K) ClMgC4O4
− triplet PES and SI-E.

Optimized geometries and G4 (0 K) energies. See DOI: 10.1039/d0ob01994a
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the fragmentation of HC4O4
− and C4O4

•−, we inferred that one
electron is necessary to initiate the cyclooligomerisation of CO,

nCOþ e•� ! CnOn
•�; ð2Þ

while a second electron terminates the reaction,

CnOn
•� þ e•� ! CnOn

2�: ð3Þ

In this way, the process is analogous to the radical poly-
merisation of alkenes. It was also found that in the case of the
isolated gas-phase, the first step in the electron initiated reac-
tion is the association of two CO molecules with the electron,

2COþ e•� ! C2O2
•�; ð4Þ

as CO by itself has a negative electron affinity. In contrast,
during collision induced dissociation (CID) of the hydride
bound tetramer, HC4O4

−, the HCO− fragment was observed,
suggesting that the initial step of the formation of HC4O4

−

from CO could be one-electron reduction of CO mediated
by H−.

As mentioned above, uranium, samarium and magnesium
have previously been used for the cyclooligomerisation of CO,
and although all three metals are effective reductants, mag-
nesium stands out as being neither radioactive nor toxic.
Furthermore, as an example of the ongoing shift towards more
sustainable commercial processes, the chemistry of low-valent
magnesium (Mg(I)) compounds has developed rapidly in
recent years. A prerequisite for a Mg(I) compound is a Mg–Mg
metal bond, leading to the characterisation of several dimeric
LMgMgL complexes, where L is a bulky, monoanionic ligand
providing a kinetic barrier against disproportionation.23,35,36

We find it of interest to further investigate the use of mag-
nesium as a reducing agent, and in particular the effect it has
on the potential energy surface (PES) for the reductive cyclooli-
gomerisation of CO.

In the present study, we have expanded upon our previous
work34 by substituting MgCl− for H−. The cyclooligomerisation
of CO thus becomes

nCOþMgCl� ! ClMgCnOn
�; ð5Þ

where we have magnesium formally as Mg(0) bonded to Cl−

with the latter acting as a charge carrier. Of particular interest
is the number of CO molecules involved in the first step of the
oligomerisation as well as the energetic demands.

In practice, we investigate the oligomerisation reaction
through its reverse process, i.e., the unimolecular dissociation;
we use the squarate complex as the starting point. Thus, the
subject of this study is the reaction

ClMgC4O4
� ! MgCl� þ 4CO: ð6Þ

The experimental studies are conducted using mass spec-
trometry techniques and corresponding potential energy land-
scapes are computed using quantum chemical methods.

Methods
Experimental methods

All experiments were conducted using a Waters/Micromass
QTOF 2 mass spectrometer. Ions were produced by electro-
spray ionisation (ESI) from a solution of 0.2 mM squaric acid
and 0.5 mM MgCl2 in 50/50 (v/v) H2O/CH3OH. The ESI source
was operated with a capillary voltage of 3.0 kV and a cone
voltage of 50 V; the source and desolvation temperatures were
100 °C and 150 °C, respectively. Once inside the high vacuum
chamber of the instrument, the ions of interest, that is
ClMgC4O4

−, were mass selected by a quadrupole mass filter
(with better than unit mass resolution) and transferred into
the collision cell. In the collision cell, fitted with a hexapole
ion guide, the ions were subjected to CID at a range of centre-
of-mass frame collision energies (ECOM). Argon was used as the
collision gas and introduced into the collision cell via a high-
vacuum leak valve; measurements were done at four different
collision gas pressures: 9.45 × 10−4, 6.66 × 10−4, 4.73 × 10−4

and 2.76 × 10−4 mbar, plus one background pressure (3.78 ×
10−5 mbar). After exiting the collision cell, intact parent ions
(PI) and fragments were detected by a time-of-flight (TOF)
mass analyser fitted with a microchannel plate detector. The
TOF voltage was set to −3.0 kV, which allows the detection of
ions having a lower mass-to-charge ratio (m/z) than the stan-
dard setting (cut-off around m/z = 50). Before and after the CID
measurement at a given centre-of-mass energy, a reference
measurement at a fixed ECOM = 10 eV was performed. This
allowed us to monitor any changes in the collision gas
pressure and to compensate for any drift in the amount of
ions produced in the ion source. Both the reactant ion inten-
sity and the fragment ion intensities were expressed relative to
the references in order to ensure that different measurements
were comparable with each other.

The cross section (σ) for producing a particular fragment
ion can be calculated from the Lambert–Beer law analogy σ =
−ln(1 − φ)/(Lc), where φ is the intensity of the fragment ion
relative to the reactant ion intensity, L is the length of the
flight path through the collision cell, and c is the concen-
tration of the collision gas. Plotting σ as a function of ECOM
yields the “breakdown curve” or “appearance curve” from
which the energetic threshold for the production of the frag-
ment in question can be estimated.

Due to factors that are difficult to control or assess with this
type of instrumentation, the overall procedure will by necessity
be semi-quantitative. The foremost of these factors is the
pressure-independent thermal shift, i.e., the apparent lowering
of threshold energies due to the non-zero internal energy
content of the ions. The second most important factor is the
kinetic shift, i.e., the necessity of increased collision energy
relative to the actual energetic threshold in order to observe
the fragments in the limited experimental time frame. In
addition, kinetic energy is distributed between dissociating
fragments, affecting the apparent thresholds for secondary
fragmentation. To account for the kinetic shift, to which the
thresholds for producing the secondary and third fragments,
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ClMgC2O2
− and MgCl−, are the most sensitive, additional

measurements were conducted by subjecting ClMgC3O3
−

(m/z 143) to CID using a single collision gas pressure of
4.63 × 10−4 mbar argon.

Given the semi-quantitative nature of the experiments, we
employed two different but internally consistent methods for
estimating the threshold energies: the first being a linear extra-
polation of the appearance curve while the second was the
more sophisticated L-CID deconvolution procedure developed
by the Chen group.37

Appearance curves are generally sigmoidal in shape and
threshold energy estimation by linear extrapolation amount to
following the tangent of the inflection point to the abscissa,
with the corresponding ECOM value being interpreted as the
threshold energy. Fitting an (asymmetric double) sigmoidal
function to the experimental curve provides a consistent and
simple method for finding the inflection point. This is a
straightforward method for estimating the threshold energy;
given that it does not compensate for kinetic and thermal
shifts, the method works best when these are small.

Bypassing the need of explicit knowledge of the kinetic and
thermal shifts, L-CID utilises Monte-Carlo simulations to
model collision events, resulting in a fit to the experimental
breakdown curve.37,38 These simulations account for critical
factors in the CID process from collision to dissociation with
physically realistic models. The collision event is modelled
according to the electrostatic theory by Gioumousis and
Stevenson,39 including additional terms for the internal
energy of the ions, their kinetic energy distribution and the
effects of Doppler broadening on the appearance curve. The
dissociation event is modelled accounting for the collisional
energy transfer and the kinetic shift, resulting in the reaction
cross section by fitting of the threshold energy with a genetic
algorithm. However, L-CID has been developed and written for
a specific instrumental configuration in which the ions are
thermalised prior to collisional activation; this is not possible
in our instrument, and we might therefore expect systematic
errors to manifest in our L-CID threshold energies. The ther-
malisation stage assumed in L-CID uses the same gas as for
the CID; hence, the temperature of the ions and collision gas
is equal. In our L-CID analysis, we utilised the approximate
temperature in our collision cell, 298 K, as the input para-
meter. This will lead to an under- or overestimation of the
threshold energies depending upon whether the effective
temperature of the ions is greater or smaller than 298 K,
respectively. Since the actual internal energy of the ions might
vary from case to case, determining it from benchmarking
using known systems is rather unfeasible.

In addition, it should be pointed out that for the calcu-
lation of the density-of-states, L-CID circumvents the need to
know explicitly the vibrational frequencies by replacing them
with a single effective frequency. The premise of this approxi-
mation is that the vibrational modes will be sufficiently aver-
aged for larger molecules to be represented by a single (fitted)
parameter. The smallest reference molecule used in the devel-
opment of the approximation was toluene with 15 atoms,

which is somewhat larger than the 10 atoms of ClMgC4O4
−,

studied here.
Breakdown curves were—as mentioned above—measured at

four different pressures of collision gas. In order to compen-
sate for the effects of the pressure-dependent thermal shift as
well as minimising the effect of double collisions, the
threshold energies obtained were plotted against the pressure
and extrapolated to vacuum.

As a step towards validation of our results, we performed sep-
arate measurements and analyses—following the procedures
outlined above—using two reference reactions: the decarboxyl-
ation of benzoate and the dissociation of the caesium–15-
crown-5 complex (xenon was used as collision gas for the latter).
The former reaction, C6H5CO2

− → C6H5
− + CO2, has previously

been analysed by Graul and Squires.40 In addition, all reaction
partners have well-known thermodynamic parameters, facilitat-
ing comparison of reaction energies determined from multiple
sources. The latter reaction, Cs+(15-crown-5) → Cs+ + 15-crown-
5, has previously been subjected to threshold energy extraction
methods such as L-CID37 used herein as well as CRUNCH and
T-CID developed by Armentrout et al.41–43

Plots of breakdown curves at various pressures, the corres-
ponding extracted threshold energies, as well as threshold
energies in the limit of zero pressure are shown in section SI-A
of the ESI.†

In pursuit of additional information on the reaction kine-
tics and dynamics, we conducted an analysis of metastable
fragment peaks according to methodology by Harvey et al.44

This method is based on the analysis of the kinematics of dis-
sociating ions within the reflectron time-of-flight mass analy-
ser, taking the geometry and the electric fields explicitly into
account. See SI-B† for more details.

Computational methods

Gaussian 16 (rev. A.03 and C.01) and the Gaussview 6.0.16 soft-
ware were utilised for the computational part of this study.45

Our investigation was twofold: the initial survey of the poten-
tial energy landscape for ClMgC4O4

− → MgCl− + 4CO was done
using density functional theory with the B3LYP functional and
the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set; following the initial survey, the ener-
gies were refined with the G4 composite method.46–51 The
same computational methodology was applied to the reference
reaction, C6H5CO2

− → C6H5
− + CO2. Optimization of all struc-

tures was followed by computation of vibrational frequencies,
ensuring that all PES minima and transition states have the
correct number of imaginary frequencies, zero and one,
respectively. Intrinsic reaction coordinate calculations were
employed to connect all reactions proceeding over a transition
state, and by relaxed potential energy scans where a TS was not
found. We benchmarked the computed G4 (0 K) BDE of CO,
MgCl and MgCl− against values in the literature. For MgCl, our
computed value is 323 kJ mol−1, while the literature value is
324 kJ mol−1.52 For the anion, the corresponding values are
138 kJ mol−1 and 123 ± 10 kJ mol−1, respectively.53 We also
found fair agreement between our computed and the literature
BDE for CO, 1076 kJ mol−1 vs. 1071 kJ mol−1,7 respectively.
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Note that G4 uses B3LYP with a smaller basis set, 6-31G(2df,p),
for geometries compared to our initial survey, where aug-cc-
pVTZ was used; yet, this has a minor effect (∼1 kJ mol−1) on
the computed energies as determined by using G4 on the aug-
cc-pVTZ geometries without optimisation.

We surveyed both singlet and triplet PESs for the reaction
system in question, and while our calculations generally place
the triplets higher in energy, intersystem crossing is possible
due to relatively low (52–60 kJ mol−1) singlet–triplet gaps for
certain ions (SI-D, S32–S33†). Notwithstanding, we have not
attempted to locate avoided crossings between the singlet and
triplet species.

The sufficiency of the single reference (SR) character of our
reaction model system was inferred by employing the T1 diag-
nostic of CCSD on the singlet ClMgCnOn

− fragments and their
relevant isomers (n = 1–4) and verifying that T1 < 0.02 in all
cases; the figures are 0.0177/0.0181 for n = 4, 0.0171/0.0193 for
n = 3, 0.0186 for n = 2 and 0.0175 for n = 1.54

Results and discussion
Dissociation of magnesium chloride squarate, ClMgC4O4

−

(m/z 171)

Collision induced dissociation of magnesium chloride squa-
rate, ClMgC4O4

− (m/z 171), yielded the mass spectrum in
Fig. 1; specifically the figure shows the combined spectrum of
CID integrated over ECOM = 300–900 kJ mol−1. The peaks at m/z
143 and m/z 115 suggest that ClMgC4O4

− undergoes two decar-
bonylations; however, there is no peak corresponding to a
third CO loss at m/z 87. For the integrated range of collision
energies in Fig. 1, the base peak is due to MgCl− (m/z 59),
resulting from the loss of four CO; there is also a significant
peak for Cl− (m/z 35). The latter likely stems from the former
by heterolytic cleavage, since this takes only 123 ± 10 kJ mol−1

(ref. 53) (experimental value, the corresponding G4 (0 K) from
this work is 138 kJ mol−1). Consistent with this assumption is
that the computed Mg–Cl− bond strength increases when the
metal chloride is bound to oxocarbons: 335 kJ mol−1 in
ClMgC2O2

−, 397 kJ mol−1 in ClMgC3O3
− and 429 kJ mol−1 in

ClMgC4O4
−.

Minor peaks are observed at m/z 135, 99, 75, 56 and 37. The
peak at m/z 99 could potentially be ClMgCCO−, while m/z 75
could be due to ClMgO−. The ethenedione radical anion,
C2O2

•− can be observed at m/z 56. The peak at m/z 37 likely
corresponds to the heavier chloride isotope 37Cl−, but its
origin is unknown. In summary, the unimolecular dissociation
of ClMgC4O4

− can be described by the following reactions,
assuming that the loss of CO is sequential, with the notable
exception of the last step:

ClMgC4O4
�ðm=z 171Þ ! ClMgC3O3

�ðm=z 143Þ þ CO ð7Þ

ClMgC3O3
�ðm=z 143Þ ! ClMgC2O2

�ðm=z 115Þ þ CO ð8Þ

ClMgC2O2
�ðm=z 115Þ ! MgCl�ðm=z 59Þ þ 2CO: ð9Þ

In addition, based on the mass difference between precur-
sor and fragments, two minor channels are ostensibly
observed:

ClMgC4O4
�ðm=z 171Þ !

ClMgC2O�ðm=z 99Þ þ CO2 þ CO ð10Þ

ClMgC4O4
�ðm=z 171Þ !

ClMgO�ðm=z 75Þ þ C2Oþ 2CO: ð11Þ

Threshold energies for the various fragments were extracted
from their corresponding appearance curves using extrapol-
ation and the L-CID software,37 as illustrated in Fig. 2 and fully
described in SI-A;† the values were extrapolated to vacuum and
are given in Table 1. As mentioned in the section Experimental
methods, in order to elucidate the effects of kinetic shift on

Fig. 1 Mass spectrum of resulting from CID of mass selected (MSMS)
m/z 171 (ClMgC4O4

−) integrated over a collision energy range of
300–900 kJ mol−1 (ECOM) at 5.3 × 10−4 mbar collision gas (Ar) pressure.

Fig. 2 Energy-resolved CID cross sections and L-CID fits for the dis-
sociation of ClMgC4O4

− (m/z 171) at 9.45 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure.
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the secondary fragmentation reactions (reactions (8) and (9)),
we also measured the appearance curves for the fragments pro-
duced by CID of mass selected ClMgC3O3

− (m/z 143). These
threshold energies are also given in Table 1; however, it should
be noted that repeated experiments to extrapolate these values
to vacuum was not done. Based on the observations for the
vacuum-extrapolations done (see Fig. S6–S8 in SI-A†), the
threshold energies at zero pressure are likely higher than these
values.

With ClMgC4O4
− as the precursor, the L-CID threshold

energies indicate that the first decarbonylation has the lowest
energy demand of 181 ± 4 kJ mol−1; the trend continues with
the second and third decarbonylation events requiring 206 ±
13 kJ mol−1 and 277 ± 16 kJ mol−1, respectively. The corres-
ponding thresholds from linear extrapolation are slightly
higher in absolute values at, respectively, 211 ± 6 kJ mol−1, 252
± 15 kJ mol−1 and 374 ± 26 kJ mol−1; however, the differences
in threshold energies have overlapping uncertainties between
the two methods as shown in the next section.

We note from Table 1 that in the sequential decay
ClMgC4O4

− → ClMgC3O3
− → ClMgC2O2

− → MgCl−, the
threshold energies of the second and third step represent only
a minor increase compared to the threshold energy of the first
step: (206 ± 13)–(181 ± 4) = 25 ± 14 kJ mol−1 and (277 ± 16)–
(181 ± 4) = 96 ± 12 kJ mol−1, respectively (L-CID values). In
comparison, with ClMgC3O3

− as the precursor ion, the
threshold energies extracted from the appearance curves of
ClMgC2O2

− and MgCl− are, respectively, 110 ± 1 kJ mol−1 and
161 ± 1 kJ mol−1 when using L-CID; with linear extrapolation
the corresponding threshold energies are 127 ± 3 kJ mol−1 and
208 ± 2 kJ mol−1.

Both ClMgC2O2
− and MgCl− can be said to display higher

threshold energies relative to ClMgC3O3
− when ClMgC3O3

− is
the reactant ion rather than a product of ClMgC4O4

− decarbo-
nylation. This could imply a different isomer (or mixture of

isomers) of ClMgC3O3
− when it is formed in the ion source

compared to when formed from CID of ClMgC4O4
−. In

addition, there is likely a difference in the internal energy of
ClMgC3O3

− between the two cases, and, of course, the afore-
mentioned influence of the kinetic shift for the latter case.
Alternatively, there might exist an activated pathway to
ClMgC2O2

− such that it is easier to form from the squarate
complex than from the trimer. To assess whether this could be
the case or not, we conducted a separate analysis of metastable
fragmentation within the TOF (SI-B, S27–S30†) as described by
Harvey et al.44 Consistent with there being such a pathway, a
peak corresponding to ClMgC4O4

− → ClMgC2O2
− + 2CO, i.e.,

the double decarbonylation of the squarate complex, is
observed (SI-B, Fig. S22†); in contrast, the peak for the single
decarbonylation has a higher intensity when ClMgC3O3

− is
mass selected as the precursor (SI-B, Fig. S23†). However, the
presence of a peak corresponding to a specific neutral loss
cannot be used to confirm a reaction pathway, as it does not
distinguish between single step and sequential reactions. We
will continue the discussion on ClMgC3O3

− after presenting
our computational reaction model in the next section.

Computational model for the dissociation of ClMg(κ2-C4O4)
−

The singlet G4 (0 K) PES for the fragmentation of ClMgC4O4
−,

1A, is displayed in Fig. 3. The kinetically favoured pathway is
marked by bold lines in order to distinguish it from the
alternative high-energy routes.

For the decarbonylation of ClMgC4O4
−, opening the cyclic

squarate moiety prior to dissociation,

ClMg κ2‐C4O4
� ��ð1AÞ ! TS1A ! ClMg κ2‐C4O4

� ��ð1BÞ !
TS2A ! ClMg κ2‐C3O3

� ��ð2BÞ þ CO ð12Þ
has a lower barrier than direct decarbonylation,

ClMgðκ2-C4O4Þ�ð1AÞ ! TS1B !
ClMgðκ2-C3O3Þ�ð2AÞ þ CO; ð13Þ

by 83 kJ mol−1. The kinetically favoured pathway (12) leads to
the open ClMg(κ2-C3O3)

− isomer, 2B, which has a 3 kJ mol−1

barrier for interconversion to the thermodynamic product, 2A.
The second decarbonylation occurs without a reverse barrier,

ClMgðκ2-C3O3Þ�ð2BÞ ! ClMgðη2-C2O2Þ�ð3AÞ þ CO; ð14Þ
unlike the last step,

ClMgðη2-C2O2Þ�ð3AÞ ! TS4A ! MgCl�ð4AÞ þ 2CO; ð15Þ
where TS4A lies 50 kJ mol−1 above the separated products in
energy. Following the intrinsic reaction coordinate of TS4A
leads to the full dissociation of the squarate complex into
MgCl− and 4 CO molecules. While ClMgCO− is a minimum on
the singlet electronic G4 (0 K) PES (bound by ∼5 kJ mol−1), the
zero-point vibrational correction places it higher in energy
than the CO + MgCl− asymptote (by 5 kJ mol−1). We did not
find any transition states for the dissociation of the singlet
monomer, the absence of which was supported by relaxed
potential energy scans. Nonetheless, we found three high-

Table 1 Threshold energies (ET) of ClMgCnOn
− fragments in kJ mol−1

estimated using two different methods. For the ClMgC4O4
− precursor

ion, the values are extrapolated to vacuum, while the ClMgC3O3
− values

are from measurements with 4.63 × 10−4 mbar collision gas (Ar)
pressure. Uncertainties (one standard deviation) are derived from the
pressure extrapolation procedure (for precursor ClMgC4O4

−), alterna-
tively from repeated L-CID analysis and from the error of the fitted func-
tion for linear extrapolation (for precursor ClMgC3O3

−). It must be
stressed that these methods of error estimation only capture the uncer-
tainty associated with the numerical methods used to determine the
energies, and therefore only part of the experimental uncertainty

Precursor ion (m/z)

Fragment ion (m/z)

ClMgC3O3
−

(143)
ClMgC2O2

−

(115)
MgCl−

(59)

Linear extrapolation
ClMgC4O4

− (171) 211 ± 6 252 ± 15 374 ± 26
ClMgC3O3

− (143) — 127 ± 3 208 ± 2

L-CID
ClMgC4O4

− (171) 181 ± 4 206 ± 13 277 ± 16
ClMgC3O3

− (143) — 110 ± 1 161 ± 1
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energy triplet isomers with stronger Mg–C bonding inter-
actions, 3ClMg(η1-CO)−, 3ClMg(η2-CO)− and 3ClMg(η1-OC)−,
discussed later in the text. These results suggest that two CO
molecules are lost simultaneously from the dimer complex,
ClMgC2O2

− (m/z 115), consistent with the fact that we do not
observe a signal corresponding to ClMgCO− (m/z 87) in the
CID mass spectrum in Fig. 1.

The energy difference for formation of 2B via TS2A and for-
mation of 3A is 78 kJ mol−1 in Fig. 3; this might be compared
to the difference in threshold energy between ClMgC3O3

− and
ClMgC2O2

− with ClMgC4O4
− as the reactant ion. From Table 1,

we get these values as 25 ± 14 kJ mol−1 for L-CID and 41 ±
15 kJ mol−1 for the linear extrapolation; both lower than the
aforementioned 78 kJ mol−1, yet with overlapping uncertain-
ties. However, considering that the suggested mechanism for
the first decarbonylation of ClMgC4O4

− involves two discrete
transition states while the second decarbonylation leading to
3A proceeds asymptotically in one step, a kinetic elevation of
2B relative to the intermediate following it is expected. In this
case, once the energy of the system is sufficiently high to reach
the subsequent intermediate (i.e. 3A), it will likely also be
enough to counteract the kinetic effect. Also note the activated

pathway over TS1B, higher in energy than ClMgC2O2
− + 2CO

(3A), the possibility of which was suggested earlier.
More accurate experimental estimates of the threshold ener-

gies for the formation of 3A and 4A can be found by the colli-
sional activation of ClMgC3O3

−, although we will point out
that the values presented here are likely underestimated. For
the first loss of CO, L-CID and linear extrapolation yield
threshold energies of 110 ± 1 kJ mol−1 and 127 ± 3 kJ mol−1,
respectively; this is in fair agreement with the computed 98 kJ
mol−1 energy difference between 2B and 3A. Notwithstanding,
the experiments could also indicate that the ClMgC3O3

− struc-
ture depends upon the location of its formation, be it in-
source or following CID of a precursor in the high-vacuum
region. This is not an unlikely case given the results in Fig. 3
clearly showing the preferred reaction pathway from
ClMgC4O4

− to ClMgC3O3
− landing in the thermodynamically

less favourable isomer 2B, whereas the more stable isomer 2A
can be expected to be formed in the source. For comparison,
the energy difference between 2A and 3A is 162 kJ mol−1 in
Fig. 3.

For the final step of the dissociation, 3A → TS4A → 4A, the
energy difference is 78 kJ mol−1 between 3A and TS4A. The

Fig. 3 The singlet G4 (0 K) potential energy (electronic + zero-point vibrational energy) diagram for the dissociation of ClMgC4O4
− (1A) into MgCl−

+ 4CO (4A). The lowest energy pathway is indicated by bold lines.
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difference in L-CID threshold energies between ClMgC2O2
−

and MgCl− are 71 ± 21 kJ mol−1 or 51 ± 6 kJ mol−1 depending
upon if respectively ClMgC4O4

− or ClMgC3O3
− was used as the

reactant ion; the corresponding values from linear extrapol-
ation are 122 ± 30 kJ mol−1 and 81 ± 8 kJ mol−1.

As mentioned in the section Experimental methods, we
subjected two reference reactions to our analyses in order to
test their accuracies (SI-A, S18–S26†). The reference reaction,

C6H5CO2
� ! C6H5

� þ CO2; ð16Þ
has a computed 0 K reaction energy of 234 kJ mol−1, slightly
closer to the L-CID threshold of 205 ± 1 kJ mol−1 than to the
threshold determined by linear extrapolation: 265 ± 4 kJ
mol−1. For the second reference reaction,

Csþð15-Crown-5Þ ! Csþ þ 15-Crown-5; ð17Þ
L-CID gives a threshold energy of 154 ± 3 kJ mol−1, while

linear extrapolation again yields a higher value at 201 ± 5 kJ
mol−1. The former is closer to the values determined by both
Narancic et al. and Armentrout et al. at 138 ± 5 and 159 ± 10 kJ
mol−1, respectively.37,43

Although the absolute threshold energies are generally
lower than the computational energies for the formation of
various intermediates, we find acceptable agreement between
experiment and theory for the relative energies, i.e., when com-
paring the difference in threshold energies to the computed
energy difference between intermediates, as shown in Fig. 4.
In particular, L-CID provides systematically lower threshold
energies than G4 (0 K), which could be connected to the
assumption in the program code that the ions are thermalised
to the temperature of the collision gas (usually close to room
temperature) prior to CID, as hinted at in the Experimental
methods section.37 Another possibility is that the experimental
energies are lowered by tunnelling, shown to be significant
even for heavier atoms.55,56 The probability of tunnelling
increases with the curvature of the potential energy surface
along the reaction coordinate, and the largest effect would
therefore be expected for TS1A and TS1B with imaginary fre-
quencies i·408 and i·385 cm−1, respectively.

Reductive activation and cyclooligomerisation of CO to
squarate

Now, we will look at the reverse reactions to those discussed
above, namely the cyclooligomerisation of CO starting with
MgCl−. The computed potential energy diagram is included in
Fig. 5, with the same designation for the ions as in Fig. 3. The
first and most demanding step in the activation of CO by
MgCl− is the termolecular reaction,

MgCl�ð4AÞ þ 2CO ! ClMgðη2-C2O2Þ�ð3AÞ; ð18Þ
proceeding through the transition state TS4A 50 kJ mol−1

higher in energy than the separated reactants. This is compar-
able to the 41 kJ mol−1 needed for the incorporation of one CO
molecule into the dimeric Mg(I) complex, [{(DipNacnac)(D)Mg–
Mg(DipNacnac)}] (where Nacnac = [(NCMe)2CH]−; Dip = 2,6-

diisopropylphenyl; D = :C{N(Me)C(Me)}2), as reported by
Yuvaraj et al.,23 denoted [Mg]2 hereafter. Similar values, 46 and
54 kJ mol−1, are reported for the analogous incorporation of
one and two CO molecules, respectively, into a U(III) mixed-
sandwich model complex, [U] = U(η-C8H6{SiH3-1,4}2)(η-
Cp).2,24,57 However, direct comparison should be made with
care, as our system is monometallic, while these involve two
metals. Another distinction regards the electronic states of the
metals, since the magnesium centre is formally Mg(0) in
MgCl−, Mg(I) in [Mg]2, and uranium is U(III) in [U].

The magnesium chloride ethenedione complex, 3A, can
receive a third CO molecule in a barrierless reaction,

ClMgðη2-C2O2Þ�ð3AÞ þ CO ! ClMgðκ2-C3O3Þ�ð2BÞ: ð19Þ

The resulting open deltate isomer, 2B, has a negligible
barrier for ring-closing to 2A and a 20 kJ mol−1 barrier for
further CO incorporation. The latter finally results in the cyclo-
tetramerisation of CO to 1A via an open squarate isomer, 1B,
with a 10 kJ mol−1 barrier for ring-closing, 388 kJ mol−1

lower than the separated reactants. In comparison, formation
of deltate from [Mg]2-(μ-η2:η2-CO)2− proceeds downhill by

Fig. 4 Comparison of threshold energies determined by linear extra-
polation, L-CID and G4 (0 K) computations. (a) Energies required for the
dissociation of ClMgC4O4

− into ClMgC3O3
−, ClMgC2O2

−, and MgCl− by
loss of one, two and four COs, respectively. (b) Energies required for the
dissociation of ClMgC3O3

− into ClMgC2O2
− and MgCl− by loss of one

and three COs, respectively.
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403 kJ mol−1 (ref. 23) with small barriers separating product
ions from the CO and precursor ion complexes.

McKay et al.57 suggest that a symmetric [U]2-(μ-η2:η2-C2O2)
2−

isomer with inequivalent carbon centres is responsible for the
reactivity of the diuranium ethenedione complex. Formation of
this complex,

½U�2-ðμ-η2 : η2-COÞ2� þ CO ! ½U�2-ðμ-η2 : η2-C2O2Þ2� ð20Þ

requires 72 kJ mol−1, while the next step in the
cyclooligomerisation,

½U�2-ðμ-η2 : η2-C2O2Þ2� þ CO ! ½U�2-ðμ-η2 : κ2-C3O3Þ2�; ð21Þ

needs 100 kJ mol−1 to proceed.57 In contrast, the symmetry-
enforced equivalence of the CO units in the kinetic zig-zag
isomer [U]2-(μ-η3:η3-C2O2)

2− hampers its reactivity; hence, it
only undergoes isomerisation to the inert ethynedione isomer,
[U]2-(μ-η1:η1-C2O2)

2−. However, due to the asymmetric bonding
moiety inherent to a single Mg-centre in the coordination
sphere, the carbon centres in our system (3A) are inequivalent.
A study by Arnold and coworkers25 on a uranium(III) trisamide
complex, N″3U (N″ = N(SiMe3)2

−)—which couples CO in a
similar manner to the above [U]2 complex—corroborates the
inertness of the ethynedione isomer, −OCuCO−, but shows
that it can be functionalised through heating, supporting the

assumptions we made in an earlier publication34 about the
isomeric dependency on the reactivity of the CO-dimer.

Direct comparison of reaction dynamics is simpler between
relevant gas-phase LCnOn

− species (L = e−, H− or MgCl−) than
with the Mg(I) or U(III) complexes mentioned above. Fig. 5
shows that while cyclooligomerisation is initiated with the
association of two CO molecules when L = e− or MgCl−, H−

can form a bond directly with one CO, leading to the formyl
anion, H_4A. Subsequently, the formyl anion can add to
another CO without a barrier, yielding H_3B. Although both of
these steps proceed downhill in energy, isomerisation of H_3B
to the more reactive ethenedione isomer, H_3A, requires cross-
ing a barrier, H_TS3, of 207 kJ mol−1 (78 kJ mol−1 higher than
the separated reactants). Each CO-addition leads to species
lower in energy than the separated reactants for both L = H−

and MgCl−, while the radical anions e_3A and e_2A reside
uphill in energy. Only formation of the squarate radical anion,
e_1A, amounts to a moderate stabilisation of 106 kJ mol−1

compared to four CO molecules and a free electron, while the
formation of HC4O4

− and ClMgC4O4
− are exothermic by 339

and 388 kJ mol−1, respectively. This is consistent with the fact
that the only stable corresponding neutral species is C4O4, in
addition to the higher oligomers C5O5 and C6O6, while C2O2

and C3O3 are unstable.31,58 Overall, in terms of the energetics,
the efficiency of activation and cyclooligomerisation is in the

Fig. 5 The singlet G4 (0 K) potential energy (electronic + zero-point vibrational energy) diagram for the L− + nCO → LCnOn
− reactions (L = e−, H−

or MgCl−). The lowest energy ClMgC4O4
− (L = MgCl−) pathway is indicated by lines in bold, while the lowest energy C4O4

•− and HC4O4
− pathways

(from ref. 34) are indicated by prefixes e and H in the labels, respectively.
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order MgCl− > H− > e− for our computational models, deter-
mined by comparing the highest barriers for the process. The
highest barrier is 50 kJ mol−1 for MgCl−, 78 kJ mol−1 for H−,
and 142 kJ mol−1 for e−.

Unfortunately, we are not aware of any single study contain-
ing the corresponding value for cyclotetramerisation by the
model complex [U],2,24,57 while only cyclotrimerisation has
been reported for [Mg]2.

23 Nonetheless, formation of [U]2-
(μ-η1:κ2-C3O3)

2− lowers the energy by 162 kJ mol−1 (ref. 57)
while an additional lowering of 136 kJ mol−1 (ref. 2) is pro-
vided through the formation of [U]2-(μ-κ2:κ2-C4O4)

2−, amount-
ing to a total of 298 kJ mol−1 for the whole process. The total
stabilisation of the system by the formation [Mg]2-(μ-η1:η1-
C3O3)

2− is 432 kJ mol−1, and given the low barriers involved,
this implies that the [Mg]2 complex is the most efficient reduc-
tant of CO among the dimeric metal complexes reported in lit-
erature. The relative efficiency of Mg(I) and Mg(0) compared to
U(III) is consistent with their lower ionisation energies of 1451
and 738 against 3540 kJ mol−1, respectively.59 Still, this does
not account for the influence of the molecular structures on
the propensity for reduction, evident from comparing Mg(I)
and Mg(0).

In the previous study on HC4O4
− and C4O4

•−, we surmised
that the charge-bearing electron initiates the cyclooligomerisa-
tion process, while a second one terminates it. Expanding on
this admittedly simple scheme, we computed the natural

partial charges in each ClMgCnOn
− oligomer along the

pathway (Fig. 6). For the first step, the partial charge on the
ethenedione moiety in 3A is −1.835, indicating that close to
two electrons have been transferred from MgCl− and addition
of a third CO proceeds without a barrier. In the next step, the
2B and 2A isomers of ClMgC3O3

− have slightly increased nega-
tive partial charges on the C3O3 moiety, −1.897 and −1.915,
respectively, and further CO addition has a higher barrier for
the latter than the former. Finally, squarate has a computed
charge of −1.903 in 1A. Thus, a more negative partial charge
on the CnOn moieties is generally consistent with higher bar-
riers towards further reaction.

Magnesium monocarbonyls

To elucidate why the ClMgCO− monomer is missing in our
experiments, we optimized the neutral, cationic and anionic
ClMgCO−//+ species, as well as the corresponding MgCO+/2+

complexes (Fig. 7). We advise that in the notation used in this
section, 2S+1MCOcharge, 2S + 1 describes spin multiplicity, not
to be confused with isotopes.

The carbonyl vibrational frequency (νCvO) for free CO is
2205 cm−1 on the G4 level of theory, while the experimental
value is 2143 cm−1.7,60 According to the calculations, the
νCvO for 1ClMgCO− is slightly redshifted at 2110 cm−1, con-
sistent with the weak interaction between Mg and CO. This
consists of donation of the Mg lone pair to the antibonding π*-

Fig. 6 Natural partial charges (in bold) and bond lengths (Å) of the main species in the cyclooligomerisation sequence computed on the G4 level of
theory (B3LYP/6-31G(2df,p) geometries).
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orbital of CO, leading to a stabilization of 4.7 kJ mol−1.
However, as already stated, ZPE-correction leads to destabiliza-
tion of the complex compared to dissociated CO + MgCl−,
making the latter more stable and thus we do not observe the
complex. Changing the multiplicity of the ClMgCO− to triplet
leads to a larger redshift of the νCvOs in general. This can be
explained by the fact that in order to attain triplet multiplicity,
one of the Mg valence electrons is transferred to the π*-anti-
bonding orbital on CO. We find three triplet monocarbonyl
isomers, 3ClMg(η1-CO)−, 3ClMg(η2-CO)−, and 3ClMg(η1-OC)−.
The carbonyl stretching frequencies decrease going from the
former to the latter, consistent with an increase in the polariz-
ation of the π- and σ-bonds of C–O towards oxygen,
accompanied by an elongation of the bond distance from
1.18 Å to 1.23 Å. The BDEs decrease with the increasing dis-
tance to the carbon centered π-SOMO, which donates signifi-
cantly towards magnesium according to second order pertur-
bation theory analysis in the NBO basis.

For 2ClMgCO•, NBO analysis indicates that a one-electron
bond is formed, heavily polarized towards magnesium. Still,
the calculated C–Mg BDE is only 0.5 kJ mol−1 and the redshift
of the carbonyl stretching frequency is 2074 cm−1. Removing
an additional electron leads to cationic 1ClMgCO+, and at this
point the carbonyl stretching frequency is blue-shifted to
2345 cm−1, consistent with the change in polarization of the
CO π- and σ-bonds towards carbon. This leads to an increased
BDE compared to the anions.

While the neutral MgCO complex does not form according
to our calculations, 2MgCO+ and 1MgCO2+ display blue-shifted
νCvOs characteristic to non-classical carbonyls. The monoca-
tionic complex has a BDE of 51 kJ mol−1, while the dicationic
species is bonded by 210 kJ mol−1. The second perturbation
theory analysis indicates that donation of the CO σ-lone pair
leads to a larger stabilization of the dication than the monoca-
tion, 148 and 85 kJ mol−1, respectively. However, most of the

increased BDE can likely be attributed to the higher polarizing
power of Mg2+. This is further supported by the fact that while
CO σ-lone pair donation leads to a comparable stabilization of
1ClMgCO+ and 1MgCO2+, the former has a lower partial charge
(1.74 vs. 1.93) due to the presence of Cl. Otherwise, 1ClMgCO+

and 1MgCO2+, have similar geometries, with CO bond lengths
of 1.116 and 1.113 Å, and C–Mg bonds of 2.270 and 2.204 Å.

Some similarities are observed between the monocarbonyls
and the formyl anion, radical and cation. The formyl cation,
HCO+, is linear, while HCO• and HCO− are bent. The former
bonds through the carbon σ-lone pair (HOMO), while the two
latter interact through the π*-antibonding orbital on CO. The
calculated CvO stretch is redshifted in the formyl anion
(1868 cm−1),61 while it is blue-shifted in the cation
(2184 cm−1).62 While the triplet monocarbonyls, 1ClMgCO−

and 2ClMgCO• are similar to HCO− and HCO•, and 1ClMgCO+,
2MgCO+ and 1MgCO2+ resemble HCO+.

The two preceding sections provides a rationale to why
singlet ClMgCO− cannot be the first step in the cyclooligomeri-
sation reaction sequence, while in principle, the triplet species
could, conforming to our surmised one-electron initiation of
the cyclooligomerisation. Analysis of the partial charges on CO
in the monomer complexes (Fig. 7) shows that although the
singlet has the negative charge on MgCl−, the triplet species
are more stable with the charge on CO. Placement of the
charge-bearing electron on the CO moiety in the triplet species
can be rationalised by comparison of the energy difference
between triplet and singlet MgCl− to the energy difference
between anionic and neutral CO; these differences are calcu-
lated to 162 kJ mol−1 and 139 kJ mol−1, respectively.
Nevertheless, the absence of a signal for ClMgCO− (m/z 87) in
our experiments supports the assumption that the dissociation
of the squarate complex occurs on the singlet PES in our
experiments, consistent with the triplet species being higher
in energy.

Fig. 7 Magnesium chloride monocarbonyls, ClMgCO−//+, and magnesium monocarbonyls, MgCO+/2+, computed on the G4 level of theory (B3LYP/
6-31G(2df,p) geometries).
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Conclusions

In conclusion, we have investigated the unimolecular dis-
sociation of ClMgC4O4

− to reveal mechanistic details about
the reverse reaction, i.e. cyclotetramerisation of CO, and
found that with the exception of the first step, where two
CO molecules is associated on MgCl−, each subsequent
CO addition proceeds downhill in energy with relatively low
barriers. The most important result of this study is that L =
MgCl− provides an energetically more facile pathway to
LC4O4

− than L = H− or e−. A signal corresponding to
ClMgCO− was not observed in our CID-experiments, consist-
ent with the fact that this species is unstable with respect to
dissociation according to computations. We have also
assessed the degree of reduction through the natural partial
charges on the CnOn

− moiety and its effects on the stability of
the MgCl-bound oligomers, and found that these correlate
with the barrier heights for CO addition. Generally, a more
negative partial charge implies a higher barrier (up to −2),
consistent with the conclusion of a previous study34 that
transfer of two electrons to the oxocarbon moiety terminates
the cyclooligomerisation process.
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Mass spectra of oxalic acid and metal chloride/hydroxide dissolved in water-methanol solutions 

are presented in Figure S1 –Figure S5, whence the following are induced. 

Addition of triethylamine (TEA) or use of the metal hydroxide (MOH) as the source for the 

metal cations generally leads to improved metal oxalate peak intensities relative to the 

deprotonated oxalate peak.  

The base peak is most often due to the deprotonated acid, hydrogen oxalate (HC2O4
−), followed 

by the metal oxalate (MC2O4
−) or the metal hydrogen oxalate dimer (M+(HC2O4

−)2) peaks in 

terms of decreasing intensity. The dimer peak intensities relative to the base and monomer peaks 

tend to increase with metal size.  

Use of metal hydroxides generally yield “cleaner” mass spectra with fewer and higher peaks 

compared to the metal chlorides. 

TEA (10%) effectively removes the RbCl2
− peak from the mass spectrum of oxalic acid and 

RbCl. 

MS of 4mM Oxalic acid and 6 mM LiCl in 50/50 water/methanol with 1 % triethylamine (TEA).



MS of 3.3 mM oxalic acid and 1.3 mM NaCl in 40/60 water/methanol (left), and of 2.9 mM 

oxalic acid and 5.3 mM NaOH in 50/50 water/methanol (right). 

MS of 3.0 mM oxalic acid and 3.0 mM KCl in 50/50 water/methanol (left), and of 3.0 mM 

oxalic acid and 5.0 mM KOH in 50/50 water/methanol (right).



MS of 3.0 mM oxalic acid and 5.0 mM RbCl in 50/50 water/methanol (left), and of 3.0 mM 

oxalic acid and 5.0 mM RbCl in 50/50 water/methanol with 10% TEA (right).

MS of 3.0 mM oxalic acid and 5.0 mM CsCl in 50/50 water/methanol.

 

 



 

Breakdown curve of protonated ethanol, C2H5OH2
+, m/z 47, recorded over a collision energy 

range from 0.9 to 11.5 eV (ECOM), 2.0 10−4 mbar Ar. m/z 29 corresponds to C2H5
+, m/z 27 to C2H3

+ and 

m/z 19 to H3O+. The intensities of the two smallest ions, m/z 19 and 27 were too low to yield reliable 

threshold energy estimates. 



Appearance curve of ethyl cation, C2H5
+, m/z 29, recorded over a collision energy range from 

0.9 to 11.5 eV (ECOM), 2.0 · 10−4 mbar Ar. The curve has been fitted to a Hill function, and extrapolated to 

baseline in order to estimate the threshold energy (ET) for its formation. 

 

Experimental and calculated reaction enthalpies (ΔrH°) and threshold energies (ET) for C2H5OH2
+

→ C2H5
+ + H2O in eV (kJ/mol in parentheses). Our estimate in (our calculations on the G4 level of 

theory, also in ).

Exp Calc
ΔrH° ET ΔrH° ET

1.60 (154)1 1.48 (143)1

1.70 (164)2 1.76 (170)3



Breakdown curve of benzoate, C6H5CO2
−, m/z 121, recorded over a collision energy range from 

0.5 to 11.0 eV (ECOM), 2.0 · 10−4 mbar Ar. m/z 77 corresponds to the product of decarboxylation, C6H5
−.



Appearance curve of the phenyl anion, C6H5
−, m/z 77, recorded over a collision energy range 

from 0.5 to 11.0 eV (ECOM), 2.0 · 10−4 mbar Ar. The curve has been fitted to a Pearson function, and 

extrapolated to baseline in order to estimate the threshold energy (ET) for its formation.

Experimental and calculated reaction enthalpies (ΔrH°) and threshold energies (ET) for C6H5CO2
−

→ C6H5
− + CO2 in eV (kJ/mol in parentheses). Our estimate in (our calculations on the G4 level of 

theory, also in ).

Exp Calc
ΔrH° ET ΔrH° ET

2.63 ± 0.15 (254 ± 14)4

 

 



The molecular orbital diagrams in this section were prepared using the Chemissian 4.52 software.5

Molecular orbital diagram for CO2 at the CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD optimized geometry (black 

lines = doubly occupied/red lines = virtual orbitals). The three lowest orbitals are frozen.



Atomic orbital diagram for Li− computed at the CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD level of theory (black 

lines = doubly occupied/red lines = virtual orbitals). The 1s orbital is frozen in the frozen core 

approximation.



Atomic orbital diagram for Na− computed at the CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD level of theory 

(black lines = doubly occupied/red lines = virtual orbitals). The five lowest orbitals are frozen in the frozen 

core approximation, while we have frozen the two lowest.



Atomic orbital diagram for K− computed at the CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD level of theory (black 

lines = doubly occupied/red lines = virtual orbitals). The nine lowest orbitals are frozen in the frozen core 

approximation, while we have frozen the six lowest.



Atomic orbital diagram for Rb− computed at the CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD level of theory 

(black lines = doubly occupied/red lines = virtual orbitals). The 28 inner electrons have been replaced by 

an ECP.



Atomic orbital diagram for Cs− computed at the CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD level of theory (black 

lines = doubly occupied/red lines = virtual orbitals). The 46 inner electrons have been replaced by an ECP.



Molecular orbital diagram for Li(κ2-O2C)− (A isomer) at the CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD 

optimized geometry (black lines = doubly occupied/red lines = virtual orbitals). The four lowest orbitals 

are frozen.



Molecular orbital diagram for Na(κ2-O2C)− (A isomer) at the CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD 

optimized geometry (black lines = doubly occupied/red lines = virtual orbitals). The eight lowest orbitals 

are frozen in the frozen core approximation, while we froze the five lowest orbitals.



Molecular orbital diagram for K(κ2-O2C)− (A isomer) at the CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD 

optimized geometry (black lines = doubly occupied/red lines = virtual orbitals). The twelve lowest orbitals 

are frozen in the frozen core approximation, while we froze the nine lowest orbitals. Note how the 

carbon/oxygen 2s MOs (7a1 and 3b2) are lower in energy than K 2p AOs (2b1, 4b2 and 8a1).



Molecular orbital diagram for Rb(κ2-O2C)− (A isomer) at the CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD 

optimized geometry (black lines = doubly occupied/red lines = virtual orbitals). The 28 inner electrons on 

Rb have been replaced by an ECP, and the three lowest orbitals are frozen in the complex.



Molecular orbital diagram for Cs(κ2-O2C)− (A isomer) at the CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD 

optimized geometry (black lines = doubly occupied/red lines = virtual orbitals). The 46 inner electrons on 

Cs have been replaced by an ECP, and the three lowest orbitals are frozen in the complex,



The uncorrected, , and BSSE-corrected, , interaction energies are estimated using a 

procedure reported earlier6 according to

(S1)

, (S2) 

where denotes the energy of fragment (A) in the dimer geometry AB using the combined 

basis sets of both the alkali metal (α) and the CO2 fragment (β). The BSSE correction thus includes 

the deformation energy of the CO2 fragment (B), which is substantial as the geometry of this 

fragment is bent in the dimer optimal geometry. Since fragment (A) is a monatomic cation, it is 

obvious that . i.e. its deformation energy is zero. The magnitudes of the various 

energy terms that are needed to estimate the uncorrected and BSSE-corrected interaction energies 

via equations (S1) and (S2) for isomers and for all alkali metal systems are listed in Tables 

S3 and S4.

Energies (in a.u.) of the various terms of equations (S1) and (S2) needed to calculate the 

uncorrected and BSSE-corrected interaction energies of the of the alkali metal carbonites at the 

CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD level of theory. Here, the electronic energy of a molecule M at geometry G

computed with basis set σ is defined as . α is the basis set of the alkali metal, β is the basis set of 

CO2 and α β is the basis set of the dimer.

−195.80034 −188.32603 −7.44970 −188.24346 −7.45194 −188.24294 −0.024615 −0.021861

−350.33935 −188.32603 −162.00462 −188.25889 −162.00667 −188.25847 −0.008703 −0.006231



−787.64906 −188.32603 −599.31520 −188.26367 −599.31673 −188.26334 −0.007839 −0.005977

−212.26058 −188.32603 −23.92619 −188.26549 −23.93043 −188.26518 −0.008364 −0.003817

−208.36501 −188.32603 −20.02985 −188.26315 −20.03317 −188.2629 −0.009135 −0.005547

Energies (in a.u.) of the various terms of equations (S1) and (S2) needed to calculate the 

uncorrected and BSSE-corrected interaction energies of the of the alkali metal carbonites at the 

CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD level of theory. Here, the electronic energy of a molecule M at geometry G

computed with basis set σ is defined as . α is the basis set of the alkali metal, β is the basis set of 

CO2 and α β is the basis set of the dimer.

−195.79613 −188.32603 −7.44970 −188.26631 −7.45179 −188.26583 −0.020404 −0.017833

−350.33193 −188.32603 −162.00462 −188.28015 −162.00647 −188.27978 −0.001286 0.000933

−787.64231 −188.32603 −599.31520 −188.28129 −599.3165 −188.28101 −0.001091 0.000508

−212.25331 −188.32603 −23.92619 −188.28245 −23.92974 −188.28219 −0.001097 0.002713

−208.35816 −188.32603 −20.02985 −188.28062 −20.03268 −188.28039 −0.002282 0.000781

Uncorrected [ ] and BSSE-Corrected [ (in parentheses) interaction energies

(kJ/mol) for both and alkali metal carbonite isomers at the CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD level of theory.

−64.6 (−57.4) −53.6 (−46.8)

−22.9 (−16.4) −3.4 (2.4)

−20.6 (−15.7) −2.9 (1.3)

−22.0 (−10.0) −2.9 (7.1)

−24.0 (−14.6) −6.0 (2.1)



A detailed computational survey was conducted to aid the understanding of the elementary reaction 

steps constituting the full dissociation of metal oxalates into metal anions and carbon dioxide, the 

results of which were used to construct the potential energy diagrams in this section.

MP2/Def2-TZVPPD potential energy diagram for the dissociation of LiC2O4
−. The numbers 

are zero-point corrected electronic energies. Electron detachment of the MCO2
− species is indicated by 

dashed (---) lines, while chemical transformations are drawn with full lines (—). 



MP2/Def2-TZVPPD potential energy diagram for the dissociation of NaC2O4
−. The numbers 

are zero-point corrected electronic energies. Electron detachment of the MCO2
− species is indicated by 

dashed (---) lines, while chemical transformations are drawn with full lines (—). 



MP2/Def2-TZVPPD potential energy diagram for the dissociation of KC2O4
−. The numbers 

are zero-point corrected electronic energies. Electron detachment of the MCO2
− species is indicated by 

dashed (---) lines, while chemical transformations are drawn with full lines (—). 



MP2/Def2-TZVPPD potential energy diagram for the dissociation of RbC2O4
−. The numbers 

are zero-point corrected electronic energies. Electron detachment of the MCO2
− species is indicated by 

dashed (---) lines, while chemical transformations are drawn with full lines (—). 



MP2/Def2-TZVPPD potential energy diagram for the dissociation of CsC2O4
−. The numbers 

are zero-point corrected electronic energies. Electron detachment of the MCO2
− species is indicated by 

dashed (---) lines, while chemical transformations are drawn with full lines (—). 



 

 

Stabilities of the staggered and planar Ox2− by solvent on the MP2/def2-TZVPPD level of 

theory.



Correlation between the alkali metal carbonite (MCO2
−) C(1s) energy and the barrier heights

for CO2 addition.



Reported crystal structures and computed MP2/def2-TZVPPD gas-phase ion structures for the 

alkali metal oxalates (Li – K).



Reported crystal structures and computed MP2/def2-TZVPPD gas-phase ion structures for the 

alkali metal oxalates (Rb – Cs).



Calculated [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] vs. observed IR-spectra for LiOx−.

Calculated [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] and observed transitions for LiOx−.

Description Normal 
mode

Calculated
transition 

(cm−1)

Scaled ( 0.99)
transition 

(cm−1)

Observed
transition 

(cm−1)
Out-of-phase bound C=O 

stretch 1235.36 1223.01 1219.96

In-phase bound C=O 
stretch 1343.36 1329.93 1334.68

Out-of-phase unbound C=O 
stretch 1670.67 1653.97 1661.11

In-phase unbound C=O 
stretch 1698.96 1681.97 1682.86



Calculated [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] vs. observed IR-spectra for NaOx−.

Calculated [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] and observed transitions for NaOx−.

Description Normal 
mode

Calculated
transition 

(cm−1)

Scaled ( 0.99)
transition 

(cm−1)

Observed
transition 

(cm−1)
Out-of-phase bound C=O 

stretch 1246.27 1233.81 1232.46

In-phase bound C=O 
stretch 1376.49 1362.72 1358.13

Out-of-phase unbound C=O 
stretch 1633.11 1616.78 1624.62

In-phase unbound C=O 
stretch 1662.17 1645.54 1651.57



Calculated [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] vs. observed IR-spectra for KOx−.

Calculated [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] and observed transitions for KOx−.

Description Normal 
mode

Calculated
transition 

(cm−1)

Scaled ( 0.99)
transition 

(cm−1)

Observed
transition 

(cm−1)
Out-of-phase bound C=O 

stretch 1257.86 1245.29 1238.45

In-phase bound C=O 
stretch 1401.10 1387.09 1380.96

Out-of-phase unbound C=O 
stretch 1614.80 1598.65 1591.95

In-phase unbound C=O 
stretch 1644.55 1628.11 1634.49



Calculated [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] vs. observed IR-spectra for RbOx−.

Calculated [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] and observed transitions for RbOx−.

Description Normal 
mode

Calculated
transition 

(cm−1)

Scaled 
( 0.985)
transition 

(cm−1)

Observed
transition 

(cm−1)

Out-of-phase bound C=O and 
symmetric CO2 stretch 1280.41 1261.20 1250.65

In-phase bound C=O and 
symmetric CO2 stretch 1439.79 1418.20 1424.82

Antisymmetric CO2
stretch 1553.61 1530.30 1528.18

Unbound C=O 
stretch 1644.12 1619.46 1622.89



Calculated [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] vs. observed IR-spectra for CsOx−.

Calculated [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] and observed transitions for CsOx−.

Description Normal 
mode

Calculated
transition 

(cm−1)

Scaled 
( 0.985)
transition 

(cm−1)

Observed
transition 

(cm−1)

Out-of-phase bound C=O and 
symmetric CO2 stretch 1278.03 1258.86 1257.94

In-phase bound C=O and 
symmetric CO2 stretch 1441.01 1419.40 1420.74

Antisymmetric CO2
stretch 1552.45 1529.16 1528.29

Unbound C=O 
stretch 1649.14 1624.40 1625.78



   C                      0.00000000     0.00000000    -0.62166437 
   O                     -1.12949325     0.00000000    -0.05993573 
   O                      1.12949325     0.00000000    -0.05993573 
   Li                     0.00000000     0.00000000     1.54016564 

   C              -0.22916797     0.17526263     0.00000000 
   O                   -0.12015001     1.38742865     0.00000000 
   O               0.59818564    -0.79518546     0.00000000 
   Li                   -0.81697026    -1.91688324     0.00000000 

   C         0.00000000     0.00000000     1.10447983 
   O          0.00000000     1.13664696     0.58893580 
   O        0.00000000    -1.13664696     0.58893580 
   Na        0.00000000     0.00000000    -1.44592518 

  C                      0.00000000     0.72189100     0.00000000 
  O               -0.18939800     1.92319000     0.00000000 
  O                       0.96504500    -0.07450400     0.00000000 
  Na                     -0.56410700    -1.73825700     0.00000000 
  

  C                       0.00000000     0.00000000    -1.55114100 
  O                       0.00000000     1.14170200    -1.05253300 
  O                       0.00000000    -1.14170200    -1.05253300 
  K                       0.00000000     0.00000000     1.37617700 



  C         0.10454624    -1.26957068     0.00000000 
  O         0.49883946    -2.42203076     0.00000000 
  O         -0.97608899    -0.64823564     0.00000000 
  K         0.18028146     1.68802389     0.00000000 

  C                    0.00000000     0.00000000     2.07313321 
  O                    0.00000000     1.14211461     1.58028214 
  O                   0.00000000    -1.14211461     1.58028214 
  Rb                   0.00000000     0.00000000    -0.99308527 
 

  C                    0.10486370    -1.87607566     0.00000000 
  O                     0.55761475    -3.00661055     0.00000000 
  O                    -1.00061520    -1.30458889     0.00000000 
  Rb                      0.08027922     1.20584642     0.00000000 
                      

  C                       0.00164000     2.40405600    -0.00076400 
  O                       1.14250300     1.90272700     0.00141700 
  O                      -1.14023000     1.90507400     0.00141800 
  Cs                     -0.00172400    -0.79794800    -0.00118600 
 

   C                0.12137171    -2.25809424     0.00000000 
   O                  0.54232712    -3.40141016     0.00000000 
   O                -0.97617654    -1.66635471     0.00000000 
   Cs                0.04115927     0.97001573     0.00000000 
 

   C            0.00000000     0.00000000     0.00000000 
   O            0.00000000     0.00000000    -1.16594614 
   O            0.00000000     0.00000000     1.16594614 
    



The nomenclature for the structures reported in this section is equivalent to that used in section 

SI-E and Figure S21 to Figure S25.

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -2.913516    0.403028   -0.031874 
       2          6           0       -4.513180    0.409636   -0.031874 
       3          8           0       -2.315120    1.478354   -0.031874 
       4          8           0       -2.363210   -0.775792   -0.031874 
       5          8           0       -5.102672    1.489869   -0.031874 
       6          8           0       -5.073206   -0.764598   -0.031874 
       7          3           0       -3.722924   -1.911928   -0.031873 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -3.018513    0.303670    0.001620 
       2          6           0       -4.550213    0.316007    0.031460 
       3          8           0       -2.390083    1.216404    0.644954 
       4          8           0       -2.433512   -0.334683   -0.942924 
       5          8           0       -4.916118    1.193686   -0.815874 
       6          8           0       -5.219687   -0.424161    0.772786 
       7          3           0       -2.060248    1.499084   -1.192304 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 



  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -3.036136    0.339363   -0.032358 
       2          6           0       -4.569781    0.375282   -0.030070 
       3          8           0       -2.374792    1.101320    0.766521 
       4          8           0       -2.413574   -0.452664   -0.833152 
       5          8           0       -5.073642    1.206038   -0.824883 
       6          8           0       -5.109610   -0.431029    0.766299 
       7          3           0       -0.948534    0.290469   -0.035472 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -0.487526    1.028670    0.955446 
       2          8           0        0.704030    1.325256    0.738651 
       3          8           0       -1.559853    1.568233    0.618167 
       4          3           0       -0.229522    2.838036   -0.243532 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -0.467241    1.028733    0.955030 
       2          8           0        0.530846    0.493903    1.290364 
       3          8           0       -1.230990    1.804392    0.456568 
       4          3           0       -0.405486    3.433167   -0.633230 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 



  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -0.129154   -0.437278    0.290938 
       2          8           0        1.004247   -0.690963    0.438288 
       3          8           0       -1.275448   -0.229750    0.174285 
       4          3           0        0.789570    2.851852   -1.896513 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -1.640336    0.295600    0.102543 
       2          6           0       -4.608578    0.290276   -0.161056 
       3          8           0       -1.472439    1.330849   -0.416351 
       4          8           0       -1.664947   -0.731343    0.677554 
       5          8           0       -4.938003    1.454514   -0.127763 
       6          8           0       -4.974621   -0.787279    0.406295 
       7          3           0       -3.896093   -1.702683   -0.704337 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -1.425993    0.698642    0.220128 
       2          6           0       -4.512886   -0.132798   -0.058198 
       3          8           0       -1.429187    1.217086   -0.827947 
       4          8           0       -1.343643    0.196235    1.272773 
       5          8           0       -4.169717    0.921440    0.440132 
       6          8           0       -5.631681   -0.698840   -0.287704 
       7          3           0       -4.685610   -2.053230   -0.984398 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 



  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -0.595109    0.943437    0.520284 
       2          8           0        0.264499    1.004550    1.374773 
       3          8           0       -1.696449    1.549757    0.294234 
       4          3           0       -1.860841    0.517723   -1.163922 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -0.282073    0.933572    0.709019 
       2          8           0        0.734269    0.769646    1.366935 
       3          8           0       -1.128714    1.875727    0.600340 
       4          3           0       -0.896354    3.181249   -0.607562 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -0.593271    1.157204    0.793201 
       2          8           0        0.375647    0.959831    1.418487 
       3          8           0       -1.610995    1.472137    0.272976 
       4          3           0       -2.059281    0.426294   -1.459293 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 



  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -2.926594    0.435793   -0.103358 
       2          6           0       -4.497768    0.452100    0.007287 
       3          8           0       -2.360228    1.397091   -0.639375 
       4          8           0       -2.341514   -0.616460    0.380437 
       5          8           0       -5.050694    1.470511    0.442360 
       6          8           0       -5.097377   -0.635883   -0.367380 
       7         11           0       -3.729989   -2.179325    0.085724 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -3.167487    0.432222   -0.115388 
       2          6           0       -4.686703    0.287978    0.050149 
       3          8           0       -2.564079    1.345703    0.548325 
       4          8           0       -2.589244   -0.223923   -1.050360 
       5          8           0       -5.292496    1.087250   -0.725059 
       6          8           0       -5.141553   -0.539168    0.869419 
       7         11           0       -1.770451    1.749223   -1.430441 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -3.076309    0.341085   -0.031494 
       2          6           0       -4.614724    0.372893   -0.033545 
       3          8           0       -2.443725    1.111067    0.774991 
       4          8           0       -2.473946   -0.454431   -0.836334 
       5          8           0       -5.124787    1.201488   -0.829008 
       6          8           0       -5.160718   -0.433868    0.760512 
       7         11           0       -0.631861    0.290544   -0.028237 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 



  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -2.834763    0.336068   -0.031178 
       2          6           0       -5.014469    0.381229   -0.034059 
       3          8           0       -2.348918    0.290378    1.106157 
       4          8           0       -2.344439    0.361533   -1.167223 
       5          8           0       -5.313381    0.423763   -1.194065 
       6          8           0       -5.317950    0.351177    1.125151 
       7         11           0       -0.352151    0.284631   -0.027897 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -2.646852    0.332173   -0.030928 
       2          6           0       -5.446729    0.390181   -0.034636 
       3          8           0       -2.156383    1.119544    0.792129 
       4          8           0       -2.187236   -0.474881   -0.852726 
       5          8           0       -5.486471    1.231066   -0.848993 
       6          8           0       -5.523421   -0.448291    0.779566 
       7         11           0       -0.079580    0.278986   -0.027526 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -0.486115    0.959057    1.009797 
       2          8           0        0.703206    1.267713    0.801795 
       3          8           0       -1.571719    1.466528    0.667812 
       4         11           0       -0.218244    3.066894   -0.410671 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 



  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -0.435706    0.981976    0.994339 
       2          8           0        0.741732    0.837699    1.091859 
       3          8           0       -1.455741    1.504846    0.641726 
       4         11           0       -0.423157    3.435671   -0.659191 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -0.066758   -1.185066    0.798593 
       2          8           0        1.100718   -1.253699    0.845135 
       3          8           0       -1.236680   -1.156943    0.779351 
       4         11           0        0.146330    2.345232   -1.580403 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0        0.081715   -0.688035    0.000000 
       2          8           0        0.496386   -1.835928   -0.000000 
       3          8           0       -1.020467   -0.086226   -0.000000 
       4         11           0        0.350644    1.731656   -0.000000 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 



  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -0.503999   -0.476056    0.002649 
       2          8           0        0.694486   -0.851011   -0.002052 
       3          8           0       -1.617842   -0.974998    0.007917 
       4         11           0        1.049959    1.398073   -0.005949 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -0.314403    1.008034    0.652266 
       2          8           0        0.709968    0.866770    1.314753 
       3          8           0       -1.378446    1.674150    0.752164 
       4         11           0       -0.589990    3.211238   -0.650449 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 



  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -2.937092    0.500535   -0.009708 
       2          6           0       -4.495008    0.495148   -0.071514 
       3          8           0       -2.355978    1.422288    0.586701 
       4          8           0       -2.374587   -0.514255   -0.582699 
       5          8           0       -5.081008    1.390001   -0.703076 
       6          8           0       -5.052107   -0.499726    0.540365 
       7         19           0       -3.708067   -2.469831    0.016815 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -2.989603    0.540985   -0.044171 
       2          6           0       -4.536146    0.672197    0.014496 
       3          8           0       -2.278399    1.160038    0.762738 
       4          8           0       -2.586689   -0.251509   -0.984123 
       5          8           0       -5.072298    1.688186   -0.479875 
       6          8           0       -5.154718   -0.364742    0.463315 
       7         19           0       -4.554595   -1.618663   -1.592475 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -3.039535   -0.151920    0.452911 
       2          6           0       -4.374600    0.406195   -0.094189 
       3          8           0       -2.483219    0.504529    1.387554 
       4          8           0       -2.475327   -1.062417   -0.230194 
       5          8           0       -4.159556    1.320270   -0.978503 
       6          8           0       -5.471356   -0.015658    0.309059 
       7         19           0       -1.522476    1.427779   -1.069753 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 



  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -2.344751    0.439743   -0.055094 
       2          6           0       -4.475404    0.484399    0.062018 
       3          8           0       -2.006719    1.564570   -0.318501 
       4          8           0       -2.027181   -0.698824    0.172277 
       5          8           0       -4.938930    1.609901   -0.153842 
       6          8           0       -4.959100   -0.621250    0.329944 
       7         19           0       -7.303488    0.543673    0.217466 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0        2.772944   -0.058118   -0.152417 
       2          6           0        0.052071   -0.001092   -0.002862 
       3          8           0        2.802073    0.587120   -1.130416 
       4          8           0        2.882061   -0.706253    0.817984 
       5          8           0       -0.361068    0.967017    0.656728 
       6          8           0       -0.470919   -0.949580   -0.610998 
       7         19           0       -2.870549    0.060163    0.157781 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -0.486452    1.242447   -0.488211 
       2          8           0        0.666485    1.234348   -0.006517 
       3          8           0       -1.629261    1.233867    0.017036 
       4         19           0       -0.456488    1.193109    2.431398 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 



  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -0.486317    1.240415   -0.409047 
       2          8           0        0.686382    1.235780   -0.179900 
       3          8           0       -1.653681    1.237244   -0.154096 
       4         19           0       -0.452099    1.190332    2.696748 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -0.023617    0.034568   -2.143644 
       2          8           0        1.146176    0.034121   -2.174239 
       3          8           0       -1.193800    0.035585   -2.148435 
       4         19           0        0.029368   -0.042985    2.665626 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -2.912510   -0.294876    0.594856 
       2          6           0       -4.797871    0.598683   -0.284507 
       3          8           0       -2.486431    0.529823    1.395312 
       4          8           0       -2.477015   -1.069179   -0.249656 
       5          8           0       -4.232441    1.378197   -1.039066 
       6          8           0       -5.842538    0.178498    0.118035 
       7         19           0       -1.614169    1.432071   -1.076422 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 



  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0        0.375976   -1.052663    1.114643 
       2          6           0       -2.010621    0.129509   -0.188209 
       3          8           0        0.754132    0.006231    1.647807 
       4          8           0        0.503461   -1.558539   -0.017013 
       5          8           0       -1.354175    0.894577   -0.784961 
       6          8           0       -2.706344   -0.609096    0.391819 
       7         19           0        1.688385    0.772365   -0.801779 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0        0.081991   -1.214525   -0.000000 
       2          8           0        0.545537   -2.349656    0.000000 
       3          8           0       -1.049414   -0.671473    0.000000 
       4         19           0        0.229465    1.583840    0.000000 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -0.020257   -1.353245    0.001104 
       2          8           0        0.593435   -2.374603   -0.000425 
       3          8           0       -1.013044   -0.668321    0.005341 
       4         19           0        0.247443    1.744356   -0.006020 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 



  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -0.356942    1.510654   -0.190608 
       2          8           0        0.707759    1.043349   -0.604937 
       3          8           0       -1.480378    1.046046    0.129924 
       4         19           0       -0.776155    1.303722    2.619327 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 



  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -2.862757    0.558561   -0.260334 
       2          6           0       -4.395250    0.375034   -0.169524 
       3          8           0       -2.353809    1.592874   -0.722504 
       4          8           0       -2.254949   -0.483017    0.198243 
       5          8           0       -4.939918    0.642045    0.946429 
       6          8           0       -4.952472   -0.270937   -1.110554 
       7         37           0       -4.245007   -2.090733    0.923940 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -2.459258    0.993948   -0.456723 
       2          6           0       -4.094376   -0.240256    0.102260 
       3          8           0       -2.733394    1.438202   -1.542336 
       4          8           0       -1.672470    0.936647    0.453633 
       5          8           0       -3.936490   -0.763012    1.210863 
       6          8           0       -4.982344   -0.268580   -0.756757 
       7         37           0       -6.374640   -1.961530    0.881766 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0        2.755493    2.079942   -0.941977 
       2          6           0        0.679447    0.512885   -0.232269 
       3          8           0        2.790913    1.664109   -2.037532 
       4          8           0        2.833979    2.581755    0.114639 
       5          8           0        1.050929   -0.580647    0.226610 
       6          8           0       -0.416339    1.059691   -0.443540 
       7         37           0       -1.671605   -1.261756    0.571451 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 



  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -0.000000   -0.000000    2.070993 
       2          8           0        0.000000    1.147492    1.573315 
       3          8           0        0.000000   -1.147492    1.573315 
       4         37           0       -0.000000    0.000000   -0.977010 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0        0.000000    0.000000    1.979162 
       2          8           0       -0.000000    1.169644    1.729549 
       3          8           0       -0.000000   -1.169644    1.729549 
       4         37           0        0.000000   -0.000000   -1.197647 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -0.000000    0.000000    2.924511 
       2          8           0        0.000000    1.170044    2.940626 
       3          8           0        0.000000   -1.170044    2.940626 
       4         37           0        0.000000   -0.000000   -1.994718 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 



  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -2.523854    0.628253   -0.291761 
       2          6           0       -4.757001    0.397515   -0.178770 
       3          8           0       -2.106016    1.652330   -0.748360 
       4          8           0       -2.240608   -0.460620    0.190293 
       5          8           0       -5.072893    0.603203    0.986693 
       6          8           0       -5.082810   -0.327836   -1.110494 
       7         37           0       -4.220979   -2.169017    0.958095 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0        1.782012    1.547272   -0.665927 
       2          6           0       -1.161376    1.362671   -0.660087 
       3          8           0        1.743390    2.653091   -1.041879 
       4          8           0        1.873674    0.439263   -0.296976 
       5          8           0       -0.976655    1.458066    0.569811 
       6          8           0       -1.227556    0.410528   -1.460389 
       7         37           0       -0.449433   -1.335661    0.646678 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0        0.082164   -1.815632    0.000000 
       2          8           0        0.602822   -2.928218   -0.000000 
       3          8           0       -1.078740   -1.337813   -0.000000 
       4         37           0        0.135896    1.100234   -0.000000 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 



  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -0.003457   -1.956323   -0.001177 
       2          8           0        0.642306   -2.960438    0.002503 
       3          8           0       -1.032163   -1.322724   -0.009430 
       4         37           0        0.135458    1.258056    0.008104 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0        0.272045    0.119899    1.747857 
       2          8           0       -0.198876    1.187960    2.155257 
       3          8           0       -0.186221   -1.020143    1.484280 
       4         37           0        0.113052   -0.287715   -1.146781 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 



  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -2.863666    0.581661   -0.265974 
       2          6           0       -4.392577    0.393441   -0.173796 
       3          8           0       -2.349487    1.616204   -0.718524 
       4          8           0       -2.262480   -0.467984    0.185482 
       5          8           0       -4.934034    0.644017    0.947409 
       6          8           0       -4.948185   -0.251665   -1.116240 
       7         55           0       -4.253735   -2.191845    0.947338 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -2.458203    1.043363   -0.475196 
       2          6           0       -4.101864   -0.250428    0.105426 
       3          8           0       -2.764160    1.480966   -1.552117 
       4          8           0       -1.671937    0.983830    0.432057 
       5          8           0       -3.921947   -0.776813    1.208652 
       6          8           0       -4.997378   -0.287319   -0.745017 
       7         55           0       -6.438447   -2.089646    0.930821 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0        3.134081    2.466960   -1.107111 
       2          6           0        1.078290    0.848765   -0.380905 
       3          8           0        3.157341    2.052687   -2.202922 
       4          8           0        3.207432    2.957280   -0.045427 
       5          8           0        1.473897   -0.240974    0.066870 
       6          8           0       -0.028571    1.378648   -0.577430 
       7         55           0       -1.330224   -1.047073    0.469900 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 



  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -2.382375    0.000023    0.000207 
       2          8           0       -1.884071   -1.147556    0.000135 
       3          8           0       -1.884038    1.147588    0.000135 
       4         55           0        0.788498   -0.000023   -0.000248 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -2.300623    0.000022    0.000195 
       2          8           0       -2.040143   -1.169538    0.000157 
       3          8           0       -2.040109    1.169574    0.000157 
       4         55           0        1.018888   -0.000026   -0.000282 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1          6           0       -3.235214    0.000047    0.000464 
      2          8           0       -3.246891   -1.170962    0.000466 
      3          8           0       -3.246857    1.171056    0.000466 
      4         55           0        1.073625   -0.000016   -0.000154 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------- 



  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -2.158527    0.761492   -0.353733 
       2          6           0       -4.414574    0.484196   -0.209810 
       3          8           0       -1.767357    1.796397   -0.808050 
       4          8           0       -1.857740   -0.326466    0.116529 
       5          8           0       -4.710348    0.677567    0.961369 
       6          8           0       -4.732070   -0.238602   -1.144312 
       7         55           0       -3.803465   -2.210392    0.956286 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0        1.822962    2.005103   -0.847653 
       2          6           0       -1.078955    1.678492   -0.816626 
       3          8           0        1.751722    3.129239   -1.159410 
       4          8           0        1.949391    0.880341   -0.545817 
       5          8           0       -0.891326    1.793911    0.411061 
       6          8           0       -1.237533    0.716788   -1.590941 
       7         55           0       -0.382207   -1.112981    0.574040 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0        0.091493   -2.193041    0.000000 
       2          8           0        0.597483   -3.310963   -0.000000 
       3          8           0       -1.062710   -1.697859   -0.000000 
       4         55           0        0.102417    0.846020   -0.000000 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 



  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0        0.012376   -2.352642    0.000265 
       2          8           0        0.617137   -3.380621    0.000323 
       3          8           0       -0.983810   -1.670951    0.000584 
       4         55           0        0.082980    1.048372   -0.001171 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0       -2.064700   -0.115780   -0.278036 
       2          8           0       -2.465967   -1.184099    0.198318 
       3          8           0       -1.780059    1.018185    0.187371 
       4         55           0        0.948740    0.281726   -0.107423 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          6           0        0.345953    2.167102    0.000000 
       2          8           0       -0.823110    2.167102    0.000000 
       3          8           0        1.515016    2.167102    0.000000 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Supporting Information – Computational Exploration of the Direct Reduction of 

CO2 to CO Mediated by Alkali  and Alkaline Earth Metal Chloride Anions

Joakim S. Jestilä and Einar Uggerud* 

Department of Chemistry and Hylleraas Centre for Quantum Molecular Sciences, University of Oslo, P. 

O. Box 1033 Blindern, N-0315 OSLO, Norway 

Born Haber cycle parameters and estimated “experimental” enthalpies (ΔH˚rxn, MP2) for M−

+ CO2 → MO− + CO in kJ/mol. Experimental ΔH˚f (M(g)), ΔH˚f (MO(g)), ΔH˚f (CO2(g)) and ΔH˚f 

(CO(g)) retrieved from thermochemical tables (NIST-JANAF).1 Computational adiabatic electron 

affinities (EAMP2) and bond dissociation (ZPE + EE) energies (BDEMP2) from the [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] 

level of theory. Values from or based exclusively on literature, computational and experimental, in .

Estimates based on a combination of literature values and MP2 calculations in normal text.  

H

H

EAMP2(M) 9.1 22.3 23.8 26.2 28.0 85.7 125.0 101.1 99.6 83.2 
g h i j k l

ΔH˚f, MP2(M−(g))a 150.2 85.2 65.2 54.7 48.5 −25.0 −168.5 −205.7 −223.4 −225.5 

H 1b

H 2b

H m

BDEMP2(Cl—MO) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 279.6 394.6 353.3 324.7 258.7 

EAMP2(MO) 74.1 99.3 112.5 115.6 108.1 345.5 258.5 226.3 207.2 228.6 
n n n 42.8** o

ΔH˚f, MP2(MO−(g))c 10.0 −15.6 −41.3 −40.7 −45.4 −367.7 −474.0 −414.7 −424.3 −490.1 

H 1d 16.2 

H 2d 32.1 

H 2d 33.4 



ΔH˚rxn, MP2e 142.7 182.1 176.4 187.5 189.1 −59.7 −22.5 74.0 82.1 18.3 

H 1f 264.2 

H 2f 280.1 

H 2f 276.5 

H

H

H

H

ΔH˚f of the metal oxide without chloride

** CCSD(T)/def2-TZVPPD (this work)  

g From ref 2

h From ref 3

i From ref 4

j From ref 5

k From ref 6

l From ref 7

m From ref 8 

n From ref 9

o From ref 10

a ΔH˚f, MP2(M−(g)) = H EAMP2(M) 

1b H  = H  

2b H  = H  

For M = Li – Cs: 

c ΔH˚f, MP2(MO−(g)) = H  − EAMP2(MO)

For M = BeCl – BaCl: 

c ΔH˚f, MP2(MO−(g)) = H  + ½  − BDEMP2(Cl—MO) − EAMP2(MO)



1d H  = H

2d H  = H

e ΔH˚rxn, MP2 = [ΔH˚f, MP2 (MO−(g)) + H  – [ΔH˚f, MP2 (M−(g)) + H

1f H [ H H H H

2f H [ H H H H



 

Reaction energies (in kJ/mol) for the pseudopotential [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] and all-electron 

[MP2/x2c-TZVPPall] treatments.  

 

The pseudopotential [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] and the all-electron [MP2/x2c-TZVPPall] 

treatments for the reduction of both one and two CO2 to CO are compared in Figure SI-1, and 

the corresponding numbers are presented in Table SI-1B. The all-electron treatment slightly 

increases the endothermicity of the reactions for M = Li – K and M = BeCl – MgCl, while 

decreasing it for the heavy elements M = Rb – Cs and M = SrCl – BaCl compared to the 

pseudopotential treatment. We assume that this is due to the lower flexibility of the all-electron 

basis set for the lighter elements, having fewer diffuse basis functions, whereas it is more 

flexible for the heavier elements, which have moderately diffuse functions and accessible inner 

shells. Notwithstanding, the periodic trends are qualitatively the same, with decreasing 



exothermicity when going down towards the middle of the groups, followed by an increase 

towards the heavy elements. It is worth noting that this leads to the M− + CO2 → MO− + CO 

reaction for M = BaCl being exothermic with the all-electron treatment, whereas it is slightly 

endothermic with the pseudopotential treatment. 

 

 

 Relative ZPVE-corrected [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] ( ) and [MP2/x2c-TZVPPall] ( ) 

electronic energies in kJ/mol.  

     

+ 2 CO2
0* 0* 0* 0* 0* 0 0 0 0 0 
0* 0* 0* 0* 0* 0 0 0 0 0 

+ CO2
−79* −39* −33* −33* −34* −247 −102 −103 −73 −85 
−66 −27 −23 −40 −56 −240 −95 −87 −120 −131 

+ CO2
−68* −11* −9* −8* −14* −248 −84 −96 −76 −82 
−54 1 1 −18 −38 −241 −77 −84 −118 −141 

 + CO 160 228 213 213 191 −181 66 86 104 41 
214 258 254 193 181 −165 80 111 36 −79 

+ CO −181 −48 −20 −14 −41 −399 −228 −239 −216 −226 
−161 −21 5 −46 −97 −394 −222 −223 −270 −294 

 

* from reference 11 

The calculations above and those described in the main text generally follow the frozen core 

formalism introduced therein, that is C, O, Li, Be, Mg = [1s2]; Na = [1s22s2]; Cl, Ca = 

[1s22s22p6]; and K = [1s22s22p63s2]. For the heavier elements, Rb, Sr, Cs and Ba in the def2-

TZVPPD basis set, all electrons not described by the pseudopotential are correlated, while the 

frozen cores for these metals in x2c-TZVPPall are adjusted to Rb, Sr = [1s22s22p63s23p6], and 

for Cs, Ba = [1s22s22p63s23p64s23d104p6]. Hence, to elucidate the errors associated with the use 

of these limited correlation spaces, denoted , we computed the corresponding full-

correlation space energies for a subset of reactions, denoted . This was done for the x2c-

TZVPPall basis set due to its core-electron availability, enabling comparison between 



computations involving all electrons for the heavier elements, not solely those not described by 

the pseudopotential.  

 

 Relative ZPVE-corrected [MP2=Full/x2c-TZVPPall] and [MP2=FC/x2c-TZVPPall] 

electronic energies in kJ/mol, denoted  and , respectively.  

     

+ 2 CO2
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

+ CO2
−66 −27 −23 −40 −56 −240 −95 −87 −120 −131 
−66 −26 −22 −40 −57 −240 −93 −86 −120 −134 

+ CO2
−54 1 1 −18 −38 −241 −77 −84 −118 −141 
−55 2 1 −19 −40 −242 −75 −83 −120 −146 

 + CO 214 258 254 193 181 −165 80 111 36 −79 
216 261 256 195 179 −163 84 114 35 −83 

+ CO −161 −21 5 −46 −97 −394 −222 −223 −270 −294 
−160 −19 6 −47 −99 −393 −219 −222 −270 −298 

 

 

Finally, we compared MP2 with CCSD(T) and B3LYP (using the def2-TZVPPD basis 

set) for a selection of reactions to elucidate trends across methods, Table SI-3B. The energies 

are based on geometries optimized at each respective level of theory.  

 

 

 Relative ZPVE-corrected [MP2/def2-TZVPPD], [B3LYP/def2-TZVPPD] and 

[CCSD(T)=Full/def2-TZVPPD] optimized electronic energies in kJ/mol.  

     

+ 
2CO2

0* 0* 0* 0* 0* 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

+ 
CO2

−79* −39* −33* −33* −34* −247 −102 −103 −73 −85 
−87 −15 −8 −1 −1 −247 −92 −119 −88 −77 

          
+ 

CO2

−68* −11* −9* −8* −14* −248 −84 −96 −76 −82 
−79 n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e. −248 −70 −111 −83 −77 



          

 + 
CO

160 228 213 213 191 −181 66 86 104 41 
195 316 331 344 291 −167 111 84 118 77 
201 263 233 262 233 −160 93 116 134 70 

+ CO
−181 −48 −20 −14 −41 −399 −228 −239 −216 −226 
−183 −33 −17 6 −30 −385 −196 −238 −203 −199 

 

* from reference 11 
 

 [MP2/x2c-TZVPPall] NBO partial charges on the reactants, intermediates and products 

of the M− + CO2 → MO− + CO reaction. 

      
−1.0 −1.0 −1.0 −1.0 −1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. −1.0 −1.0 −1.0 −1.0 −1.0 
0.1 −0.2 −0.2 −0.2 −0.2 1.6 1.7 1.8 1.8 1.8 
0.7 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.8 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 
−0.9 −0.8 −0.8 −0.8 −0.8 −1.1 −1.1 −1.1 −1.1 −1.1 
n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. −0.8 −0.9 −1.0 −1.0 −1.0 
0.0 −0.4 −0.4 −0.3 −0.3 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.7 
0.8 1.0 1.0 0.9 0.9 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.2 
−1.0 −0.9 −0.8 −0.9 −0.9 −1.1 −1.1 −1.1 −1.1 −1.1 
−0.8 −0.7 −0.7 −0.7 −0.7 −0.8 −0.8 −0.8 −0.8 −0.8 
n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. −0.8 −0.9 −0.9 −1.0 −1.0 
0.8 0.3 0.3 0.4 0.6 1.6 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.5 
−1.8 −1.3 −1.3 −1.4 −1.6 −1.7 −1.8 −1.8 −1.7 −1.6 
n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. −0.8 −0.9 −1.0 −1.0 −1.0 

 



 

 

 

 [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] optimized MCO2
− geometries (  on top,  below). The corresponding 

alkali metal series is reported in reference 11. 

 

 

 

 

 [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] optimized MO− geometries. 

 

 



 

 [MP2/def2-TZVPPD] optimized MCO3
− geometries. 
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SI-A. Metastable fragmentation

In the above expression1, r is an instrumental value describing the ratio between time spent in 

the reflectron and the field-free region for a given ion. The r-value is calibrated by assigning a

metastable fragment signal to a given precursor and focused fragment. Unfortunately, the above

equation only covers fragmentation in the first field-free region of the flight tube; thereby we 

wish to expand upon it (yet we do not consider fragmentation in the acceleration region).

Depending on the kinetics, fragmentation may occur anywhere inside the reflectron. The peak 

position will vary depending on the location of the fragmentation, as the fragment ion will not 

penetrate to the same depth in the reflectron as the stable ions due to loss of kinetic energy.

However, the region where stable ions are slowed down and turned around should be the most 

likely place to expect fragmentation within the mirror. A metastable ion dissociating at the 

turning point penetrates the mirror to the same depth as a stable ion, given equal kinetic 

energies, and the following expression describes its mass assignment

We have used this expression along with the Harvey equation to calculate regions where

unfocused fragments can be expected (Figure S1 & S2).



Metastable peaks between m/z 60 – 106 from the MSMS of m/z 113, averaged over collision energies between 300 

– 1400 kJ/mol in the center of mass frame. The intensity of m/z 113 is 5.2 · 105 counts. Location of fragmentation within the 

TOF is indicated by subscripts ff and tp, denoting (1st) field-free region and turning point, respectively. The calibrated

instrumental r-value is r = 0.82.



. Metastable ion fragmentation from the MSMS of m/z 112 averaged over collision energies from 130 kJ/mol to 1015 

kJ/mol in the center of mass frame. Intensity of m/z 112 is 1.2 · 105 counts, while m/z 84 amounts to 944 counts. Location of 

fragmentation within the TOF is indicated by subscripts ff and tp, denoting (1st) field-free region and turning point, 

respectively. The calibrated instrumental r-value is r = 0.82.
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SI-C. B3LYP and CASSCF Optimized Geometries in Cartesian Coordinates and 

G4 (0 K) Energies

HSq−

1A 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -4.824858   -8.285855   -1.292075 
       2          8           0       -7.254785   -9.961281    0.321348 
       3          8           0       -8.436316  -10.978810   -2.329373 
       4          1           0       -8.773747  -11.172632   -1.439868 
       5          8           0       -6.108808   -9.388723   -4.101105 
       6          6           0       -6.870586   -9.749455   -0.835629 
       7          6           0       -6.378748   -9.514351   -2.911430 
       8          6           0       -5.769368   -8.991292   -1.582798 
       9          6           0       -7.362885  -10.183200   -2.100468 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -453.801659 

1B 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -4.748537   -8.219187   -0.825076 
       2          8           0       -7.344111  -10.049726    0.142815 
       3          8           0       -8.431123  -10.959233   -2.221976 
       4          1           0       -8.580161  -11.017353   -1.256493 
       5          8           0       -6.290106   -9.522580   -4.439529 
       6          6           0       -6.804092   -9.714764   -0.948361 
       7          6           0       -6.609088   -9.694473   -3.292867 
       8          6           0       -5.666135   -8.902751   -1.190954 
       9          6           0       -7.306748  -10.145532   -2.238957 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -453.697943 
 

2A 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -5.143697   -8.541960   -1.895078 
       2          8           0       -7.202102   -9.915768    0.832359 
       3          8           0       -7.999322  -10.670410   -2.665563 
       4          1           0       -8.673270  -11.139371   -2.160571 
       5          6           0       -6.927731   -9.773351   -0.364866 
       6          6           0       -6.090333   -9.214751   -1.480324 
       7          6           0       -7.198362  -10.037364   -1.712577 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -340.450361 

 



2B 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -7.549554  -10.335333    0.192986 
       2          8           0       -8.520854  -10.827887   -2.435774 
       3          1           0       -8.854574  -11.028395   -1.551795 
       4          8           0       -6.564688   -9.707161   -4.411416 
       5          6           0       -6.942575   -9.980673   -0.814414 
       6          6           0       -6.486547   -9.685394   -3.194427 
       7          6           0       -7.286577  -10.147859   -2.154943 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -340.407164 
 

2C 

    --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -7.818419   -8.372243   -0.934208 
       2          8           0       -6.313781  -11.571368   -1.425323 
       3          1           0       -8.469699   -9.104688   -1.026455 
       4          8           0       -4.220570   -8.706529   -1.055333 
       5          6           0       -7.045428  -10.624061   -1.274106 
       6          6           0       -5.422348   -8.733736   -1.034866 
       7          6           0       -6.656731   -9.135026   -1.067602 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -340.425950 
 

2E 

 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0        1.966846    1.452670   -0.153974 
       2          8           0       -1.805349   -1.356664   -0.155680 
       3          1           0       -1.894855   -1.348077    0.804965 
       4          8           0        1.631102    1.029880   -2.360418 
       5          6           0        0.194669    0.083775   -0.781357 
       6          6           0        1.394965    0.949514   -1.140842 
       7          6           0       -0.754427   -0.598874   -0.472952 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -340.454899 
 

 

 

 

 

 



3A 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -4.870072   -8.109224   -2.200027 
       2          8           0       -7.434887  -10.472094    0.511573 
       3          8           0       -8.538626  -11.062338   -1.334063 
       4          1           0       -8.416293  -10.836076   -2.265028 
       5          6           0       -7.502332  -10.352343   -0.701390 
       6          6           0       -5.755346   -8.842870   -1.842373 
       7          6           0       -6.717761   -9.618030   -1.611813 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -340.502996 
 

3C 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0        1.982155    1.444370   -0.086380 
       2          8           0       -0.617459   -0.436582    1.338038 
       3          8           0       -1.637746   -1.202140   -0.716517 
       4          1           0       -1.570704   -1.142485    0.327812 
       5          6           0       -0.039732   -0.026524    0.228701 
       6          6           0        1.033108    0.753838    0.061524 
       7          6           0       -0.609099   -0.455638   -1.098236 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -340.404215 
 

3E 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -6.925548   -9.691419    0.715764 
       2          6           0       -7.091158   -9.921356   -0.626933 
       3          6           0       -7.262783  -10.130104   -1.841376 
       4          1           0       -5.975660   -9.633035    0.865859 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -151.870628 
 

4A 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0        1.775957    1.312817   -0.095464 
       2          8           0       -1.761109   -1.417229   -1.396306 
       3          1           0       -0.165447   -0.051752    1.002946 
       4          8           0        0.987245    0.577530   -2.095261 
       5          6           0       -0.125746   -0.101968   -0.076187 
       6          6           0        1.022310    0.694929   -0.861160 
       7          6           0       -1.000260   -0.802104   -0.738826 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -340.517215 
 



4C 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -6.878450   -9.682154    0.601961 
       2          8           0       -8.182210  -10.805755   -2.626077 
       3          1           0       -7.859910  -10.654315   -3.515308 
       4          6           0       -7.163069   -9.961440   -0.557124 
       5          6           0       -7.241679  -10.108715   -1.814751 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -227.121067 

5A 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -7.018786   -9.823369    0.579079 
       2          6           0       -7.073065   -9.898844   -0.638842 
       3          6           0       -7.028033   -9.843028   -1.894369 
       4          1           0       -7.453880  -10.408926   -2.700036 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -151.949354 
 

5C 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -6.858110   -9.843986    0.600987 
       2          8           0       -8.147557  -10.803985   -2.522286 
       3          6           0       -7.255405   -9.702760   -0.541328 
       4          6           0       -7.249655  -10.219007   -1.847664 
       5          1           0       -6.437669   -9.619661   -2.379065 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -227.142886 
 

6A 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -3.145243   -0.541712   -1.347132 
       2          1           0       -4.041141   -0.151622   -1.320815 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -75.778356 
 

 

 

 



6C 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -8.037531  -11.109940   -2.858216 
       2          6           0       -7.298093  -10.261322   -2.360033 
       3          1           0       -6.639534   -9.653697   -3.333056 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -113.822848 
 

TS1A 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -4.898058   -8.340111   -1.068334 
       2          8           0       -7.447528  -10.108183    0.380537 
       3          8           0       -8.241526  -10.840284   -2.552566 
       4          1           0       -8.104149  -10.793988   -3.545605 
       5          8           0       -6.991813  -10.041761   -4.542736 
       6          6           0       -6.988121   -9.836721   -0.761703 
       7          6           0       -6.308677   -9.502129   -3.704041 
       8          6           0       -5.840595   -9.018934   -1.003149 
       9          6           0       -7.241661  -10.092775   -2.114518 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -453.682520 

TS1B 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -4.876299   -7.730985   -0.969404 
       2          8           0       -7.484933  -10.298589    0.218781 
       3          8           0       -8.543563  -10.831683   -2.446112 
       4          1           0       -8.887744  -11.054171   -1.572381 
       5          8           0       -6.526232   -9.685760   -4.395943 
       6          6           0       -6.952156   -9.984065   -0.830322 
       7          6           0       -6.499569   -9.695194   -3.184555 
       8          6           0       -4.803546   -8.866351   -1.157000 
       9          6           0       -7.311171  -10.163240   -2.159251 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -453.692229 
 

TS1C 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -7.892890   -8.335293   -0.927386 
       2          8           0       -6.442398  -11.719410   -1.443990 
       3          1           0       -8.614170   -8.981695   -1.005837 
       4          8           0       -4.235126   -8.596217   -1.039180 
       5          6           0       -6.659747  -10.536637   -1.269312 
       6          6           0       -5.416682   -8.865259   -1.053932 
       7          6           0       -6.685964   -9.213140   -1.078255 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 



 
  G4(0 K)= -340.404510 
 

TS1D 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -3.921447   -7.656377   -1.539064 
       2          8           0       -7.545984  -10.102582    0.461375 
       3          8           0       -8.132502  -10.806947   -2.950776 
       4          1           0       -8.812180  -11.255905   -2.440620 
       5          8           0       -6.213895   -9.513546   -4.035823 
       6          6           0       -7.474643  -10.149606   -0.732089 
       7          6           0       -6.088016   -9.325589   -2.856706 
       8          6           0       -4.812217   -8.262975   -1.120053 
       9          6           0       -7.311323  -10.138227   -2.019783 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -453.678634 
 

TS1E 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -4.397056   -7.991951   -2.147539 
       2          8           0       -8.245240  -10.676270    0.169199 
       3          8           0       -8.279770  -10.889552   -2.225363 
       4          1           0       -8.664614  -11.102162   -1.280865 
       5          8           0       -5.946758   -9.280709   -3.867738 
       6          6           0       -7.265364   -9.975190   -0.195989 
       7          6           0       -6.375062   -9.497804   -2.566678 
       8          6           0       -5.312127   -8.690048   -2.360085 
       9          6           0       -7.294109  -10.121916   -1.796342 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -453.676220 
 

TS2A 

 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -5.113316   -8.300757   -2.339229 
       2          8           0       -7.464029  -10.207110    0.956959 
       3          8           0       -8.082373  -11.293169   -2.277850 
       4          1           0       -8.752912  -10.630462   -2.489895 
       5          6           0       -7.130387  -10.019944   -0.155383 
       6          6           0       -5.882553   -8.985532   -1.732898 
       7          6           0       -6.809249   -9.856001   -1.408325 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -340.407384 
 

 

 

 



TS2B 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -4.717998   -8.094483   -0.757604 
       2          8           0       -7.538262  -10.305596    0.019982 
       3          8           0       -8.494694  -10.764865   -2.322548 
       4          1           0       -8.302781  -10.829976   -1.348011 
       5          8           0       -6.172396   -9.506167   -4.855071 
       6          6           0       -6.664441   -9.599735   -0.498193 
       7          6           0       -6.859720   -9.880454   -3.937275 
       8          6           0       -5.629446   -8.825441   -0.451799 
       9          6           0       -7.330014  -10.406676   -2.871409 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -453.633231 
 

TS2C 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -4.797683   -8.278044   -1.690708 
       2          8           0       -7.335459  -10.075354    0.092391 
       3          8           0       -8.270959  -10.838132   -2.328404 
       4          1           0       -8.450427  -10.937774   -1.359218 
       5          6           0       -6.802569   -9.721999   -1.019981 
       6          6           0       -5.727730   -8.948867   -1.409750 
       7          6           0       -7.168253  -10.033105   -2.363557 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -340.403404 
 

TS2E 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0        1.763811    1.347147    0.060389 
       2          8           0       -1.951146   -1.490431   -0.345020 
       3          1           0       -1.228638   -0.852418    0.582085 
       4          8           0        1.638383    1.024474   -2.187129 
       5          6           0        0.094302   -0.000803   -0.837695 
       6          6           0        1.298486    0.889518   -0.996607 
       7          6           0       -0.882246   -0.705263   -0.536277 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -340.379185 
 

 

 

 

 



TS3A 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -4.916502   -8.144164   -2.206133 
       2          8           0       -7.427144  -10.477051    0.588767 
       3          8           0       -8.472609  -11.006194   -1.370679 
       4          1           0       -7.751004  -10.322205   -2.268943 
       5          6           0       -7.556506  -10.405517   -0.621095 
       6          6           0       -5.801854   -8.873526   -1.879323 
       7          6           0       -6.782362   -9.661308   -1.658354 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -340.463016 
 

TS3B 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -4.900287   -8.334417   -0.934966 
       2          8           0       -7.423096  -10.094755    0.303499 
       3          8           0       -8.268546  -10.856730   -2.496600 
       4          1           0       -8.251219  -10.895085   -3.447793 
       5          8           0       -6.927089   -9.999100   -4.620154 
       6          6           0       -6.956905   -9.817927   -0.831061 
       7          6           0       -6.286516   -9.490052   -3.774546 
       8          6           0       -5.811484   -8.995010   -0.950873 
       9          6           0       -7.236986  -10.091809   -2.159620 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  CASSCF(4,4) (0 K) = -451.504406 

TS3C 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0        1.982972    1.448263   -0.042532 
       2          8           0       -0.660884   -0.441698    1.273075 
       3          8           0       -1.638238   -1.220652   -0.705975 
       4          1           0       -1.507151   -1.088520    0.409662 
       5          6           0       -0.031897   -0.017742    0.169877 
       6          6           0        1.034817    0.759337    0.086643 
       7          6           0       -0.639094   -0.504149   -1.135807 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ (0 K) = -340.626574 
 

TS3E 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -6.957574   -9.696703    0.690917 
       2          6           0       -7.834411   -9.929799   -0.521140 
       3          6           0       -6.594698   -9.971692   -1.032899 
       4          1           0       -5.868467   -9.777720   -0.023564 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 



 
  G4(0 K)= -151.774499 
 

TS4B 

 --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
 Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
      1          8           0       -7.863087   -8.370855   -0.933125 
      2          8           0       -6.390155  -11.672576   -1.438308 
      3          1           0       -8.603067   -8.955124   -1.002221 
      4          8           0       -4.276159   -8.620219   -1.041797 
      5          6           0       -6.665174  -10.515492   -1.266161 
      6          6           0       -5.437297   -8.922154   -1.061704 
      7          6           0       -6.712037   -9.191230   -1.074576 
 --------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 CASSCF(4,4) (0 K) = -338.751114 

 

TS4C 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -6.858110   -9.843986    0.600987 
       2          8           0       -8.147557  -10.803985   -2.522286 
       3          6           0       -7.255405   -9.702760   -0.541328 
       4          6           0       -7.249655  -10.219007   -1.847664 
       5          1           0       -6.437669   -9.619661   -2.379065 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -227.142886 
 

TS5C 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -8.141034   -8.322794   -1.389519 
       2          8           0       -5.974415  -11.316380   -1.492418 
       3          1           0       -7.682617   -8.920053   -0.262817 
       4          8           0       -4.596544   -9.289230   -0.978423 
       5          6           0       -6.926720  -10.591176   -1.501477 
       6          6           0       -5.616198   -8.663108   -1.012617 
       7          6           0       -7.009446   -9.144907   -1.180622 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -340.347153     



Sq•− 
1F (2A2u) 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -4.836599   -8.292309   -1.288498 
       2          8           0       -7.136260   -9.871127    0.378689 
       3          8           0       -8.405723  -10.963051   -2.406412 
       4          8           0       -6.106062   -9.384233   -4.073599 
       5          6           0       -6.861927   -9.741471   -0.806917 
       6          6           0       -6.380395   -9.513888   -2.887993 
       7          6           0       -5.787026   -9.003504   -1.586189 
       8          6           0       -7.455296  -10.251855   -2.108721 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -453.198205 
 

1F (2B2g) 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -4.845797   -8.299171   -1.291379 
       2          8           0       -7.133604   -9.869881    0.367228 
       3          8           0       -8.396543  -10.956160   -2.403533 
       4          8           0       -6.108714   -9.385494   -4.062138 
       5          6           0       -6.860883   -9.740991   -0.811393 
       6          6           0       -6.381420   -9.514393   -2.883512 
       7          6           0       -5.790617   -9.006187   -1.587315 
       8          6           0       -7.451705  -10.249166   -2.107597 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -453.195262 
 

1H 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -7.063060   -7.449637   -0.338746 
       2          8           0       -5.047257  -10.124699   -0.462897 
       3          8           0       -7.593987   -8.805444   -2.223806 
       4          8           0       -6.815179  -11.757355   -4.057403 
       5          6           0       -5.983518   -9.618366   -1.090385 
       6          6           0       -6.837767  -10.874360   -3.261999 
       7          6           0       -6.839106   -8.439666   -0.997391 
       8          6           0       -6.789709   -9.951813   -2.346915 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -453.137096 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2F 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -5.137994   -8.536849   -1.848121 
       2          8           0       -7.165390   -9.890881    0.826099 
       3          8           0       -7.974849  -10.647158   -2.618908 
       4          6           0       -6.925781   -9.773283   -0.377766 
       5          6           0       -6.094964   -9.218403   -1.473654 
       6          6           0       -7.257502  -10.083193   -1.789517 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -339.850095 
 

2H 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -2.169635    3.339330   -0.715753 
       2          8           0       -1.000794    1.421838   -0.730551 
       3          8           0        0.758832   -1.655586   -0.656796 
       4          6           0        0.016304   -0.713739   -0.508608 
       5          6           0       -1.954751    2.218096   -0.332088 
       6          6           0       -0.898239    0.113523   -0.158829 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -339.790512 
 

2G 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0        1.520029    1.077533   -0.681228 
       2          8           0        0.141968    0.198983    1.968703 
       3          8           0       -1.397552   -1.073429   -1.082725 
       4          6           0       -0.363396   -0.218785    0.965124 
       5          6           0        0.560854    0.370457   -0.811999 
       6          6           0       -0.541210   -0.415679   -0.419306 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -339.821266 
 

3F 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -6.791333   -9.680271    0.575923 
       2          8           0       -7.969550  -10.620709   -2.812225 
       3          6           0       -7.235273   -9.850913   -0.568920 
       4          6           0       -7.525610  -10.450067   -1.667382 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -226.543367 
 
 
 
 



3G 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0        1.410900    0.971535   -1.262206 
       2          8           0       -1.795086   -1.235824    1.481314 
       3          8           0       -2.108334   -1.582790   -0.724372 
       4          6           0       -1.513667   -1.092667    0.286289 
       5          6           0        0.520667    0.345430   -0.749477 
       6          6           0       -0.394373   -0.295609   -0.175917 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -339.866470 
 

4F 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -1.754056    0.161929   -0.002120 
       2          6           0       -2.986125    0.161929   -0.002120 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -113.234172 
 

4G 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -6.224276   -9.870362    0.950064 
       2          6           0       -6.890169   -9.732099   -0.066306 
       3          6           0       -7.596822   -9.585376   -1.144921 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -151.290021 
 

5F 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -1.804635    0.161929   -0.002120 
       2          6           0       -2.935546    0.161929   -0.002120 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -113.289425 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TS1F 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -4.932624   -8.343532   -0.942065 
       2          8           0       -7.459767  -10.177615    0.376437 
       3          8           0       -8.198901  -10.835596   -2.703047 
       4          8           0       -6.428830   -9.595233   -4.922717 
       5          6           0       -6.980023   -9.861009   -0.762826 
       6          6           0       -5.897404   -9.170047   -3.999740 
       7          6           0       -5.875882   -9.046358   -0.985431 
       8          6           0       -7.377354  -10.202988   -2.098569 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -453.111173 
 

TS1H 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -6.173865   -7.253077   -0.712469 
       2          8           0       -5.990383  -10.732326   -0.347353 
       3          8           0       -8.460862   -9.356266   -2.451468 
       4          8           0       -5.831719  -11.169722   -3.890541 
       5          6           0       -6.470953   -9.768068   -1.007336 
       6          6           0       -6.491245  -10.434893   -3.237665 
       7          6           0       -6.223280   -8.425802   -0.848476 
       8          6           0       -7.326976   -9.881287   -2.284333 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -453.098764 
 

TS1G 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -5.106434   -8.539609   -2.368061 
       2          8           0       -6.585388   -9.482492    0.475758 
       3          8           0       -8.034048  -10.691678   -2.641338 
       4          6           0       -6.970998   -9.816845   -0.612222 
       5          6           0       -6.077196   -9.247016   -2.330867 
       6          6           0       -7.176257  -10.032836   -1.976790 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -339.817538 
 

TS2F 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0        1.520029    1.077533   -0.681228 
       2          8           0        0.141968    0.198983    1.968703 
       3          8           0       -1.397552   -1.073429   -1.082725 
       4          6           0       -0.363396   -0.218785    0.965124 
       5          6           0        0.560854    0.370457   -0.811999 
       6          6           0       -0.541210   -0.415679   -0.419306 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 



 
  G4(0 K)= -339.821266 
 

TS2G 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0        1.444712    0.936347   -0.591543 
       2          8           0       -1.644386   -1.240683    1.389569 
       3          8           0       -1.657480   -1.053031   -1.323839 
       4          6           0       -1.169155   -0.854431    0.375039 
       5          6           0        0.513768    0.363632   -1.147081 
       6          6           0       -0.567495   -0.379630   -0.712908 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -339.796875 

TS2H 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -2.617778    2.947743   -0.689840 
       2          8           0       -0.897311    1.454009   -0.867929 
       3          8           0       -1.395175   -1.756485    0.806493 
       4          6           0       -1.241025   -0.617286    0.437550 
       5          6           0       -1.712999    2.305345   -0.213846 
       6          6           0       -0.995097    0.635980    0.324193 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -339.775180 

TS3H 

  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms) 
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
       1          8           0       -1.689985    3.376423   -0.649316 
       2          8           0       -1.694284    1.108208   -1.015884 
       3          8           0        1.008634   -0.913267   -0.767208 
       4          6           0       -0.083465   -0.618458   -0.371006 
       5          6           0       -1.517426    2.190125   -0.464487 
       6          6           0       -1.271759   -0.419570    0.165275 
  --------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
  G4(0 K)= -339.750345      



SI-D. Potential energy scans for the two lowest radical anion and the lowest

dianion electronic states and symmetry analysis

 

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ potential energy scan of the 2B2g and 2A2u electronic states of the squarate radical anion at 

different C-C and C-O bond lengths. 

In order to elucidate the relative energies of the two lowest electronic states of the radical anion,
2B2g and 2A2u, we scanned the energy while varying the C-O and C-C bond lengths and ensuring 

that the SCF procedure retained orbital symmetry throughout the scans (Figure S4). Scanning 

all four C-O and C-C bonds simultaneously correspond to the totally symmetric a1g vibrational 

mode (Figure S5). According to B3LYP, crossing between the two states following this motion

is possible close to the equilibrium geometries.  



 

Normal modes of the squarate radical anion (2B2g) calculated at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory.

Analogous modes are found at the G4 level of theory. 



 

The frontier b2g and a2u (in standard orientation) orbitals of Sq2− and Sq•−.

The direct product of the two highest occupied orbitals is (Figure S6): The 

transition dipole moment integral, 

,

should be non-zero for an allowed transition, a condition that is met when the direct product of 

the initial and final state symmetries with the transition moment operator, , contains the totally 

symmetric representation, A1g. The symmetry of the transition moment operator is that of the 

x, y and z operators from the character table. For the D4h group these are A2u and Eu.

The electronic transition from 2B2g to 2A2u has the direct product:

.

The electronic transition is thus not allowed, as A1g is not present in the product. However, the 

vibrational irreducible representation of the D4h group contains the b2g and eg modes that can 

generate the totally symmetric representation (Figure S6). This means that vibronic coupling 

can lead to an allowed transition between the 2B2g and 2A2u states. 

The lowest energy b2g mode, v3, at 285 cm−1 (3.4 kJ/mol) should be significantly populated 

even at low temperatures, facilitating the transition, especially considering the near degeneracy 

of the states.



 

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ potential energy scan of the lowest energy b2g vibrational mode for the 2B2g and 2A2u

electronic states of the squarate radical anion

We computed the displacement energies for the b2g vibrational mode for the two electronic 

states of the squarate radical anion (Figure S7), and found that the potential energies cross at 

90 kJ/mol relative to the lowest 2B2g state at the B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ level of theory. 

The same symmetry arguments may be applied to the transition between the two radical anion 

states, 2B2g to 2A2u, and the dianion 1A1g ground state. The direct product between ground state
2B2g and 1A1g is: 

.

The transition is not allowed. However, the direct product between the excited state 2A2u and 
1A1g is:

.

Thus, the transition between the 2A2u excited state of the squarate radical anion and 1A1g state 

of the dianion is allowed by symmetry arguments, and can be promoted by the a1g and eg

vibrational modes. 



The non-allowed transition between the squarate radical anion ground state and the dianion 

can be promoted by the eu vibrational mode. 

On the G4 level of theory, the 2A2u state is the ground state of the squarate radical anion, and 

thus the transition to the dianion ground state is an allowed transition. As for the transition 

between the two radical anion states, 2B2g and 2A2u, the potential energy surface overlap is not 

present in the lowest b2g mode at the geometries explored (Figure S8). This can be rationalized 

by the fact that the vibrational modes able to promote the electronic transition are consistently 

higher for the 2B2g state. However, this analysis does not account for anharmonicities in the 

vibrational modes. 

 

G4 potential energy scan of the lowest energy b2g vibrational mode for the 2B2g and 2A2u electronic states of the 
squarate radical anion



SI-E. Potential energy scans for the lowest dianion electronic state and coulomb 

barrier towards electron detachment

B3LYP/aug-cc-pVTZ potential energy scan of the 1A1g, 2B2g and 2A2u electronic states of the squarate di- and 
radical anions at different C-C and C-O bond lengths. 

Although the electron binding energy of the second electron in the squarate dianion is negative, 

it can be stabilized against electron ejection in the gas phase by the reverse Coulomb barrier 

(RCB).2 In order to assess the barrier height for electron ejection from C4O4
2–, we employed a 

Marcus-Hush approach as reported by Poad et al.3,4 The barrier ΔG* is estimated with the 

following expression:

where λ, the reorganization energy, is the energy needed to distort the dianion equilibrium

geometry into that of the radical anion (2A2u), while ΔG° is the adiabatic electron detachment 

energy. Based on this we find that the RCB for the dianion is 454 kJ/mol. However, the Marcus-

Hush approach requires that the two intersecting potential energy surfaces are strictly parabolic, 

a situation that may or may not be true. The deviation from strictly parabolic surfaces can be 



expressed by the difference in the reorganization energies on the dianion and radical anion 

surfaces. For the squarate dianion and radical anion surfaces, this difference is 0.6 kJ/mol, 

amounting to a difference of 33 kJ/mol for the calculated RCB barrier. Thus, the intersecting 

potentials are sufficiently parabolic to meet the underlying assumptions of the Marcus-Hush 

approach.  
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(2) Wang, X.-B.; Wang, L.-S. Observation of Negative Electron-Binding Energy in a 
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S3

All appearance curves were acquired by measuring 150, 250 or 300 scans on each collision energy 

increment. For the linear extrapolation, the threshold energies were estimated by fitting 

asymmetric double sigmoidal functions to the curves, and subsequently extrapolating the linear 

portion (assumed to be the inflection point) of the fitted function to baseline. In addition, we 

utilized the L-CID software of Chen and coworkers1 to further refine the results. The following 

parameters were used for all dissociation reactions: 

Temperature 298 K

TS (0 = loose)(1 = tight) 0

FWHM of ion beam kin. E 2

Corr. for Elab to reach detector 0

Free rotors 0

Degrees of freedom 3N − 6

The analysis was conducted three times on each curve to estimate the numerical error of the 

procedure.  

The measurements were done at four different plus one background collision gas (Ar) 

pressures, in order to extrapolate the threshold energies to vacuum. To account for the decreasing 

signal-to-noise ratio with pressure, the threshold energies are weighted by their relative signal 

intensities in the linear extrapolation procedure, giving lower priority to more uncertain 

measurements. For calibration, the same analysis was done on two reference systems with known 

reaction energetics, the decarboxylation of benzoate, C6H5CO2
− → C6H5

− + CO2, and the 

dissociation of the Cs+(15-crown-5) complex, Cs+(15-crown-5) → Cs+ + (15-crown-5). 



S4

m/z

Appearance curve of ClMgC3O3
− (m/z 143) taken at 9.45 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure with fitted 

asymmetric double sigmoidal function. Threshold energy is determined by following the tangent line of 

the inflection point (2.86, 0.64) to the abscissa.
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m/z

Energy-resolved CID cross sections and L-CID fits for the dissociation of ClMgC4O4
− (m/z 

171) at 9.45 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure. 

L-CID output and results of linear extrapolation (9.45 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure).

m/z m/z m/z m/z
2.08 2.32 3.12 1.76

1.61 ± 0.02 2.00 ± 0.02 2.39 ± 0.01 1.77 ± 0.11
1003 ± 5 744 ± 39 807 ± 71 813 ± 192

5733 ± 574 5747 ± 423 5853 ± 12 5713 ± 241
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Energy-resolved CID cross sections and L-CID fits for the dissociation of ClMgC4O4
− (m/z 

171) at 6.66 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure. 

L-CID output and results of linear extrapolation (6.66 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure).

m/z m/z m/z m/z
2.15 2.52 3.15 2.63

1.78 ± 0.05 1.97 ± 0.01 2.59 ± 0.01 2.09 ± 0.01
771 ± 126 811 ± 74 799 ± 54 1004 ± 3

5733 ± 272 5580 ± 420 5800 ± 193 5987 ± 194
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Energy-resolved CID cross sections and L-CID fits for the dissociation of ClMgC4O4
− (m/z 

171) at 4.73 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure. 

L-CID output and results of linear extrapolation (4.73 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure).

m/z m/z m/z m/z
2.10 2.45 3.43 2.08

1.74 ± 0.01 1.90 ± 0.05 2.50 ± 0.03 1.75 ± 0.08
1004 ± 4 1002 ± 3 770 ± 32 889 ± 101

5593 ± 110 5627 ± 549 5827 ± 361 5513 ± 280



S8

Energy-resolved CID cross sections and L-CID fits for the dissociation of ClMgC4O4
− (m/z 

171) at 2.76 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure. 

L-CID output and results of linear extrapolation (2.76 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure).

m/z m/z m/z m/z
2.17 2.40 3.90 2.86

1.77 ± 0.04 2.16 ± 0.02 2.54 ± 0.06 2.02 ± 0.04
938 ± 118 715 ± 125 986 ± 20 735 ± 76

5880 ± 505 5660 ± 314 5573 ± 560 5720 ± 191



S9

Pressure extrapolation of ClMgC3O3
− (m/z 143) threshold energies (linear and L-CID) to zero 

pressure. The fitting of the linearly extrapolated energies uses direct weighing (wi = ci) as represented by 

error bars corresponding to the highest signal intensity in each experiment, while the error bars on the L-

CID energies are used in instrumental weighing (wi = 1/ei
2).



S10

Pressure extrapolation of ClMgC2O2
− (m/z 115) threshold energies (linear and L-CID) to zero 

pressure. The fitting of the linearly extrapolated energies uses direct weighing (wi = ci) as represented by 

error bars corresponding to the highest signal intensity in each experiment, while the error bars on the L-

CID energies are used in instrumental weighing (wi = 1/ei
2).



S11

Pressure extrapolation of ClMg− (m/z 59) threshold energies (linear and L-CID) to zero pressure. 

The fitting of the linearly extrapolated energies uses direct weighing (wi = ci) as represented by error bars 

corresponding to the highest signal intensity in each experiment, while the error bars on the L-CID energies 

are used in instrumental weighing (wi = 1/ei
2).
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m/z

Energy-resolved CID cross sections and L-CID fits for the dissociation of ClMgC3O3
− (m/z 

143) at 4.63 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure. Extra arbitrary points were added for the m/z 115 curve between 1.5 

and 2.0 eV to enable L-CID fitting. 

L-CID output and results of linear extrapolation (4.63 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure).

m/z m/z
1.32 2.16

1.14 ± 0.01 1.67 ± 0.01
671 ± 22 715 ± 58

5620 ± 322 5593 ± 269



S13

m/z m/z

Energy-resolved CID cross sections and L-CID fits for the dissociation of benzoate (m/z 121) 

at 5.35 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure. 

L-CID output and results of linear extrapolation (5.35 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure).

m/z
2.17

1.73 ± 0.01 
776 ± 39

5833 ± 133



S14

Energy-resolved CID cross sections and L-CID fits for the dissociation of benzoate (m/z 121) 

at 4.00 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure. 

L-CID output and results of linear extrapolation (4.00 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure).

m/z
2.32

1.86 ± 0.03
786 ± 132
5900 ± 265



S15

Energy-resolved CID cross sections and L-CID fits for the dissociation of benzoate (m/z 121) 

at 3.02 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure. 

L-CID output and results of linear extrapolation (3.02 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure).

m/z
2.37

1.88 ± 0.02
864 ± 67
5800 ±72



S16

Energy-resolved CID cross sections and L-CID fits for the dissociation of benzoate (m/z 121) 

at 1.97 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure. 

L-CID output and results of linear extrapolation (1.97 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure).

m/z
2.57

1.99 ± 0.01
833 ± 29

5687 ± 273



S17

Energy-resolved CID cross sections and L-CID fits for the dissociation of benzoate (m/z 121) 

at 1.04 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure. 

L-CID output and results of linear extrapolation (1.04 × 10−4 mbar Ar pressure).

m/z
2.65

2.03 ± 0.01
896 ± 13

5847 ± 253



S18

Pressure extrapolation of C6H5
− (m/z 77) threshold energies (Linear and L-CID) to zero 

pressure. The fitting of the linearly extrapolated energies uses direct weighing (wi = ci) as represented by 

error bars corresponding to the highest signal intensity in each experiment, while the error bars on the L-

CID energies are used in instrumental weighing (wi = 1/ei
2).



S19

Experimental and calculated reaction enthalpies (ΔrH°) and threshold energies (ET) for 

C6H5CO2
− → C6H5

− + CO2 in eV (kJ/mol in parentheses). Our estimates in  (experimental and 

computational G4 (0 K)).

Experimental
ΔrH° (298 K) ET (linear extrapolation) ET (L-CID)

2.49 ± 0.1 (240 ± 10)
2.63 ± 0.15 (254 ± 14)2

2.10 (203)3

Computational
ΔrH° (298 K) ΔrH° (298 K reactant /0 K product) ET (0 K)

2.27 (219)3 2.37 (229)3

Δf,gasH°, 0K C6H5CO2
−) = −381.8 ± 10 kJ/mol

 Δf,gasH°, 0K C6H5
−) = 244.9 ± 0.5 kJ/mol4 

Δf,gasH°, 0K CO2) = −393.11 ± 0.02 kJ/mol 

 Δdecarb,gasH°, 0K = (244.9 kJ/mol + (−393.1 kJ/mol)) – (−381.8 kJ/mol)  

            Δdecarb,gasH°, 0K =   

Thermochemical parameters used in the calculation of the enthalpy of formation for benzoate: 

PA = −ΔrxnH° = 1423 ± 9 kJ/mol5 for C6H5CO2
− + H+ → C6H5CO2H

ΔfH°, 0K H+) = 1528.03 kJ/mol 

ΔSubH° (C6H5CO2H) = 90 ± 4 kJ/mol (NIST database, average of 13 values) 

Δf,solidH°, 0K C6H5CO2H) = −366.8 ± 0.5 kJ/mol (NIST database) 

Δf,gasH°, 0K C6H5CO2H) = −366.8 kJ/mol + ΔSubH° (C6H5CO2H) = −276.8 ± 4 kJ/mol

 Δf,gasH°, 0K C6H5CO2
−) = Δf,gasH°, 0K C6H5CO2H) − ΔfH°, 0K H+) + PA



S20

Δf,gasH°, 298K C6H5CO2
−) = −401.9 ± 10 kJ/mol

 Δf,gasH°, 298K C6H5
−) = 232.0 ± 0.5 kJ/mol4 

Δf,gasH°, 298K CO2) = −393.50 ± 0.02 kJ/mol 

 Δdecarb,gasH°, 298K = (232.0 kJ/mol + (−393.5 kJ/mol)) – (−401.9 kJ/mol)  

            Δdecarb,gasH°, 298K =   

Thermochemical parameters used in the calculation of the enthalpy of formation for benzoate: 

PA = −ΔrxnH° = 1423 ± 9 kJ/mol5 for C6H5CO2
− + H+ → C6H5CO2H

ΔfH°, 298K H+) = 1530.05 kJ/mol 

ΔSubH° (C6H5CO2H) = 90 ± 4 kJ/mol (NIST database, average of 13 values) 

Δf,solidH°, 298K C6H5CO2H) = −384.8 ± 0.5 kJ/mol (NIST database) 

Δf,gasH°, 298K C6H5CO2H) = −384.8 kJ/mol + ΔSubH° (C6H5CO2H) = −294.8 ± 4 kJ/mol

 Δf,gasH°, 298K C6H5CO2
−) = Δf,gasH°, 298K C6H5CO2H) − ΔfH°, 298K H+) + PA
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m/z m/z

Energy-resolved CID cross sections and L-CID fit for the dissociation of Cs+(15-crown-5) 

(m/z 353) at 4.95 × 10−4 mbar Xe pressure. 

L-CID output and results of linear extrapolation (4.95 × 10−4 mbar Xe pressure).

m/z
1.26
1.19
962
5760
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Energy-resolved CID cross sections and L-CID fit for the dissociation of Cs+(15-crown-5) 

(m/z 353) at 4.00 × 10−4 mbar Xe pressure. 

L-CID output and results of linear extrapolation (4.00 × 10−4 mbar Xe pressure).

m/z
1.34

1.32 ± 0.01
769 ± 51 

6170 ± 41
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Energy-resolved CID cross sections and L-CID fit for the dissociation of Cs+(15-crown-5) 

(m/z 353) at 3.00 × 10−4 mbar Xe pressure. 

L-CID output and results of linear extrapolation (3.00 × 10−4 mbar Xe pressure).

m/z
1.54

1.40 ± 0.02
806 ± 44

6030 ± 282
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Energy-resolved CID cross sections and L-CID fit for the dissociation of Cs+(15-crown-5) 

(m/z 353) at 2.00 × 10−4 mbar Xe pressure. 

L-CID output and results of linear extrapolation (2.00 × 10−4 mbar Xe pressure).

m/z
1.70

1.45 ± 0.02
614 ± 69

5680 ± 220
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Energy-resolved CID cross sections and L-CID fit for the dissociation of Cs+(15-crown-5) 

(m/z 353) at 1.00 × 10−4 mbar Xe pressure. 

L-CID output and results of linear extrapolation (1.00 × 10−4 mbar Xe pressure).

m/z
1.94

1.51 ± 0.01
655 ± 43

5540 ± 140
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Pressure extrapolation of Cs+ (m/z 133) threshold energies (Linear and L-CID) to zero 

pressure. The L-CID energies are instrumentally weighed (wi = 1/ei
2).

Threshold energies of Cs+ (m/z 133) extrapolated to vacuum and corresponding literature 

values.

m/z
2.08 ± 0.05 
1.60 ± 0.03

1 1.43 ± 0.05
1 1.45

6 1.04 ± 0.06
7 1.65 ± 0.10 
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We calculated peak corresponding to metastable fragmentation in the first field-free region of the 

TOF as described by Harvey and coworkers8 and done in a previous study by us.9 The following 

expression provides the apparent mass of the metastable ion,

∗ = [1 + ( )(1 + ) ]2
where r is an instrumental parameter describing the relative traversal times of an ion through the 

field-free and the ion mirror (reflectron) regions. This is calibrated by assigning a metastable peak, 

M*, to a specific precursor-fragment ion (Mp-Mf) transition. For our instrument, r = 0.82, calibrated 

through the spontaneous metastable fragmentation of water clusters, providing known precursor-

fragment transitions. The results of this analysis are shown in Figures S22 – S23 and Table S18. 

Precursor (Mp), fragment (Mf) and calculated metastable (M*) peak positions with r = 0.82

 142.93  146.63
 114.94  124.20
98.94 112.21
 58.96  84.92

170.92

 34.98  70.37
 114.94  118.82
98.94 106.04
 58.96  77.28

142.93

 34.98  62.21
 58.96  70.03114.94
 34.98  54.18

58.96  34.98  39.33
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Metastable peaks between m/z 90 and 160 from the MSMS of m/z 171 (ClMgSq−, 

ClMgC4O4
−), combined and averaged three times over collision energies between 90 – 550 kJ/mol in the 

center of mass frame. The instrumental r-value used in the calculation of the metastable peaks is 0.82. 

The strongest metastable signals in Figure S22 correspond to the following dissociation reactions

ClMgC4O4
− (m/z 171) → ClMgC3O3

− (m/z 143) + CO   (SI-1)

ClMgC4O4
− (m/z 171) → ClMgC2O2

− (m/z 115) + 2CO.   (SI-2)
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In addition, we have indicated the calculated metastable positions for 

ClMgC3O3
− (m/z 143) → ClMgC2O2

− (m/z 115) + CO   (SI-3)

ClMgC3O3
− (m/z 143) → ClMgC2O− (m/z 99) + CO2.   (SI-4)

The signal corresponding to SI-3 can be discerned from the noise-level, while the SI-4 metastable 

signal is too weak. We speculate that the origin of the two broad peaks at m/z 130 and 135 is from 

metastable fragmentation in the ion-mirror region, but have not made specific assignments. 

The analysis was repeated for the MSMS of m/z 143 (ClMgC3O3
−) shown in Figure S23, 

further strengthening the assignments made above. Unsurprisingly, we do not observe the 

transitions corresponding to SI-1 and SI-2 here, but we do observe those corresponding to SI-3 

and SI-4. The latter has a relatively high metastable signal compared to the focused fragment at 

m/z 99, which could be connected to the high stability of the neutral fragment CO2. 
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Metastable peaks between m/z 90 and 160 from the MSMS of m/z 143 (ClMgDelt−, 

ClMgC3O3
−), combined and averaged three times over collision energies between 130 – 420 kJ/mol in 

the center of mass frame. The instrumental r-value used in the calculation of the metastable peaks is 0.82. 
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G4 (0 K) singlet PES for the dissociation of ClMgC4O4
− and the formation of magnesium 

chloride croconate (1E) denoted by dashed lines. 
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Part one of the G4 (0 K) triplet PES for the dissociation of ClMgC4O4
−. 
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Part two of the G4 (0 K) triplet PES for the dissociation of ClMgC4O4
−. 
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Singlet PES

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          8           0       -1.804635    0.161929   -0.002120
       2          6           0       -2.935546    0.161929   -0.002120
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -113.289425

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        0.000000    0.000000    0.000000
       2          8           0        0.000000    0.000000    1.162879
       3          8           0        0.000000    0.000000   -1.162879
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4(0 K)= -188.535267
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          8           0       -4.783019   -8.295918   -1.296009
       2          8           0       -7.330509   -9.952772    0.284349
       3          8           0       -8.456376  -10.920653   -2.175016
       4          8           0       -6.068524   -9.401037   -4.104092
       5          6           0       -6.838649   -9.698325   -0.897928
       6          6           0       -6.351271   -9.510336   -2.929011
       7          6           0       -5.738550   -8.983595   -1.590572
       8          6           0       -7.389469  -10.171852   -2.101150
       9         12           0       -8.853585  -11.054676   -0.262593
      10         17           0      -10.474229  -12.097750    0.889818
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -1113.416747

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        1.003923    0.711277    0.186470
       2          8           0       -0.139274    1.202480    0.734488
       3          6           0        0.991049   -0.729326   -0.185634
       4          8           0       -0.160389   -1.199774   -0.734609
       5          6           0        2.040310   -1.454272    0.177438
       6          8           0        3.001620   -2.078268    0.477469
       7          6           0        2.066428    1.417123   -0.175721
       8          8           0        3.039118    2.023626   -0.474945
       9         17           0       -3.707298    0.033529   -0.001545
      10         12           0       -1.450045    0.013113   -0.000603
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -1113.341335
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        2.693907   -0.000003   -0.000093
       2          6           0        1.794751   -1.236290    0.000028
       3          6           0        0.428350   -0.706764    0.000195
       4          6           0        0.428353    0.706768    0.000195
       5          6           0        1.794756    1.236288    0.000028
       6          8           0       -0.693721   -1.370214    0.000339
       7          8           0       -0.693715    1.370223    0.000339
       8          8           0        2.166652    2.397731   -0.000030
       9          8           0        3.905448   -0.000005   -0.000252
      10          8           0        2.166642   -2.397734   -0.000030
      11         12           0       -2.065339    0.000007    0.000504
      12         17           0       -4.301745    0.000012    0.000780
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4(0 K)= -1226.737095

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          8           0       -7.307236   -9.814109    0.375905
       2          8           0       -8.417444  -11.028977   -2.295036
       3          8           0       -5.336506   -8.807006   -2.743825
       4          6           0       -6.905820   -9.700130   -0.882982
       5          6           0       -6.218714   -9.370922   -2.120629
       6          6           0       -7.389254  -10.229138   -2.046029
       7         12           0       -8.748155  -10.987764   -0.333823
       8         17           0      -10.382134  -12.032219    0.820427
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -1000.051874
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0       -0.087202   -2.096198   -1.147287
       2          8           0       -0.133796   -3.188411   -1.571651
       3          6           0        0.030008   -0.981105    0.849319
       4          8           0        0.084475    0.219481    1.388718
       5          6           0       -0.032824   -0.862927   -0.628488
       6          8           0       -0.035946    0.286273   -1.352680
       7         12           0        0.058333    1.587789    0.023051
       8         17           0        0.116095    3.852434    0.030786
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -1000.027669

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0       -2.441987   -1.080218   -0.043508
       2          8           0       -3.619215   -1.210990   -0.066585
       3          6           0       -1.004280    0.853341   -0.005017
       4          8           0       -1.847041    1.721778   -0.015947
       5          6           0       -1.192819   -0.670812   -0.017448
       6          8           0       -0.023669   -1.372206    0.000640
       7         12           0        1.104686    0.168002    0.030981
       8         17           0        3.344444    0.569630    0.075774
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -1000.026735
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        1.008018   -1.706959    0.467325
       2          8           0        1.964633   -2.248125    0.960887
       3          6           0        0.390636   -1.699291   -0.889593
       4          8           0        0.747048   -2.295448   -1.905015
       5          6           0       -0.769887   -0.783134   -0.699098
       6          8           0       -1.650019   -0.369899   -1.410563
       7         12           0       -0.431577   -0.324009    1.452899
       8         17           0       -1.088777    0.775264    3.325270
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -999.984644

---------------------------------------------------------------------
 Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
 Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------
      1          8           0        0.275208   -0.929512   -0.000000
      2          8           0        0.054246    1.283056    0.000000
      3          8           0        4.562267   -0.411792    0.000000
      4          6           0        0.885179    0.250263   -0.000000
      5          6           0        3.410921   -0.081830    0.000000
      6          6           0        2.249981    0.406085   -0.000000
      7         12           0       -1.395554    0.021261    0.000000
      8         17           0       -3.627271   -0.190368    0.000000
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------

G4(0 K)= -1000.099991
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          8           0       -5.748239   -8.991157   -0.396043
       2          8           0       -8.504720  -10.809861   -2.070600
       3          6           0       -6.705304   -9.630948   -0.752703
       4          6           0       -7.757309  -10.341187   -0.956318
       5         12           0       -9.377958  -11.462076   -0.548228
       6         17           0      -11.063400  -12.645908    0.365531
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -886.700913

---------------------------------------------------------------------
 Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
 Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------
      1          8           0       -7.224149   -9.501035   -0.081727
      2          8           0       -7.521886  -10.932590   -1.802547
      3          8           0       -4.357863   -7.366628   -1.808303
      4          6           0       -6.942748   -9.895331   -1.199628
      5          6           0       -5.107854   -8.274807   -1.905750
      6          6           0       -5.890311   -9.278520   -2.095715
      7         12           0       -6.483734  -10.781989   -3.405546
      8         17           0       -6.289816  -11.828558   -5.392886
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------

 G4(0 K)= -1000.105378

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1         12           0       -0.058895    1.442929    0.442729
       2         17           0        0.992001    2.812604   -1.238758
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -660.111153
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          8           0        0.000000    0.000000   -3.824627
       2          6           0        0.000000    0.000000   -1.348044
       3          6           0        0.000000    0.000000   -2.619200
       4         12           0        0.000000    0.000000    0.552145
       5         17           0        0.000000    0.000000    2.810278
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -811.489181

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0       -2.039063   -1.752948    0.000000
       2          8           0       -3.070401   -2.305372    0.000000
       3          6           0       -1.123976    0.354720    0.000000
       4          8           0       -0.000835    1.022966    0.000000
       5          6           0       -0.869757   -1.096390    0.000000
       6          8           0        0.349796   -1.692173    0.000000
       7         12           0        1.513427   -0.192652    0.000000
       8         17           0        3.757123    0.059620    0.000000
       9          6           0       -3.005861    2.370830    0.000000
      10          8           0       -2.254491    3.231392    0.000000
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -1113.319085
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          8           0       -4.781684   -8.341947   -1.266281
       2          8           0       -7.219223  -10.076881    0.392033
       3          8           0       -8.662150  -10.691434   -2.020560
       4          8           0       -6.427647   -9.042975   -4.018351
       5          6           0       -6.846144   -9.710357   -0.799908
       6          6           0       -6.579598   -9.288414   -2.839984
       7          6           0       -5.795466   -8.954447   -1.528905
       8          6           0       -7.552965  -10.011397   -1.981722
       9         12           0       -8.939332  -10.905055   -0.084305
      10         17           0      -10.468507  -12.033074    1.117604
      11          6           0       -9.380482   -7.546865   -0.675884
      12          8           0       -9.799119   -8.481672   -0.187384
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4(0 K)= -1226.711648

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0       -0.918528   -0.711647    0.172406
       2          8           0        0.191512   -1.227426    0.722632
       3          6           0       -0.918528    0.711647   -0.172406
       4          8           0        0.191512    1.227426   -0.722632
       5          6           0       -2.134268    1.243605    0.068372
       6          8           0       -3.024354    1.929843    0.458588
       7          6           0       -2.134268   -1.243605   -0.068372
       8          8           0       -3.024355   -1.929843   -0.458588
       9         17           0        3.750389   -0.000000    0.000000
      10         12           0        1.497567    0.000000    0.000000
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -1113.337434
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0       -0.873648    0.820230    0.033040
       2          8           0        0.306965    1.395889   -0.312174
       3          6           0       -1.004042   -0.579944    0.506023
       4          8           0        0.162619   -1.144920    0.641760
       5          6           0       -2.233900   -1.699263   -0.584696
       6          8           0       -3.274258   -2.049206   -0.189318
       7          6           0       -2.030646    1.490332    0.053490
       8          8           0       -3.058452    2.051636    0.066601
       9         17           0        3.815403   -0.150700   -0.122889
      10         12           0        1.574716    0.028882    0.032251
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -1113.309172

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          8           0       -5.257081   -8.241925   -1.072012
       2          8           0       -7.730882   -9.979323    0.492177
       3          8           0       -8.819981  -10.849503   -1.984113
       4          8           0       -6.468729   -9.412863   -3.870122
       5          6           0       -7.621255   -9.225336   -0.625370
       6          6           0       -6.870467   -9.337812   -2.715150
       7          6           0       -6.281618   -8.737941   -1.455627
       8          6           0       -7.936393   -9.906775   -1.918085
       9         12           0       -8.809845  -11.445957   -0.109691
      10         17           0       -9.771092  -13.231632    0.847522
      11          6           0       -8.341688   -7.907930   -0.582816
      12          8           0       -8.543294   -6.807507   -0.900357
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  
G4 (0 K)= -1226.637653
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0       -0.873648    0.820230    0.033040
       2          8           0        0.306965    1.395889   -0.312174
       3          6           0       -1.004042   -0.579944    0.506023
       4          8           0        0.162619   -1.144920    0.641760
       5          6           0       -2.233900   -1.699263   -0.584696
       6          8           0       -3.274258   -2.049206   -0.189318
       7          6           0       -2.030646    1.490332    0.053490
       8          8           0       -3.058452    2.051636    0.066601
       9         17           0        3.815403   -0.150700   -0.122889
      10         12           0        1.574716    0.028882    0.032251
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -1113.309172

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          8           0       -1.662766    0.041496   -0.000000
       2          8           0        1.120090   -0.509361   -0.000000
       3          8           0        0.267509   -3.944331   -0.000000
       4          6           0       -1.288857   -1.232519   -0.000000
       5          6           0        0.149130   -2.775941   -0.000000
       6          6           0        0.123376   -1.421532   -0.000000
       7         12           0        0.000081    1.043944    0.000000
       8         17           0        0.488095    3.255902    0.000000
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -1000.026288
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        0.918337   -1.697051    0.296948
       2          8           0        1.736251   -2.017179    1.152368
       3          6           0        0.463034   -1.815909   -1.082277
       4          8           0        0.807078   -2.407564   -2.111694
       5          6           0       -0.584985   -0.907554   -0.663964
       6          8           0       -1.599563   -0.243511   -0.913579
       7         12           0       -0.464820   -0.321158    1.387283
       8         17           0       -1.105296    0.758378    3.237101
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -999.978400

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          8           0       -7.652162   -8.786852    0.164180
       2          8           0       -6.093175   -9.916667   -3.099784
       3          8           0       -3.657051   -7.859547   -1.030348
       4          6           0       -6.734540   -8.826451   -0.583950
       5          6           0       -4.720587   -8.358419   -1.185041
       6          6           0       -5.829644   -8.972797   -1.522953
       7         12           0       -6.180449  -10.778630   -4.652422
       8         17           0       -6.255618  -11.868960   -6.642282
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4(0 K)= -999.951598
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          8           0       -7.767004   -9.618933   -0.370434
       2          8           0       -7.547121  -11.235648   -1.895125
       3          8           0       -4.611394   -7.496616   -2.385363
       4          6           0       -7.113732  -10.089259   -1.343449
       5          6           0       -5.432212   -8.346226   -2.213369
       6          6           0       -6.267134   -9.301979   -2.177450
       7         12           0       -8.770314   -9.926789   -2.575202
       8         17           0      -10.614729   -9.338641   -3.671011
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4(0 K)= -1000.052407

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0       -2.817745   -0.351495   -0.076316
       2          8           0       -4.006910   -0.263744   -0.193515
       3          6           0       -0.759591    1.051380    0.619387
       4          8           0       -0.254929    1.689367   -0.317307
       5          6           0       -1.543156   -0.275250    0.125824
       6          8           0       -0.505602   -1.161448    0.029494
       7         12           0        1.060801   -0.083695    0.132853
       8         17           0        3.293380   -0.212915   -0.091238
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -999.983457
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0       -1.678455   -0.669996    0.344752
       2          8           0       -2.020541   -1.620063   -0.270132
       3          6           0       -1.480292    1.030942   -0.247728
       4          8           0       -2.276220    1.900752   -0.134529
       5         12           0        0.528465    0.233852    0.591377
       6         17           0        2.535925   -0.529811   -0.323272
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -886.670962
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Triplet PES

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          8           0       -4.690309   -8.210133   -0.934837
       2          8           0       -7.321351   -9.953905    0.233366
       3          8           0       -8.419643  -10.889733   -2.155867
       4          8           0       -6.276506   -9.561693   -4.385462
       5          6           0       -6.758157   -9.647025   -0.935294
       6          6           0       -6.571784   -9.683590   -3.233129
       7          6           0       -5.638270   -8.888164   -1.202353
       8          6           0       -7.324545  -10.129631   -2.167419
       9         12           0       -8.829089  -11.038599   -0.279018
      10         17           0      -10.454526  -12.084441    0.877811
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -1113.321382

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          8           0        2.792470    1.051170   -1.168891
       2          8           0       -0.767623   -1.271759    0.932522
       3          8           0       -0.146561    0.681202   -0.910208
       4          8           0        3.871031   -0.264941    1.371224
       5          6           0        0.437083   -0.966881    0.656172
       6          6           0        3.126554   -0.591482    0.505342
       7          6           0        2.224376    0.286244   -0.398594
       8          6           0        0.829248    0.000957   -0.255661
       9         12           0       -1.764155   -0.027025   -0.242851
      10         17           0       -3.981029    0.218016   -0.493406
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4(0 K)= -1113.301923
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          8           0       -7.125756   -9.989199    0.277979
       2          8           0       -8.304066  -11.089367   -2.275301
       3          8           0       -5.253233   -9.074159   -2.672029
       4          6           0       -7.211776   -9.247295   -0.845665
       5          6           0       -6.261640   -9.429918   -2.081551
       6          6           0       -7.518000  -10.079869   -2.100838
       7         12           0       -8.694164  -10.985289   -0.310954
       8         17           0      -10.336671  -12.075148    0.782381
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -999.949647

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0       -0.046732    2.992124    0.000000
       2          8           0        0.921430    3.714334    0.000000
       3          6           0       -1.459725    1.027910    0.000000
       4          8           0       -1.732961   -0.218774    0.000000
       5          6           0       -0.194193    1.577488    0.000000
       6          8           0        0.868301    0.690340    0.000000
       7         12           0        0.075571   -1.014019    0.000000
       8         17           0        0.650653   -3.194063   -0.000000
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -1000.003886
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        0.981514   -2.599149    0.002986
       2          8           0        0.348433   -3.626070    0.001310
       3          6           0       -0.986836   -0.856387   -0.002821
       4          8           0       -1.910054   -1.644426   -0.005351
       5          6           0        0.480391   -1.234628    0.001397
       6          8           0        1.293510   -0.205705    0.003584
       7         12           0       -0.139098    1.160134   -0.000654
       8         17           0        0.029170    3.428535   -0.000449
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -999.986576

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        2.680515   -0.588608   -0.354766
       2          8           0        3.205776   -1.662488   -0.511926
       3          6           0        0.777713    1.146565   -0.025813
       4          8           0        1.510833    2.121765    0.030790
       5          6           0        1.270379   -0.255929   -0.217308
       6          8           0        0.318418   -1.163093   -0.250748
       7         12           0       -1.157002    0.146235    0.000291
       8         17           0       -3.404185   -0.182538    0.123538
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4(0 K)= -999.984404
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0       -0.776745    0.941916    0.002245
       2          8           0        0.474627    1.524030    0.063092
       3          6           0       -0.822208   -0.432006   -0.078386
       4          8           0        0.183743   -1.221353   -0.102357
       5          6           0       -1.955034    1.745435    0.023304
       6          8           0       -3.135079    1.485459   -0.017324
       7         17           0        3.888388   -0.318784    0.030202
       8         12           0        1.669146    0.076299    0.005039
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -999.998314

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        1.796148    0.496919    0.000000
       2          8           0        2.683728    1.335070    0.000000
       3          6           0        1.801627   -0.964478    0.000000
       4          8           0        0.709609   -1.648786    0.000000
       5         12           0       -0.345883    0.025279    0.000000
       6         17           0       -2.620564    0.284813    0.000000
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -886.678168

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        1.616855    0.918365    0.081700
       2          8           0        2.615219    1.529092    0.116896
       3          6           0        1.735521   -1.506220    0.083684
       4          8           0        0.572700   -1.803202    0.040124
       5         12           0       -0.238166    0.058270   -0.593803
       6         17           0       -2.360258    0.295999    0.289639
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4(0 K)= -886.657801
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          8           0        0.036274    1.369884    0.202394
       2          8           0       -0.059349   -1.387360    0.239377
       3          6           0       -0.098730    0.734296   -0.975664
       4          6           0        0.106317   -0.704937   -0.856374
       5         12           0        0.024782    0.031116    1.548961
       6         17           0       -0.009293   -0.042998    3.812127
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -886.656641

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        2.043455   -0.452419    0.671385
       2          8           0        1.901949   -0.351104   -0.536169
       3         12           0        0.244817    0.865493    0.013939
       4         17           0       -1.780178   -0.286909    0.004739
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -773.363545

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        1.723584   -0.220853   -0.041277
       2          8           0        2.803600   -0.685306   -0.083932
       3         12           0       -0.065144    0.925663   -0.012788
       4         17           0       -2.051996   -0.244443    0.291893
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -773.376632
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0       -2.833757   -0.490514   -0.000000
       2          8           0       -1.738934    0.059456   -0.000000
       3         12           0       -0.000069    0.928775   -0.000000
       4         17           0        1.818508   -0.510469    0.000000
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -773.354250

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1         12           0       -2.684820    0.334925   -1.890217
       2         17           0       -3.500909    0.575753   -4.060963
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -660.049294

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          8           0        3.102466   -1.146241   -1.417539
       2          8           0       -0.764036   -1.134228    1.443897
       3          8           0        0.067277    0.541162   -0.700023
       4          8           0        3.089185    1.653078    0.784835
       5          6           0        0.458032   -1.160975    1.471889
       6          6           0        2.454301    0.820679    0.148970
       7          6           0        2.459500   -0.336170   -0.761254
       8          6           0        1.195147    0.108903   -0.144333
       9         12           0       -1.554685   -0.009538    0.009288
      10         17           0       -3.748177    0.263089   -0.334180
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -1113.233171
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        0.873927    0.655607    0.066305
       2          8           0       -0.305519    1.347436   -0.087184
       3          6           0        0.785474   -0.712986    0.207366
       4          8           0       -0.282881   -1.399916    0.238473
       5          6           0        3.059212   -1.362681    0.429044
       6          8           0        3.525335   -1.805977   -0.523028
       7          6           0        2.171351    1.226455    0.070072
       8          8           0        2.622259    2.336228   -0.031321
       9         17           0       -3.885078   -0.174092   -0.086613
      10         12           0       -1.647250    0.024918    0.005015
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -1113.289940

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0       -0.784180    0.907044   -0.001520
       2          8           0        0.444124    1.522975    0.078871
       3          6           0       -0.780646   -0.469192   -0.017126
       4          8           0        0.242450   -1.228954    0.000150
       5          6           0       -2.854667   -1.531594   -0.485740
       6          8           0       -3.348613   -1.967193    0.450402
       7          6           0       -1.989115    1.666851   -0.078439
       8          8           0       -3.154787    1.351225   -0.123845
       9         17           0        3.917102   -0.204667    0.203433
      10         12           0        1.693089    0.116440    0.097902
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -1113.286591
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0       -0.788027   -3.235941   -0.000059
       2          8           0        0.215480   -3.806732   -0.000027
       3          6           0        1.021711   -0.691766    0.000036
       4          8           0        2.038362   -1.365702    0.000068
       5          6           0       -0.383034   -1.065882   -0.000022
       6          8           0       -1.330088   -0.202077   -0.000048
       7         12           0        0.017050    1.263531    0.000020
       8         17           0       -0.302014    3.517413    0.000033
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -999.964566

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        1.684955    0.782587    0.082088
       2          8           0        2.682509    1.421510    0.045968
       3          6           0        1.780411   -1.306105   -0.001684
       4          8           0        0.640648   -1.729477    0.062753
       5         12           0       -0.261580    0.099029   -0.329779
       6         17           0       -2.502280    0.261273    0.140654
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4(0 K)= -886.657325
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        0.205405    1.497044    0.139238
       2          8           0        1.095898    0.449619    0.131940
       3          6           0       -1.130001    1.226070   -0.002528
       4          8           0       -1.650178    0.035149   -0.049760
       5          6           0        0.766920    2.836499   -0.004365
       6          8           0        1.185755    3.666959    0.750731
       7         17           0        0.216865   -3.299942   -0.076697
       8         12           0       -0.040214   -1.058850   -0.007342
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -999.986876

n.a.

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0       -0.384292   -2.764351   -0.326621
       2          8           0       -0.625537   -3.530665    0.552995
       3          6           0        1.183124   -0.683285   -0.104562
       4          8           0        2.252312   -1.295191   -0.211132
       5          6           0       -0.145659   -1.262057   -0.111680
       6          8           0       -1.196342   -0.485280   -0.018905
       7         12           0       -0.019390    1.116006    0.042238
       8         17           0       -0.574774    3.317668    0.177667
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -999.972844
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        0.357861    1.595570    0.038195
       2          8           0        1.168474    0.546899    0.054776
       3          6           0       -1.062049    1.036214   -0.089134
       4          8           0       -1.589879    0.636230    0.975022
       5          6           0        0.807697    2.935591   -0.012458
       6          8           0        0.179945    3.981449   -0.057415
       7         17           0       -0.114464   -3.150928    0.106385
       8         12           0       -0.132016   -0.907881    0.016335
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -999.948828

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        2.608779   -0.632640    0.531596
       2          8           0        1.665281   -0.233214   -0.179947
       3         12           0        0.077808    0.884025   -0.100519
       4         17           0       -1.941824   -0.243111   -0.097237
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -773.352323

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        1.926881   -0.320302    0.536834
       2          8           0        2.360246   -0.542559   -0.568996
       3         12           0        0.082909    0.867471    0.160173
       4         17           0       -1.959993   -0.229550    0.025882
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -773.358559
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Magnesium monocarbonyls

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        2.802740    0.662951   -0.000000
       2          8           0        3.741089    0.017820   -0.000000
       3         12           0       -0.405933   -1.068977   -0.000000
       4         17           0       -2.163548    0.563681   -0.000000
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -773.400143

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        2.043455   -0.452419    0.671385
       2          8           0        1.901949   -0.351104   -0.536169
       3         12           0        0.244817    0.865493    0.013939
       4         17           0       -1.780178   -0.286909    0.004739
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -773.363545

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        1.723584   -0.220853   -0.041277
       2          8           0        2.803600   -0.685306   -0.083932
       3         12           0       -0.065144    0.925663   -0.012788
       4         17           0       -2.051996   -0.244443    0.291893
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -773.376632
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0       -2.833757   -0.490514   -0.000000
       2          8           0       -1.738934    0.059456   -0.000000
       3         12           0       -0.000069    0.928775   -0.000000
       4         17           0        1.818508   -0.510469    0.000000
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -773.354250

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        1.909909    0.322045   -0.000000
       2          8           0        3.048324    0.262074   -0.000000
       3         12           0       -0.106281   -0.795499   -0.000000
       4         17           0       -2.015083    0.330433   -0.000000
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -773.340061

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0       -0.000000    0.000000    2.166158
       2          8           0       -0.000000    0.000000    3.282055
       3         12           0       -0.000000    0.000000   -0.103750
       4         17           0       -0.000000    0.000000   -2.229463
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -773.099110
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  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0       -0.000000    0.000000   -0.674818
       2          8           0       -0.000000    0.000000   -1.787617
       3         12           0       -0.000000    0.000000    1.529344
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -312.448896

  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
  Center     Atomic      Atomic             Coordinates (Angstroms)
  Number     Number       Type             X           Y           Z
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------
       1          6           0        1.990471   -1.126181    0.005310
       2          8           0        2.833852   -1.861895    0.018243
       3         12           0        0.107680    0.516249   -0.023564
  ---------------------------------------------------------------------

  G4 (0 K)= -312.939271
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